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SI]MMARY

The work described in ËhÍs thesis ís concerned with the

developmenÈ and verificatíon of techniques useful for the íngestigation

of modal sound radíation from vibrating surfaces'

ForthePurposeofdevelopingandverifyingtechniquesithas

been useful to consider in detail the radiation properÈÍes of a simple

model capable of exact mathematical descriptÍon. For the latter

purpose the clamped edge circular flat plate mounÈed in an ínfinite

baffle and vibrating in one of its low order modes has been chosen for

study, as iË is a model that can be boÈh simulated and mathematically

descríbed.

The general applicabil-Íty of Ëhe techniques devel-oped is

demonstrated for three models which are not readily described by math-

ematÍcal analysÍs. The models used for the latter demonstration are

the clamped edge circular flat plate mounted on the end of a long tube,

the same plate mounted in an infínite baffle but vibrating in a non-

classical mode and Ëhe side walls of several in-line ínternal combustion

engíne blocks.

The modal responses of flat circular plates with both clamped

and simply supported.edge conditj.ons are calculated usíng both classical

and l,Iindlin-Timoshenko plate theories. Numerical results for the

modal resonanÈ freguencíes, mode shapes and mean square surface

velocities are calculatecl using each theory and presented for the

first seven Plate modes.

The results obtained for the plate resPonse are used to calculaÈe

the corresponding sound radiation efficiencies for each mode, where the



radiation effíciency is defined as a complex quantity with both real

and imaginary parts, and rnay be consídered as a normalised form of

the surface radiatÍon impedance. The acoustic field adjacent to the

vibrating plate is described in terms of oblate spheroidal coordinates'

Use of Ëhese coordinates allows maËchíng of the acoustic velociËy in the

fluÍd adjacent to the plate with the normal plate surface velocíty,

enabling both real and Ímaginary Parts of the radiation efficiency to

be calculated. The predíctions obtained in this way for the real part

of the radiation efficiency are compared v¡iÈh numerical results obtained

by solving Ëhe RayleÍgh Integral in the acoustic far field' Excellent

agreement Ís demonstraÈed.

l{easurementsofÈherealpartofthecircularplatemodal

radiation efficiencies are made using time averaged holography to

determine Èhe mean square plate surface velocity. A reverberanË room

fs used for the direct measurement of the radíated sound pohTer' A

range of plates differíng in size and thickness and vibratíng in each

of theír six 10wesÈ order vibraÈion modes are tested. Reasons for

discrepancies between exPerimentally measured and theoretÍcally

predicted radiaÈion efficiencies are suggesÈed'

InthesecondpartofthethesisthesuitabiliÈyofa

reverberanË ïoom (contaíning a rotating diffuser) for the pure tone

sound po\rer measurements mentioned earlier is investigated. In

particular the average radiation ímpedance presented to a number of pure

tone sound sources is experimentally determined and compared with free

field predicÈions and measurements'

ThesoundsourcesconsideredinitiallyareËhemouthsoftwo

impedance tubes of different díameters and a conical horn whose throat

ís attached to the mouÈh of the smaller impeclance tube' The impedance



presented Ëo the tube mouth fs determined as a function of frequency

and diffuser angular posítion and speed by samplÍng the sound fíeld in

the lmpedance tube aË a suitable raÈe and over a suitable períod of time.

the impedance averaged over one complete diffuser revolution is then

calculated as a function of diffuser speed and frequency and compared

wlth the free fíeld predictions.

Fínally, several different size simply supported square plates,

each vibrating ín their fundamental- resonant mode are used as sound

sources. Both the real and iuraginary parts of Lhe radiation effíciency

are measured for each plate as a function of diffuser angular position.

The measurement procedure uses a tÍme averaged hologram to store inform-

atÍon about the velocity amplitude distribution over the víbrating surface,

which may be related Ëo a single acceleration measurement on the surface.

A near field mierophone scan of the vibrating surface allows determinat.ion

of the amplitude and phase distribuÈion of the acoustic pressure in the

fluid adjacent to Èhe surface, which again is related to the single

acceleration measurement. A computer program is used to combine the

velocity and pressure informatíon to gíve the real and imaginary parts

of the radiation efficiency.

Values of the measured radiatíon efficiency averaged over the

plate surface are averaged over one complete diffuser revolution and

compared wíEh free field predictíons and sÍmilar measurements in an

anechoic room.

IË is demonstrated that the rotating diffuser does have a

signifícant effect on the sound polÀ7er radiated by a pure tone sound

source in a reverberant room and thaË the radiation impedances presented

to Ëhe pure tone test sources, when averaged over one complete diffuser

revolution, are close to the free fíeld values.
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CHAPTER 1

SOME PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATI ONS AND GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1 COMPLEX RADIATION EFFICIENCY

The relaÈíonship between the vibratÍon characterístics of a

surface and the sound Po\¡Ier produced remains a problem worth investigatíon

although much has already been accomplished. Knowledge of this relatíon

or a good approxímation to it ís a necessary prerequisíte for the

successful prediction of the sound pollTer radiated by a surface vibrating

wiËh known phase and amplitude. The degree of acoustic couplíng betl^teen

a vÍbratíng surface and the surrounding medium may be expressed in math-

emaEical terms as the surface radiation efficiency o, which ís a measure

of how much more or less acoustic po\¡IeÏ is radiated by Èhe surface than

would be radiated by an equal area of an ínf inite plane !'¡ave.

AsthequantiËyomayincertaíncasesexceedunity,itis

realised there may be some conceptual problems in referring to ít as

radíatíon efficíency. rndeed for this reason some authors (e.g. Beranek,

197fb) refer to it as radíation raËio. On the other hand other authors

(e.g.LyonrlgT5andCremerrHecklandUngarrLgT3a)havereferredtoít

as radíation efficiency. As the quantity O ís a measure of the efficiency

with which a partícular surface radíates sound, the laÈter terminology ís

considered to be suiEable and is adopted in this thesis'

Theradíationefficíerrcy,o'maybedefínedintermsofthe

space time average mean square normal surface velocity '."t"t, the surface

area A and the acousEic po\^/er I'tr radiated into the surrounding medium (whích

has a characterístic impedance of goco) as follows, (Cremer, Heckl and

Ungar, 1973):

!l
<u2> Ao csË'o o

$= ( t. 1)
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In equation (1.1) we shall assume that both tr{ and o are cornplex'

.AsshownbyAlper(1970),theradiatedacousticpol¡IeÏmay
be described as a complex quantity' Èhe real part of which rePresents por^ter

radíated Ínto the far field and the ímagínary part of whích represents po\^7er

flow back and forth between the surface and the acoustic near fleld' Thus

it ís convenient to define a complex radiatíon efficiency with real and

ímaginary parËs correspondíng to the real and imaginary parts respectively

of the radiated acoustic Po\¡/er. The complex radiatíon efficíency of a

surface may be considered as a normalised form of the complex radiation

impedance. Although the concePL of complex radíation efficíency has not

been discussed by other authors, it is used ín this thesis because it Ís a

consistent and conveníenË r,Iay in whích Eo Present numerical and experimental

results.
'Inthehighfrequencyrange'wheremanyvíbrationmodesare

excíÈed on a surface at once, a statístical approach has been shown to give

satisfactory results for the purpose of esÈimating the radiation effíciency

of thín panels (Maidanik, 1962). However for the statístical approach to

yield reliable results Èhe nr:mber of resonant modes of the surface in the

measuremenÈ frequency band must exceed some mínímum number' Thus at low

frequencíes, where only one or a few modes are excited, the sound radiaÈion

of each mode must be consídered. Furthermore most surfaces which míght be

of interest are too complex to be conveniently analysed theoretícally'

Thus an experimental method for determíning radiatíon effícíencies for

low order modes of any víbrating surface could serve a useful purpose' The

latter consideration has motivated the research presented in this thesis '

I.2 OBJECTIVES

An initíal and important objectíve of this thesis is the proposal

and verífication of experimental techniques for the determínatíon of the

radiatíon efficiency of a modally vibrating surface- as defined by equation
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[J

ï

(1.1). Bies (1974) and James (1976) showed qualitatively that optical

holography night be used, in conjuncÈion wíth appropriate acoustical

measurements, to study the phenomenon of acoustic radiation from víbrating

surfaces. In thís thesis ít ís shown how theír experimental technique may

be adapted to obtain good quantitaËive results for Ëhe modal radiatíon

efficiency of a vibratíng surface.

Initially the ffrst six low order modes of some clamped edge

círcular plates are considered. Experimental resulÈs aTe compared with

theoretical predictions derived from the analysís of this thesis' The real

part of modal radiation efficiency is calculated using equation (1'1)'

holographic measurements to determine (v2)s, and reverberant room measure-

menÈs to determine the real part of I^I'

A second objective of thís thesís is to demonstrate the extension

of the experímenËal technique for the measurement of modal radiation

effÍcíency, to vibratíng surfaces not readíly amenable to mathematical

analysis.

Athirdobjectíveístoinvestígatethesuitabílítyofa

reverberant room containíng a ïotating diffuser for sound power measure-

ments required for the determination of modal radiation efficlencíes ' In

particular, the radiation ímpedance presented by Ëhe room to pure tone

sound sources is ínvesËígated for a number of dífferent sources and diffuser

rotational sPeeds.

1.3 GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO RE}ÍAINDER OI THESIS

In Part I of thÍs Èhesis a thorough theoretícal descriptíon

is presented of the response and radíation characteristícs of a resonantly

vibratíng circular plate with boEh c1-amped and simply suppolted edges'

This is followed by a description of the holographíc procedure used for the

determínation of the quantity (v2>", of eQuatíon (1'1)' The procedure for

the measureme-rìË of the real part of Èhe radiated sound poIÙer ll of equaËion
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(1.1) is then descríbed. usíng these experimentally determined values for

I,l'and <.r""Ë, and equation (1.1), val-ues are calculated for the resístive

part of the radiaÈíon efficiency and compared with theoretícal predíctions '

The experimental technique Ís theñ extended Èo the determination of the

resÍsËive parts of the radiatíon efficiencies for surface vibratíons not

readily amenable to mathematical analysis. These include some low order

engine block vibration modes and some non-classÍca1 plate víbration modes '

part II of this thesís is concerned r,ríth the investlgation of

the suitabilíty of the reverberant room for the measurements described ín

Part I. In particular the radiatíon ímpedance presented to a number of

pure Èone sound sources by the room conÈaining a rotating díffuser is

Õ.onsidered. The sources used are the mouths of two dífferent diameËer

straight tubes, the mouth of a cbnical horn whose throat ís attached to a

straight tube, and some sirnply supported edge square plaËes of five

different sízes. The complex radíation ímpedance presented to the tube

and horn mouÈh sound sources is measured by sarnpling Ëhe sound field ín

Ëhe tube. The complex radíation efficíency for tl-re pLate sources is

calculated from holographíc measurements and a near field rnicrophone scan

of the vibratíng.surface. verificatíon of this experímental technique

uslng clamped edge círcular plates and side surfaces of some ín line engine

blocks in an anechoic room has been prevíously reported by the auÈhor and

hís thesís advisor (Hansen and Bies, 1979) '

ThemainpuÏposeoftheinvestigationsinthereverberantroom

fs to establish whether or not a rotating diffuser enables the room to

presenE on average free fíeld radiatíon impedance to a pure tone sound

source. The variatíons in radiation ímpedance caused by the roÈating

diffuser are evaluated experímentally as a function of source sÍze and

diffuser angular positíon and rotational speed. The aveÏage radiation

impedance is calculated by averaging over one complete diffuser revolution

and ís then compared wíth free fíeld measurements and predictions '
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PART 1 INVESTIGATION OF SOI]ND RADIATION FROM

MODALLY VIBRATING SIIRFACES

CHAPTER 2

THE MODEL ! TI{E CIRCULAR FLAT PLATE

2.T GENERAL I}{IRODUCTION

The edge clamped circular flat plate mounËed Ín an ínfinite

rigid baffle and radiating ínto an echo free field ís relatively símple

to describe analyËically and thus r^¡as chosen as a model for verification

of the experÍmental measuring techniques investigated in this thesis '

The model had the advanËage that direct comparison could readíly be made

between experimental results and theoreËícal predictions ' The model

províded the additional- important advantage that its geometry made possible

considerable símplíficatíon in the ínterpreLation of the time averaged

holograms. The sirnplífícation was possible because the direcËion of

víbration for Ëhe clamped edge flat plaÈe is normal to the surface so that

the angles betr¿een the three vectors, the direcÈion of positive displace-

ment, the directíon of íllumination, and the direction of observationo

could be arranged to essentíally coincide. Under these círcumstances the

surface displacement vector and the optical sensitivity vector are essen-

tially coíncident ever¡uhere over the surface of the rnodel' so that Èhe

surface displacement anplitude ís directly relaËed to the fringe number on

the.reconstructed ímage. By contrast if the surface \¡Iere curved or

irregular and the dírection of vibratíon were Ín consequence unknown' at

least three different holograms conÈaining different orientations of the

sensitivíty vector would be requíred to unambiguously determíne the
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vibration amplitude of any point on the surface (Tonín and Bies, 1977).

.InthefollowingchapterËhemodalresponsesandradíation

efflciencíes of the first seven low order modes of the circular flat

plate with both clamped edge and simply supported edge are considered

theoretically and numerical resulËs are given ín detail for later

reference. Comparisons are made for the clamped edge plate between thin

plate theory (Classical theory) and thick plaÈe theory (Mindlín-Tímoshenko

theory) to determine the range of usefulness of the símpler thin place

Èheory. NumerÍcal results are given for mode shapes' resonant frequeneíes'

mean square surface velocity amplitudes and radiation effíciencies'

2.2 PREDICTED PLATE RESPONSE

2.2.1 Introduct íon to Plate Res p onse AnalYsis

-Theflexuralvibratíonsofcircularplates\¡Ierefirst

considered by Poisson as early as 1829 but the first detailed analysis

for various edge conditíons lüas not presented until 1878 by Rayleigh

(1S7Ba). Rayleíghrs analysis ís generally referred l-o as classícal

plate theory and as ít ignores the effects of shear and rotatory ínertia

its use is restricted to thin ísotropíc plates wíth a large radíus to

thíckness ratio.

InmorerecenÈtímesrMindlin(1951)haspresentedatwo

dimensional solution for plate motíon derived from three dímensional

equations of.elasËicity whích consider the effecËs of shear and rotatory

inertia on plate vibrations and resonafit frequencíes. Hís analysis is

based on a similar one dímensÍonal theory for bars in whích Rayleígh

(1878b) is credited for including the effect of rotaÈory inertia and

Timoshenko (192i) is credited for including the effect of transverse shear'
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For plate motíon, the shear effect is shown by Míndlin Èo be much

more significant than the rotatory inertía effect. Consequently the

theory of p1aËe motion presentéd by Mindlin in 1951 is generally

referred to as Mindlin-Timoshenko Plate Theory (or M-T PlaÈe Theory) '

In 1954 Mindlin and Deres íewícz extended the two dimensíonal

general plate theory to include the fl-exural vibrations of an

ísotropic free edge circular p1ate. Recently, the forced vibratíons

of an edge clamped circular plate have been consiclered by Alper and

l"Iagrab ( 19 70) .

In the following sectíon both M-T plate theory and classical

plate theory are presented for clamped edge p1-ates for the purpose of

obtaining expressions for the plate normal velocity dÍstribution and

the mean square plate surface velocíty. These quantitíes are requíred

for the theoretical determínation of the plate modal radiation efficiency.

Both theories are presented so that the range of validity of the much

slmpler Classícal plate theory may be determined by comparison with the

more exact M-T theory. The comparison will show that Èhe Classical plate

theory gíves valíd results over a range of thickness to radius ratios

up to abouÈ 0.1 for the first few 1or'¡ order modes'

classícal plaËe theory presented by Morse and Ingard. (1968a)

is repeated here for the purPose of correcting an error ín their analysis

(equatíon 2,12) and for the purpose of símplífying their expression for

the characteristic equatíon to make numerícal computatíon easier' For

comparison, the analysís for a clamped edge plate using the more

precise l"I-T plate theory is also presented. Tor Êhis purpose the

analysis of Alper and Magrab (1970) is repeated and extended to obtain

expressíons for the modal nìean square plate surface velocity.
¡
t

-{
I
.t
f
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The case of the simply supported circular p1ate, is also

considered using Classícal- plate theory.

An expression is deríved. for the mean square surface velocity

of the plale from Ëhe charac|eristic equa|íon (equaÈíon 2.9)' This

characteristic equatíon is gíven by Leíssa (1969) and may be derived

from the equations describing the plate boundary conditions given by

Rayleigh (1B7Ba). The sírnply supported edge analysís is presented to

show what Ërend might be expected ln the cases encountered experiment-

ally where the clamped edge condition for some of the thick plates

tested (at high frequencíes) could not be well rnåt and the edge condition

in these cases probably lay somewhere between clamped and simply

supported.

2.2.2 C lassícal Plate Theory

When in-plane motion may be ignored and only normal plate

moËion need be considered, the general equation of moÈion for a plate

vibratíng ín an acoustic medium with negligible mass loading is'

vav * 12p(1-v2) a2y = o
Eh2 àt2

Thís equatíon and its solutíon for a círcular plate were fírst given

by Rayleígh (1878a). His solutíon may be wrÍtten ín dimensionless form

3sr

= D om(0) [;*(nßu) + Ä.r*(nßu)].iûitY(ur 0, t) (2.1)

where the notation is consistent with that used later by Morse and Ingard

(196Sa) (r¿ith the exception of the sign of the tíme de-pendence) and that

used throughout the remainder of this thesis '

For both simply supported and edge clamped plates equaËí-on (2.1)
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can be simplified by making use of the first boundary condÍtion that the

normal plate displacement at Èhe edge is always zero'

where H*, (u) = Jro(nß*ju) - Jr(nßr5)ro'{nß*.u)/ro'(nß.r)

For clamped edge plates the second boundary condítíon requíres

that the displacernenË slope must be zero aE the edge. Thus,

S= o
du

Y = 0 at u = 1.

Use of equatíon (2.2) allows equation (2.1) to be r,¡rítten in a more

compact form for a plate vibratíng in mode (ro,j) âsr

ir. (u, o) = Drj%e)Hnj (u)

aË u = 1.

m

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.s)

(2.6)

(2.7 a)

solutions for ß of equation (2.4) corlesPonding to particular modes
mJ

(rnrj) are found usÍng the second boundary condition, equatíon (2.5).

Substitutíon of equation (2.3) into (2.5) gives the following result

which defines B . and which is equivalent to the equatlon given by
DJ

Leissa (1969).

Jnrt(nßrj)ro'(nßo',) + Jr(nß*i)rm+t(trß*.) = 0.

In wríting equation (2,6) the following Bessel Function identities

(Mclachlan, f94L) have been used;

-3- l*(nz) (n/z) J (pz) l.l**, (tz)

ð

ðz
r*(tz) (^/") r*(lz) f prr+lþz) ,

For sínply supported plates the second boundary condítion as

gíven by Rayleigh (1878a) and expressed in dimensÍ-onless form is,

(2.7b)
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(2.8)

SubsËituÈing equation (2.3) into (2.8) and rearranging terms, gíves the

following result which is equivalent to the expression given by Leissa (1969)

a2v 1 âY

#*u(tä)=o atu=l-'

J (nß (nI
m*1 uri m*1 m1

J (nß
m mj

r (nß .)mmJ

where in addition to (2.7a) and

been used;

I*(z) = l(2nr+2) lzl r

)r )
=0 (2.e)

(2.L2)

+
)

(2.7b), the following identities have

*+t(") + T*r(z) (2.10a)

,(z) = l(zn+z)lzl Jr+t(r) - t^*r(z). (2.10b)

The Êr. soluÈions obtained for simply supporÈed Iequation (2.9) ] and cJ-amped

edge [equation (2.6)] plates are listed in table 2,1 for the firsL few

vibration modes.

The mean square surface displacement amplitude averaged over the

pl-ate surface for vibration mode mj may be found by substiÈuting the mjth

solution of equation (2.6) or (2.9) into equation (2.3), squaring and

then íntegrating over the surface area.

That is,
2 .ø2(Ðn2. (u)n du do.mJm mJ

(2.11)

J

For clamped edge plates vibraÉing in mode (m,j) equation (2.11) may be

sirnplified by expanding and íntegrating term by term. The result is,

v'.
mJ

2r'1
=*T TD

00

.Ç' , = Qn2./e ) 12mjs mJ m m
(nß )

mJ

where e ={ lwhenm=
2whenmfm

0
0.

This result r,ras obtained by using equation (2.6) and the following Bessel-
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Table 2.L z Classícal Plat e Theory Solutions o f the CharacterlsÈíc Equatíon

(EquaÈlons 2.6 and 2.9) Describing Plate Mo tíon for Ëhe FÍrsÈ

Few Vibratlon Modes.

o .707 L

1.7353

2.7 4rt

3,7436

r.tB67

1.6110

2.Or2r

2.3999

I.Ot74

2.0074

3.0047

4.0034

r.4677

r-.8798

2.27 39

2.6568

0, l-

2

3

0 ,

0,

0r4

1 , 1

I

1

1

2,

3,

4,

ßnj (simply supported edge)ßrj (clamped edge)Mode (n,J )



Functíon ldenÈities (Mclachlan, f94l-) .

1,2.

(2.13a)

1

l2(sz)z ð,2 = -0.5tr; (B) - (L + m2/Bz¡rz(n) I (2.13b)

1
I

J 
r*(n") J^(nz)z dz =lI/(82 + H2) I [BJ*(H)I'(B) - HI*(B)J'(H) ] '

(2.13c)

0

where the prime denotes differentiation \^tíËh respecÈ to Èhe Bessel

Function argument.

For simply supported edge plates equation (2.11) may be simpli-

fied to gíve,

(2.L4)

l-

| ,r^luù, a, = 0.5 [¡'2 (s) + (1 - 
^2 

¡s2¡J2 (B) ]
lo *' m

0

. iÍj '" = (zD2 ./ero).rfr(nß*j)P*j

where, P = | - lNr2g2 /(r-v)21 - l2rg /(r-v)l[(rn/nß )
mj mJ mj

+ (1/nß*, ) - J**r (nÊmj ) /J*(nß (2.ls)

In thís case the result was obtaíned by using equatíon (2.9) and the

Bessel IuncEion identíties 2.7a, 2.7b, 2'LOa, 2'10b, 2'l3a'b and c'

The dimensional mean square normal plate surface velocity for

víbration mode mrj averaged in tirne and over the plate surface, may be

obtained from the non-dímensional mean squa.re normal surface displacement

amplitude of equations (2,L2) and (2.L4) using the following relatíon,

mj

,o3) J '

<vz > =0.5r¡2a2.i2.>.mj sÈ mJ s

For the clampe-d edge plate we obtain,

(2.L6a)



<v mj st

and for the simply suPported edge plate we obtaín,

27 = D2.^2r2J2(ng .) /e ,mjmmJm

13.

(2.L6b)

(2.L6c)

(2.r9)

2>
ruj st mJ m mj mJ m

2D a2u2J2 (nß /eP)<v

The constanr Dm. of equations (2.L2) and (2.I4) may be convenienÈ1y

evaluated Ín Èerms of the velocity amplitude at a modal anËinode. Referríng

t,o equation (2.3) we choose 0 such that On(e) is unity and dÍfferentiaÈe

Y
mJ

r,ríth respecc to u . hle then determine uO from Èhe equatíon whích results

from setting the derívaÈive equal to zeto'

dttr.(u)/du= 0 at t=tA (2.r7)

EquaÈion (2.L7) was solved by successj-ve íteratíon on a computer for those

values for which m vras non zero. Inlhere m $ras zero Èhe amplítude at the

centre of the plate was used. The value of uO obtaíned by this process

was then substituted into equatíon (2.3) and the square of the velocity

ampliÈude in dimensional form was computed,

D2 .a2u2\2.MJ MJ
(2.18)

Dividíng equatíons (2.16) bV (2.18) and using eíther equations

(2.L4) gives the following results.

For clamped edge. plates,

. "å: '"r/+'o = ¡2 (nßmj ) / t t*Hå: (uo) 1 ,

and for simply supported edge plates,

(2.L2) or

' "Ij 
"t/Ç1, 

= ¡2(rßmj)P'j/tt#å: (2.2o)

An expression due to Rayleigh (1B7Ba) whích may be used to

calculate moclal resonant frequencies and which will be useful later ís,

("e).ç1 =

(uo) l.



(2.2r)

2.2.3 Míndlín-Timoshenko Plate Theory

For the purpose of the following analysis the plates considered

are assumed to be ísotropic and the mass loading of the acoustic medíum

is assumed to be neglígible. As shor¿n by Lax (L944) the mass loadíng of

the medium Í-s negligíble r¿hen the following condiÈÍon ís satisfied,

g=(p /p)(a/h) < < 1. (2.22)

f.
mJ

Ín 92 .h / 4az j Ín / h (vvz', 1>' .
mJ

ítrl Ë

14.

(2.24)

(2.2s)

0

For a steel plate vibrating in aÍr the density raËío (OOIO) ís approx-

Ímately 1.5 x 10-4 vrhíle Èhe largest value of the radius Eo Èhickness

ratio (a/h) is approxirnately 103. A larger value of the radius to

thickness ratio is not possible since membrane stresses, neglected in

the analysis, would then become ímportant; thínner plates would behave

like stretched stiff membranes. I¡Ie conclude that the largest value of

-Ê'ís of the order of 0.15 or less and hence for the case of steel plaÈes

vibratíng in air, the mass loadíng of Èhe medÍum ís neglígible.

The equaÈíons of motíon for the isoËropic círcular flat plate

wíth negligíble mass loading of the surrounding fluíd, expressed in

dimensionless formrare as follows (uin¿tin and Deresíervícz, L954).

!= t
ir¡ È (2.23)Y +Y leI 2

ú,-, = I

atr
àu{(o -1) +

aY^ 1AX
(oz-r) f + ., ao ]" t

and t|,

l- âY

= {(o -l) --l-+'\"1 -/ u âo0

I
(o^-1) -z1¡

The effeets of rotatory inertía and shear have be-en considered and polar

coordínates wíth origín aÈ the plate centre have been used.

The functions i, , i, anð. X satisfy Ehe following differential

equations characterising bending l4raves in a flat plate.
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(v2+of)cv2 +af)Y=o, (2.26)

and (v2 + w2¡ x = 0. (2.27)

The quantíties in equaÈions (2.24) to (2.27) may be expressed in dímen-

sionless form as follor¿s.

(ôr.) 2 = o.5(colc") 2(t^)2{1t;2+ r¡ - (-r)tt(u;'-*)2 + 4x(c" lTcok$z1'z¡

I = t¡2 (2.28)

(wa)2 = (colc")2ç11¿¡2 - (kT/Ðz (2.29)

T = hlañ (2.30)

or= 62r_/(12r) (2.31)

or= a!/(r2r) (2.32)

kT = 0.3v + 0.76 Q.33)

K = G(1-v2) /n = (1-v) 12 for isotropic materíal. (2.34)

SoluËíons to equations (2.26) and (2.27) were gíven by Mindlin

and Deresciewicz (1954) and may be written in dimensionless form as follows,

ir{,t,O) = lrt*(ôtau), (2.35)

Îr{.t,0) = DrF*(ôrau), (2.36)

and i(u,e) = DrFr(wa*r) @* (o+'¡r/2). (2.37)

In equatíons (2.36) and (2.37), Fr(x) is a Bessel Function of Èhe

first kind if

ka >- (kT."/T"o), (2.38)



and a Modified Bessel Functíon of the first kind íf

ka < (krcr/l"o).

Thefo]-lowingboundaryeonditionsmustbesatÍsfiedfora

clamped edge circular Plate'

Î(r,o) = üu (1,0) = Uo (1,0) = o.

16.

(2.3e)

(2.40)

Substitution of equation (2'35) ancl (2'36) into

of the first of Èhe boundary conditions [equation (2'40)]

expression for Èhe dimensíonless displacemenË amplitude for the vÍbrating

plate. Explicit dependence on Ëhe mode number (m'i) is indicated;

În'.¡(t,o) = D-, t-(u)"r-, , (2'4r)

wheret

(2.23) and use

leads to an

lJnt
m,

and

where the prÍme indicates differenËiation wíth respect to the Bessel

H (ôt 
.au) - J-(ôt .")F-(ôZ_ .au) 

/F-(ô ,^,^)l ' (2'42)
mr mj mj mlË

Next we evaluate the eigen values ô1n', and ô2-i for each

mode (m,i). Substitution of equatíons (2'35) ' (2'36) and (2'37) into

equations (2.24) and (2.25) and use of the second and third boundary

conditíons of equations (2.4O) leads to t$Io equations dependenË on the

constantsDrrDrandDr'Useofthefírstboundaryconditionand

equation (2.23) enables the constant D" to be el-imínated' The two

equations maY then be written as

(o, -l)Jn'(ô, a)Dr/a - (oz-1)J.(ô1a)mD, /a * Drwr'(wa) = 6 Q'43)

(or-r)ôrJ'(ôra)D, - (oz-r)ôzJ-(ôra)F'(ô2a)nr/r-(ôza) + mFn(wa)D, /a = 0

(2.44)

FuncÈion argument and the followíng Bessel FuncËion identities have

been used (Mclachlan' 1941);
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àz

a

ðz m

J

I (pr)

J (p")
m

I (pz).
m

,(rz) = n #tt

17.

(2.45a)

(2.45b)

(2.46)

The constants D, and D, may be eliminated from equations (2.43)

and. (2.44) Ëo give the followíng characËerisÈic equation,

(or-1) (ô ra)

J*(ô ra)

m

[- J
ôt"

(0.
MI

a) - Jm+l(ôra)l

,n 
(wa) t Fr*t(wa) l-l = 0.+ m2(o "o

F (wa) In

) * t-F
hla vIa2 I

The Bessel Function ÍdentitÍes of equations (2.7a), (2.7b), (2.45a) and

(2.45b) have been used Èo derive equation (2.46). The negaÈíve sign in

equaËíon (2.46) ís chosen if equation (2.38) is sat,isfied; Èhe posÍtive

sígn is chosen if equatíon (2.39) ís satisfied.

Reference ro equaÈions (2.28), (2.29), (2.31) and (2.32) shows

that equation (2.46) may be expressed as a function of diuensíonless

freguency, ka. Values of (ka)rnj were determined by numerically solving

equation (2.46) for its first several roots using acomPuter. The resonant

frequencies of modes (m,j) are given by,

f (ka) c /2¡ra. (2.47)
mj o

The mean sguare dísplacement amplitude averaged over the plate

surface may be deterrnined using equation (2.4L), squaring and integratíng

over the plaÈe surface. The integra¡íon is performed by expanding the

function and íntegrating Ëerm by term using the Bessel Function ídentities

of equations (2.13a), (2.13b) and (2.13c). The resulË may be simplified

using the Bessel Function identities of equations (2.7a) and (2.7b)

together with equation (2.16) to wríte the followiirg for the mean square

veloeity averaged in time and over the plate surface;

mJ
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If equation (2.38) is satisfied then 1n equation (2.48)'
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(2.48)

(2.4e)

(2.50)

(2. s1)

(2.s2>

(2.s3)

(2.s4)

(2. ss)

%:
Jn+lr2+ 

(þ)'- (t'*t= 0.5J2 , , * {1.r, Jm Jm

Tr+1. , 2t 4Bz'"'-)(-- ^ J].
J, B, Bí-B;

(

Alternatively if equation (2.39) ís satísfied then'

Irj

In equatÍons (2.49) and (2.50)

I
mJ

a)

2m

) (- +
Br

)

JTJ2m4B^
=0.5J2{z+1!11¡z (l*11'-,-m+1)( * t .- v'JUmLa' t r* ' t r, / \ 

Jr' B, ' rl+øf,'

I .. 2m 4B^-(#,u+#)j.

Jr (ôJ. =
l-

J.
a

a)

nj

J. (ô^
lz

r. (ô
l--

ô,'

ô
2

nj

f . =
t_

B

a)2
mJ

a

and

I

2
B a.

mJ

Equations (2.4L) and (2.42) may be used to evaluaËe the constanÈ

D relative to the velocÍty ampliËude at an antinode usíng Ëhe same
mJ

procedure as descrj-bed for Classícal plate theory. The result allows

the velocity ratio .rå3 t=a /Ç2O rc be compuÈecl for each mode (m,j) from
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the following relatÍon,

s'j / t 
"HÊ*j

(2.s6)

2.2.4 Numerical Results

The equaËions presented in the previous section were used to

calculate values for resonant frequencies, velocity ratios ('"t'j ta/îf )

and diametral mode shapes for the first few vibratíon modes of a círcular

plate. Clamped edge plate relations were evaluaÈed usíng equatíons

deríved from both Classical and M-T plate Èheory while símply supported

edge plate rel-aËions were evaluaÈed usÍng equations derived from Classical

plate theory a1one.

The first task r¿as the evaluation of the characteristic equaEions

(2.6) anð, (2.46) which was done using successíve íteraÈion. However as

the mode order became higher, the argument of the Bessel Functions used

became larger until a point was reached where approximation formulae

(Mclachlan, 1941) had to be used. This point was reached when large

argumen¡s generated large terms in the truncated sum used to evaluate

the Bessel Functíons. Although Ehe sum eventually converged, the diff-

erences Ín magnitude between these large Ëerms and the fína1 result was

too greaË to enable acceptable results to be obÈained with the 29 figure

accuracy of the avail-able comPuter. The accuracy of the fínal result

began to be seriously effected for Bessel Functioll arguments exceeding

about 40 corresponding to modes of higher order Ëhan the m=10, j=15

mode. The characteristíc equation deríved using boËh M-T and Classícal

Plate Theory was not a continuous function and had an asymtote of * -

and -- on eac.h síde of every solution. Thus care \,'las necessary ín the

iËeration procedure to avoid these asytntotes which could yíeld "phantomt'

sol-utions.

From the characteristíc e-quaEíon solutíons, it was possible to

dírectly determíne the value of the displace.ment amplitude at any point

'> tn2

' ";j'"t 
/tA (uo) l.
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on the plate surface'using equaÈions (Z'3) and (2'41-) for any gíven

mode (mrj)rin terms of one unknown constant' In Chapter 3' experimental

measurements are compared to theoretical results for the mode shape across

pl-ate antinodal diameters for the fírst six modes of vibration of an edge

clamped circular Plate.

Val-ues for the velocity ratío <' "l: 
t"r/ifr) were calculaËed as

described earlier, using iterat.íon to find the position and magnítude

óf rhe quanrity ûO, and then equations (2.L9), (2.2O) and (2'56) to

determíne the ratio. Numerical results for the velocity ratios calculated

using equarion (2.56) (U-f plate theory), are plotËed in Fig. Q.L) as

a function of the plate Ëhíckness to radius ratio (t.la), for Ëhe flrst

sÍx modes of vibratíon of a clamped edge circular plate. Simílar resulËs

obÈained using Classical plate theory are not shoum ín the figure for

clarity. Classical plate theory v¡ould predict constant values of the

ratio ( . 
"å: 

t"r/ûfr ) , independent of the value of h/ a and the values

would be idenÈical wj-th the M-T plate theory results for small values of

:nla. Thus the two theoríes are in agreement over the horizontal portion

of the curves shown in the figure. In the experiments described later'

plates with thíckness to radius ratios of less than 0.08 were used'

Values of the vel.ocÍËy ratios for both simply supported an<l clamped

edge plates calculaËed usíng Classícal plate theory [equations (2'13)

and (2,20)l are lísted in table 2.2 for the fÍrst few vibration modes'

Values of the ïesonanË frequencies of the modes of vibratíon of

both simply supported and clamped edge plates were calculated from the

characterístic equation solutíons ancl equaËions (2.21-) and (2.47) '

calculated and experimentally measured values are comPared ín the Èab1e

in tr,igs. 2.7 & 2.8. Theoretícally predicted values for clamped edge

plates are pïesented in dimensionless form (ka) as a function of the

plate thickness to radius ratio (h/a) in Fig ' 2'2' In Fig' 2'3 tl¡.e

value of the dimensíonless plate bending wave number koa ís plotted as

a functíon of h/a for the fírsÈ six vibration modes of a clamped edge
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.11

.10

.09

.08

0?

.06

.05

.0t+

0 .00l. 0.01 0.1 r.0

h/a

FIG. 2.L VELOCITY RATIO CALCULATED USING I',l-T PLATE THEORY (EQUATION 2'56)

The curves shown here are for clamped edge plates and h/a is the plate

thÍckness to radius ratio. Classícal Theory ís in agreement with

these calculations over the horizontal portions of the curves ' The

resofranL vibration mocles (*,n) may be identified using Fíg. 3'2'
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2

'sr/vÍ)Table 2.2 : Value s for the VelocitY Ratios ( < v Calculated
mJ

using Classical Plate Theory IEquations Q.Lg) and (2.20)l

o.L42s

0 .05 7B

0 .0368

o,1224

0.1233

0. 1187

0 . 1133

0.0914

0. 0509

0 .0338

0.0923

0.1000

0.1.005

0.0987

0, I

2

3

l_

1

0,

0,

1,

2,

3r1

4, 1

Simply supported edge Plates

,2.
mJ

2
sf /vA

Cl-amped edge Plates

'"l: àr l'ûî

Mode mj

I,rlhen M-T plate theory is used the val-ues ín the table become

dependent on plate thíckness as illustrated in Tig. 2'L'
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50

10

I

0.1
0 .00l' 0.1 [.00.01

h/a

T'IG. 2.2 DIMENSIONLESS TREQUE}TCY AS A FIINCTION OF ?LATE SIZB FOR THE

FIRST SIX VIBRATION MODES CALCTILATED USING M-T PLATE TIIEORY'

The curves shor¡n here are for clamped edge plates and hl a ís the plate

thíckness to radius rat,io. Classical Plate Theory woul-d predict linear

relations in agreement with Lhe predictÍons shown at low values of h/a'

The resonant vibration modes (m,n) may be identified using Tig' 3'2'
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FIG. 2.3 PLATE BBNDING WAVE NUMBER FOR RESONANT VIBRATION MODES

CALCIILATED USING M-T PLATE TTIEORY (EQUATION 2.57)

The curves shown here are for clamped edge plates and h/a is the p1-aÈe

thickness to radius ratío. Classícal Theory would predict constant

values in agreement \^Iith Èhe predicËíons shovrn at low values of h/a'

The resonant vibration modes (¡nrn) may be identified usíng Fig' 3'2'
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plate. The quantíËy \ has not been defined for circular clamped

edge plates elsewhere in Èhe li¡eraËure. Ihe expressions given

below are derived in a similar \¡Iay as the correspondíng expressions

f.ox a rectangular panel. For a given mode (mrj), we define \ ""'

\" = l?z/Ð(aî + 6; ) +*214

mJ mj

when M-T plate theory is used and'

,4

25.

(2.57)

ll
:{;

I

\"=[(nß*r)2+m2]
(2 . sB)

when Classical plate Ëheory is used.

Only M-T plate theory was used to cal-culate the values of ka and

k/\ shown in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3. The calculations based on Cl-assical

plate theory would produce identical results at low values of h/a but

curves based on the latter theory would remain straight lines at high

values of ;¡fa, ín contrast to the non-linear behaviour predicted ín the

figures by the M-T theory at hígh values oÍ h/a.

2.3 PREDICTED ACOUSTIC COUPLING

2,3.1 Introduct ion to Radíatíon Couplíng Analysis

Rayleigh (1878c) is credíted wíth being the fírst to present

a general solution for the velocity potenËial descrÍbíng the field

radiated by any surface set in an ínfíníte rigíd baffle vibrating wíth

any given velocíty disËríbution. Rayl-eights resulL given in íntegral

form í.s extremely difficult Lo evaluate except for a few special casbs '

'f

j

i

i

I
t

!

l,
¡.
.,t

ï
,t
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Using the Raylelgh InÈegral and Classical plaEe theory, Lax (1944) has

developed a solution for the radíation resístances and reactances of

the acoustically coupled symmetric vÍbration of a clamped edge circular

flat plate mounted ín an ínfinite rígid baffle. His results are res-

tricted to the first few axisymmetric vibratíon modes and a lirnited

frequency range (ka up to 1.1 for 0rl mode and up to 3'2 for the 0'2;

0r3; and 0r4 modes). Also the method used is not readíly amenable to

non-axisymmeÈric vÍbrations. The work described in thÍs thesis covers

both axisymmetric and non-axisyrnmetric vibraÈion modes for frequencies

corresponding to ka values uP to 20.0. The results presented at the end

of this chapter are in excellent agïeement with Laxrs results.

Alperand}fagrab(1970)haveusedspheroidalwavefunction

solutions for the Classical \,üave equation to theoretically analyse the

near field pressure distlibution and Èhe acoustic Pov7er radiated by a

clamped edge circular flat plate in forced harmonÍc víbration' Theír

work includes a comprehensive review of attempts to solve wave problems

associated with circular disc geometry'

In Ëhe following analysís oblat.e spheroidal wave functions are

used to obtain solutíons to the Classical üIave equation for both a

clamped edge and a simply supported edge círcular plate mounted ín an

ínfinÍte rígíd baffle and radiating into an echo free field' values of

ka in the range 0.1 to 20 are considered. As the analysis is concerned

with acoustic pressure and velocíty disEríbution in the fluid inmedíately

adjacent Èo the plate, solutions for both the reacÈíve and resistive parts

of the surface radíation efficiency aTe obtaíned. Expressions are

clerj-ved using both classical plate theory and M-T theory to model the

plate response for the clamped plate and classical p1aËe theory only for

the simply suPPorted edge Plate'

i
i

t
I
ri

¡.

t'
Ii
I

I

4
i'
¡
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The analysis outlined below proceeds along línes similar to

those presented by Alper and Magrab (1970) for forced plate response.

However, as the concerî here is wíth resonant response of indívidual

modes the expressions obtaíned differ and the analysís is extended

beyond that of Alper and Magrab to obtain expressíons for both the

real and reactive parÈs of the surface radfation efficiency.

The expressíons derived usíng oblate spheroidal wave

f unctions are díf f ícu1t to evaluate numericall-y. If one is j-nteresËed

only Ín far fíeld radiation (or only the real part of the radiation

effícíency) ít Ís possible to obtain much simpler expressíons usíng a

dífferent theoretical analysis based on the solution of the Raylelgh

Integral ín Ëhe far fÍeld. Analysis of a clamped edge círcular p1aÈe

usíng this approach r¿hÍch has not been previously rePorted Ís presented

in Appendix 1. Numerical results obtained for the real part of the

modal radíat,íon efficiency using this method are identical to those

obtained usíng the oblate spheroidal wave functions.

2.3,2 Near Field S pheroídal I^Iave Functíon Solutions

The method used by Alper and Magrad (1970) for the analysis

of forced vibration of circular plates ís adapted here Ëo the problem

of determíníng radiatíon.effíciencies (both resístive and reactíve)

of the fírst few resonant vibratí.on modes of a circular plate set in

an infinit-e rigid baffle. Both símply supporËed and clamped edge

plates are considered. The problem ís solved in four steps as follows:

i
ì
I

{'

--i
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1. The Classical scalar \fave equation is expressed non-

dimensíonally 1n terms of oblate spheroidal coordinates (nrE,0) with

orlgln at the plate centre. This partícular coordinate system, whích

is defined ín Fig. 2.4, is used because it facíliËates the satlsfactíon

of the boundary condítions on the fluid. The general solution to the

\¡rave equation in terms of oblate spheroidal wave functions (Flammer,

Ig57) is simplífled using the appropriate f1uíd boundary conditíons'

2.Thevelocitydístributionoverthesurfaceofthe

plate is described for each vibration mode of ínterest ín dímensíonless

form in terms of one unkno\^In constant dependent on Èhe vibration

amplltude. Ttris part of the problem has previously been díscussed in

detail in section 2.2.

3.BoundaryconditionsattheplaÈesurfacearesatísfied.

The normal fluid velocity ís set equal to the plate surface normal

velocíËy and an expressíon for the sound pov/er radiated by the plate

vibrating in any given resonant mode is obtained'

4.Fínallytheexpressionsobtaínedforthepo\^IerradiaLed

(step 3) and for Èhe mean square surface velocity (section 2.2) are

used to calculate the radiation efficiency for any gíven resonarlt

vÍbration mode of the Plate.

Thegeneralformofthewellknownscalar\^Taveequatíonís

v'o <t/c2")ð2q/ðt2 = g (2.se)

This equation may be expressed in dimensionl-ess form in terms of the

dimensionl-ess velociËy potentíal o by replacíng Q with Õaco as follows,

{
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*r r'( o aco) - Qlcf;) a2 ( o aco)/at2 = o. (2.60)

Equation Q.6O) may be simplified and written in terms of the wave number

k as,

V2O + (ka)z 0 = 0, (2.61)

30.

* ir¡Ë
where positive tíme dependence (e ) has been assumed.

soluríons ro equatíon (2.61) which satísfy the boundary

condit-Lons governing the fluíd are required. Dísregarding the plate

surface for the moment, the boundary conditions on the fluid are:

1. The fluíd velocity normal Ëo the rigid baffle is zeto.

2. Only outgoing waves are presenÈ.

These boundary condiÈíons are easily satísfíed using oblate spheroidal

coordinates as íÈ is possible Èo make the boundíng surface of one of

the coordinates (E = 0) represent the círcular plate and another (n = 0)

represent the infinite baffle. The third coordínate (0) ís ídentical to

the angular polar coordinaÈe used ín the analysis of the plaÈe motion.

In Fig. 2.4 only the n and 6 coordinates are shoro¡n. The 0

coordinaËe is obtaíned by rotating the system about the n = 1 axis througl-r

an angle of 0 radians. In Fíg . 2.4 the plate is placed coincídent r¿íÈh

the [ = 0 coordinate so that the plane of the plate is perpendicular to

the plane of the figur:e and the plate centre lies at the centre of the

coordinate system. This results ín the foll-owing relations beÈween the

cylíndrical coordinaLe system (ror0,z) and the oblate spheroídal coordínat-e

system (n, 6, 0 ) :

1. The líne lnl = f is coincidenÈ wíth lJne z axis, perpend-

icular to the plate surface and passing through the p1,ate centre.

2. The surface rì =0 is coincident with the z=0 plane- except

f or the circular pl.ate on which 6 = 0.

3. The angular coor<linate 0 is ídentically the s¿rme in both
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the field oblate spheroidal coordínate system and ín the plate polar

coordlnate system (degeneraÈe tr^ro dimensional cylindrical coordinate

system) .

The transformation from oblate spheroidal coordinates to

cartesian coordinates may be effected usíng the following equaÈions

(Flammer, L957).

x = a[(1-n2)(82+r)]%"o" o, Q.62a)

7-
y = at(1-n2)(E2+1)l-2sin 0, Q.62b)

z = alnE]. (2.62c)

In the above equations (nrEr0) are dímensionless and a, the plate radius,

is half the interfocal- dj-sÈances of the confocal elIípses and hyperbolas

sho¡,¡n in Fig. 2.4. The domaíns of rì r E and 0 are as follows,

0'<n41, -* < 6 ( -, O< 0-< 2n.

Usíng equations (2.62), and excluding the time dependent term'

equation (2,61) may be expressed in dimensíonless oblate spheroidal

coordinates as (Flammer, L957),

rfi c r- n',fr . å (82+1)À + @#{-6# . (ka)2 (82+n2) I ô = Q.

(2.63)

Following Flammer (1957), the procedure of sepa::ation of variables leads

to

0 S (-íka, n) (-íka, 16) @n (0), (2.64>R
mn mn

where S and R represent oblate spheroidal angular and radial funcLions
mn mn

respectiveJ-1', and may be written as,

(r) (z) (2)

mn

=[ cS*r, (-ika, n )
mn

S
(r)
mn

(-íka,n) + Amn mn
(-ika, n ) (2.6s)
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and R (-ika, iE ) _B (2.66)
Írn

where the functior," s(r), tj:', {:' ""d RÍT) , are defined bv Flammer

(Ig57) and díscussed in detail in a departmental ïeport, (Hansen,1979).

Equaríon (2.64) may be further sirnplifíed as follows. As the

functions S(2Ì-it",n) are infiníte at I = I and ít is necessary that Èhe
mn

velocity potential Õ be fínite every\^rhere in the acoustic fluid, the

coefficie"a" {l) are set equal to zero. Using the boundary conditi-on

that only outgoing \^raves (from the plaÈe surface) are present, Alper (1970)

showed that the radíal function solution can be expressed as,

mn

( 3) RÍ;) (-ik", i6) * uS){l) <-L", i€),

R (-ika, íq) = B
ntn

(-ika, i6). (2.67)

By consi-dering the boundary condition that the fluid velocity

at the surface of the infinite baffle must be zero, Alper (1970) showed

thaÈ on1-y Èhe even values of (n-m) are admissible ín solutíons of

equaÈion (2.64). Thus equation (2.64) may be written in simpler form as,

( r) (-íka,n).*H (-ika, iE ) @rn (e) . (2 .68)0 AS
mn mn (n-m) even.

Summing all of the al1owable solutíons (and including time dependence)

results in the followíng expressíon for the velocíty potential 0 at a

point (n,8,0) in space;

(4) 
n(+)mn mn

Ï Ï n""rÍå) (-ika,n).**t) (-ita, iE ).orn ( 0 ) e

m=o n=m, m*2...

The coeffícients Ar., *"Y be represented by A

mn

o(n,t,o,t)
ir¡t

where

(2.6e)

A
mnJ

æ

I A
mnJmn

J

is a coefficient corresPondi¡g to a particular resonant vibration node

rnj and may l¡e determined in teïms of a single unknown constan¡' DmJ.

üIhen the plate is vibrating in a single resonant mode mj only the jth

coefficient in the infínite strm repr:esentatíon of A need be considered
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as all others are zeÍo. Thus the velociEy potentíal resul-tíng from

the plate vibrating in resonant mode mj rnay be written as follows,

orn¡(n'E'o't)
(+)

(-íka,n).R;;(-íka, ít ).orn (0).í'Ë . Q.7O)Ï o*"¡tÍå)
n=m¡ m*2. . .

The quantities A*n5 otaY be evaluaÉed by calculaÈíng the response of the

plate vibratíng resonantly ín mode mrj and equating the normal fluid

velocity (expressed in term" of Orrj) at the plate surface with the

plate surface normal velocÍtY.

The dímensionless fluid velocíty at the plate surface is found

by evaluating the gradienÈ of the velocity potential (given by Moon and

Spencer, 1961) in the dírection normal to the surface E = 0. The result,

gíven by Alper, (1-970) ís as fo1lows,

(2.7t)

SubsÈítuting equation (2.70) into equation Q,7l), differentiating and

expressing the velocity in dimensional form gives'

v . = -(c-ln) î A,""isÍì) (-íka,nl.*Íl) (-ika,0).0* (o) "í't . (2.72)
mJ o nlm,n.|.Z'''

i

where the prime denotes differentiation rvith respect to 6.

An expression for the plate norrnal surface velocity, calculaËed

using Classical Plate Theory, is obtained by differentiating equaÈíon (2'3)

with respect to time. The result expressed in dimensional form ís,

v
mJ

ioaD.HMJ MJ
(u).0 (0) e

íot (2.73)
m

Equating equations (2.72) and (2.73) (for continuity of velocity aL the

plate surface) gíves,

n=il
-íkanÐ .H .(")MJ MJ 4tttj

m*2
s,[]) 1-L.,nl.oÍl) ( -ika,o) . (2 .7 4)
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As is shown by Flanuner (1957), the oblaÉe spheroidal angular

wave functions satisfy the following orthogonalíty property,

1

s(1) (-ika,n) . S
( 1)
mq

(-ika,n).dn = ti
mnmn

n#q
n=q

o

(2.7s)

(2.77)

An expression for the coefficient N*,' í" given by Flammer (1957) and ís

disctrssed ín the report menËíoned earlier, (Hansen, I979a). Flammer has

also shown thaË when (n-m) Ís even,

(4)' (-ika,o) = -i{l)' (-ik",o) (2.76)R
mn

Usíng the properties expressed by equatíons (2.75) and (2.76) we may write

equatíon (2.74) âs¡

I
kaD

mJ f n', (2)'(u).s (-íka,n)ndn = A*rj NR (-íka,0)( 1)
mn mn mn

The cylindrical and oblate spheroidal coordinates are related as foll-ows,

u2 = 1-n2 (2.78)

Further, Flammer gives for the polder series expansion of the oblate

spheroidal angular wave function,

S
( l)
mn

(-ika,n) mn
2x

nrl2x (2.7e)u
x=o

Here equatíon (2.78) has been used to express the right hand side of the

equatíon given by Flammer in terms of u instead of n. The coefficíents

CT1 "re defíned by Flammer and discussed in the rePort mentioned earlíer.
2x

Using equatigns (2.78) and (2.79) the inËegral on the left hand

síde of equaEion (2.77) may be written as'

1

o

cI

=-i I"^mnu2*
o

-emnJ
o

mj
(rr) 'È2t*tur , (2 .80)
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rùhere the order of integratÍon and summation have been interchanged. If

M-T Plare Theory is used, the function it*, (u) is to be replaced by Ht*3 (t).

[defined by equation (2.42)] in equations Q.74), (2-77) and (2.80).

Using equations (2.4> and (2.42) and series expansÍons for Bessel

FuncÈíons, the coefficieta .rorrj may be expressed as follows,

c*t IE2x'
(rß .)-.i (nß .)'mJmmJ (nß .)lt (nß .)1.mf m ¡rIJ

(2. B1)
MXI

x=
e G
mnj o mx

íf Classícal Plate Theory is used. For M-T Plate Theory the expressíons

are,
æ

e *i.aiÏ [t** (ôr'oj") - Jn (ôr*j") Bnx(ô2r.a)/'ln (ô2r0ja) ] (2.82)
mnJ

if equaËíon (2.38) is satisfied and,

E

if equarion (2.39) is satisfied. In equatíons (2.81) to (2.83) the

followíng relatíons are imPlied.

e.
mnJ I nìx

c*n
2x 1ôimj") - J, ( ôrnj") a,o* (ô2mja)/rr(ôrr,a) J. (2.83)

x=o

I
J

m*2xf1-(o,u) u clu
(-1)r @/z)^+ 

2t
E (cr) =

@

I (2.8!+)

(2 .8s)

mx m r=o f !(m+r)!2(mfr.lxtl)
o

t
m* 2x* I

G (") = I (au) u
mx m

du=
o

Recalling that equatíons (2.S1) to (2.83) describe the left hand síde

of equatíon Q.71), \^Ie may write the following expression;

(2. 86)

The compl.ex acoustic power radj-ated by the plate vibrating in

A
mnJ

D
mJ

N R(2) ' (-ika,o)
lnn mn

-kaemnJ

urocle (m,j) ís obl,ainecl by the íntegration of Èhe product of the acoustic
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pressure and normal surface velociÈy over the plate surface and ín time'

The temporal integration j-s performed over one half cycle of vibration

and results in a value for the average radiaËed sound por^7er being given

by half the value of the peak radiated sound power,which is obtained by

integratlon over the plate surface of the product of the acousÈic pressure

and veloci-ty amplitudes. Thus the expression for the average radiated

sound po\^Ier in dimensional form is given by'

2t¡

I^I
mJ

ça2 I 2) û,n, (n,o,o) Oå: (n, o,o) n dn do' (2.87)
I

oo

where the asterísk denotes the complex conjugate'

The acoustic pressure amplítude may be obtained by dífferentiating

the expression for Èhe dimenslonless velociÈy potential aE the plaÈe

surface wíth resPect to tíne;

; .(n,0,0) = ioap^"^ ô** (n,0,0). (2'88)
rmj. ' 'o o mJ

Usingequation(2,71),Eheacoustícvelocítyamplitudemaybe

written ín dimensional form as,

(n,o,o) = -(c /n) (aô (n, o,o) /ðE). (2.ee)
o

Substitution of equations (2.88) and (2'89) into equati-on

(2.87) gives,

2T

c2 /2) 0 (n,o,e) [aôt'(n,0, o) /àE] dn do (2.e0)
oo nj

v
mJ

I^I = -i (oa 3p
mJ

oo

UsÍngequatj-orr(2,76)thedífferentialexpressionínequation

(2.90) maY be written as'

æ ¡/r\ (l\l

aôx (n,0,0) /aE = I ia,nr-,-,tÍrl) (-ika,n) *Íå) (-ika,o) om (0) ' (2'er)
n=ru, m* 2. .i



The expression for the velocíty potential arnplltude at the plate surface

rnay be writÈen as,

ô (n,0 ,0) = i er"rsjl)r-íka,r).dll (-ika,o)om(0) . (2.s2)
n=mrm*2...

Substítuting equaÈions (2.g1) and (2.92) into equatíon (2.90), using

the orthogonalíl-y properties of the oblate spheroídal angular wave

-(i).funct1on S-- 1-rkar¡) and rearranging terms we have,
mn

)I 41,,3N*,,tdl) (-íka,o) .r{i)' (-ru",0) l, (2'e3)
@
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(2.e4)

(2.es)

(2.96a)

t\t
mJ n=mrm+2...

where

To deríve equation (2.g3) Che following orthogonalíty property of Èhe

function 0m(0) has been used,

= -í(oa3"2p n/,oo m

.lifm=0t*=t 2ífm*o

2Tt 2t íf. m

n if m
=0
# o.ton(o) l2 do = {

o

' Using expressions given by Flammer (1957), equation Q.93) may

be simplifíed and writEen as,

w-, = ("2"1p^n/e-) i 4r,3Nn,r[1- ika uÍ?c-to",0).oÍ1)'(-ru",0) ],
mJ o o 'r t=nrm {;:.-.-

where the followíng expressions have been used,

n(a) (-Lo,o) = R(1) (-ita,0) - i n-!1) c-ita,0),mn mn mn

( r)
R

mn
(-ika,o).{:) (-ika,o) = L/ka. (2.e6b)
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Equatíon Q.g5) ís complex and rePresents both the power flow

inÈo the acoustic medíum and the po$/er flow back and forth lnto the

reactive near f íeld. If we extend Èhe meaning of po\^/er f low to ínclude

the reactive near fíeld vre may subsËitute equations Q.95) and either

of (2.16b), (2.16c) or (2.48) into equation (1.1) to obtain an expressíon

for Ëhe complex radíation efficiency of Èhe (m'j) mode;

o*, = t1l(ka)'Q-,I î t\n.,j/D*j l2n*r,[1- ka {? r- ik',0)'{2J
mJ ruJ n=m'm + r1 . . '

SubstitutÍon of equation (2.86) ínto equation Q'97a) gi-ves'

o . = (lia .)MJ 'MJ î [emnj r**' (-ika,o) ] 
2 t1- íka {'") c- it'u ,o).nS)'

(-ika,0) l.

(2.97a)

(-ika,0)l /\nn'

(2.e7b)

(2.98a)

(2.eBb)

rr=mrm+2...

where for clamped e<lge plates and Classícal plaÈe theory'

o = J2(nß .) ,'mJ m mJ

for sirnply supportecl edge plaËes and classical plaÉe theory

o = J2(rB .) P'mj m nJ mJ

and for clamped edge plates and M-T plate theory

o'mJ
oomj (2',98c)

Equation (2.gzb) may also be expressed in terms of the ratio

of acoustic wave number k to plate bending wave numbut 11 calculated

usíng equations (2,57) and (2.58).

l,le 1et,
k/k =fu'bv/

Substituting equation Q.gg) j-nto equation Q.97b) provides the

(2.ee)
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alternative exPressíon'

o
mJ

( uqnj ) i { !h,": /*fi) (-i\ar,,,o) J 
2

n=m'IIF¿. . .

I 1- i {qa¡ ur*#) (- i\a.t!r, ol *fl)' {-rq".Q,'o, 0) I /Nnn }'X
(2. loo)

2.3.3 Numerical Results

Equations(2.g8)and(2.100)wereevaluaËedusingaCDC6400

computer. Details of the calculation meËhods and compuÈer Programs are

contained in a Departmental rePort (Hansen, L979a). CalculaÈions were

carried ouË for the fírst seven low order modes of a cl-amped edge plaËe

using both classical and M-T theories for plate resPonse. calcul-ations

were al.so carried out for a sirnply supported edge plate for the same

modes and over the same frequency range as for the clamped edge plate'

However, in this case only Classícal plate theory r¿as used to cal-culaÈe

Ëhe plate resPonse.

During the course of numerical evaluation of equations (2'98)

and (2.100) j-t was found that the infínite sums ín these equatíons

converged more slowly for the imaginary parË than for the real part of

the radiation efficíency. Furthermore, it became íncreasingly difficult

to calculate hígh order terms in this ínfinite sum as the values of ka

grew large. Thus there \¡ras an upper limiË Ëo the value of ka for which

it was possible to calculate the radiation efficiency with acceptable

accuracy. This uppeï límit was dependent upon mode order and was above

20 for the re-a1 part and between 16 and 20 f.or the imaginary part of the

radiatíon efficiency when classical- plate theory r+as used Ëo calculate

the plaËe response. The upper limít was still above- 2O for the real

part but was re<luced to between 12 and 16 for the imaginary part r'¿hen

M-T theory \,ras used to calculate tlre plate response. By contrast''

evaluaËíon of the real par:t of t-he radíation efficiency based upon the
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Rayleigh integral solutíon of Appendix 1 suffered from no such lirnit-

ation and calculations r¡rere carried through to a ka of 40. The numerical

results for the two methods of calculatíng the real part of the rad,íation

effÍciency are ídenËical.

The convergence of the ínfínite sums in equatíons (2.98) and

(2.100) is discussed ín detaíl ín the prevíously referenced report

(Hansen I979a). Over the 4ange of ka values for which numerícal values

were obtained for the real and ímaginary parts of the radiation

efficiency the difference ín values obtained usíng the Classícal plate

response and the M-T plate ïesponse theories was less than 0.277.. The

line plots of the two theories are thus índístínguíshable in Figures

2.5 ar.d 2.6.

The numerícal results are presented in Fígs. 2"5 and 2.6 as plots

of radiatíon effíciency as a function of Ëhe wave number ratio (k/\) for

each of the víbratíon modes considered. Results are shown for both

símply supported and clanped edge plates and for both real and imagínary

parts of the r.adiation efficiency. A value of (k/\) equal to unity

corresponds to the critícal frequency of the plate, and ít can be seen

from the figures that. for a1l modes the maximum value c¡f the radiation

effícíency occurs at a frequency just above the critical frequency"

2.4 THE EXPER]MENTA.L MODEL

2.4.1 Choosirrs a Suitable Range of Plate Sizes

For the prlrposes of the experímenËal investigation of the radíation

of a circular flaÈ plate it was desirable to carry out tests over as wíde

a frequency range, ka, as possi.ble, but from the point of view of Ëhe

constïuction of the plates and associated mounting fixtures it r^ras

desirable to re,strÍct the radii of the plates tested to a fer,¡ in ntunber.

Exanirratío¡ of the tl-reoretical expressíons presented earlj-er

in fhis chapter shorvs that for a given mode of vibratiort, dmj is a function
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of the dímensionl-ess frequency (ka) which, Ín turn (using equaËion 2.2L) '

can be shown to be dírectly proportional to the plate thíckness to radíus

ratio , (h/ a). That is,

(2.101)

As a practical alternative ít was decíded to obËaín a range of ka values

fot a gíven vibraÈion mode by varying the plaËe thickness rather than

the radius while at the same time lceeping the plate properties constant.

The plate material chosen was steel as ít could be excíted by

non-contacting means electromagnetícally, thus urinirnizing the effect of

the excíter on the Plate resPonse.

The matter of the plate edge condition presented a problem which

was not entirely overcome. A compromise 1,IaS necessary. On the one hand

for thin plates it is readily possible to simul-aLe a clamped edge, while

for thíck plates this is not entirely possible. on the other hand while

a constructíon ís possíb1e to ímplement a supporl-ed edge condítion for thick

plaËes none seems to be possible for thin p1-ates. Since mosË of the plates

ínvestigated in this thesis were thin, the edgc ' ilmped condítíon was

chosen for the test models. However it is recogrrized thaË the condition

was poorly satisfied for l-he thíckest plates corresponding to the híghest

frequencíes tested. Indeed a tendency ís observed for the measured

radíat.ion efficiencies at hígh frequencies to be consistently somewhat

higher than predícted. This tendency is discussed in section 5'3'

The optímum plate radius for tlre experiments \,üaS chosen by

applying the following lirniËing conditíons '

1. The plate thíckness had to be greater than approxirnately

0.7 nm Lo ensure that envíronme-nÈal temperature flucËuations did not'

cause a Iarge enough distortion itr the plate to make the modal resonant

frequency ancl hence the plate response alter significanËly when either

ka = [n2ß '^i/ z"o]l u/ 3p ( t-v2) l4l.nl ^l
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holograms or sound Porrer measurements \^lere made'

2. The maximum thíckness rolled steel plate availabl-e was

6.5 nrn. Rollecl steel plate was preferred because of its small thíckness

varíations which elíminated any ,,.àd fot machining'

3. The maximum drívíng force was restricted to that obtain-

able using practical electromagnetíc exciÈers'

4. The minimum value of the modal response amplítude should

be about 0.6 mícrometers. Thís corresponds to a vibration amplitude

which would produce four interference fringes on a reconstructed ímage

of a Èime averaged hologram.

5. The pl-ate resonant frequencíes should be kepË above about

30OHz to ensure that sound power measuremenËs can be made accurately

ín the available reverberant room.

- The plate radíus chosen to best satísfy the above constraints

was 3 ínches or O.0762 m.

For hígher order modes containing one oÏ more díametral nodes,

Ëwo díametrally opposite excíters \^7ere used resulting in twice the driving

force as used to excÍte the0rl mode. However, the resonant frequencies

of these higher order modes were also greater which resulted ín the maximum

thíckness of the plate which could be excited sufficiently, to decrease

as the mode order increased. In some instances ít was possible to excÍte

higher order mode.s on some of the thicker plates suffíciently to rnake

a sensible sound po\¡üer measurement, even though it \nlas not possíble to

excite the plates suffíciently for holographic analysís. In these cases

it was assuned that the velocity ratio {<v2>a/îfr) mentíoned earlÍer \¡fas

identical Ëo Ëhat ín column 6 of table 3.2. Thís assumption appears

justifiable if the theoretícal results shorv¡ in Fíg. 2.L are considered,

and it is noted that the thickest plate used in the experínent-al work

was 6.5 mm (correspondíng to h/a = 0'085)'

The number of test plates (and correspondíng maximum plate

thicknesses) used for hotographic 'enalysis and sound poù/er measulement-s

d
ii
i

:i

i
i

{

{

I

i

¡.
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f,
.t

I

4
I
i
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are listed in table 2.3 for each víbration mode considered.

In additíon to the 0.0762 m radius plates, there were also some.

0.1755 m radius plates available from a previous experiment. The radíation

efficiencies of the first few víbratíon modes of Ëhese plates vrere also

measured and the results are included wíth those for the small plates in

the.flgures of chapter 5.

2.4.2 Exoerimental Conf iguration

The plates used in all

between two clamping ríngs. The

thin as possíble to minimize ar.y

thick enough to provide adequate

ring thicknesses used are lísted

experi-ments vlere clamped at the edges

outer clarnping ring was chosen to be as

effect on the acoustic radiati-on and

clamping of the plate edge. The clamping

in table 2.4.

d
, 

',,1i

I

Table 2. 4 Clampins Rins Thicknesses

The plate, clamped between Ëhese two rings was bolted to a heavy

iron cas¡íng (weighing about 80 kg) . This arrangement \n/as used f or all

holographic measurements and also when the plate \^las mounted in a side wall

of the reve,rberant room. For some souncl po\'Jer measurelnents the clamping

ríngs an<l plate were bolted to one e¡c1 of a tube (closed at the opposite

e-rrd). Ttre tube use<l for Lhe large plates \,ras aPProxímately 1.5 m long and

weighed about 115 kgrwhile the tube rised for the small plate-s was the same

i
¡

i

i

1

I

Ì.
i/-
.,
U

T

rt

I

4
I
t'

lt.

I

12

6.5

L2

31

31

25

> 3.2

< 3.2

all thicknesses

76.2

76.2

L75.s

Outer clamping

ríng thickness (non)

Inner clamPíng

ring thickness (rnm)

Plate

thickness (nun)

Plate

Radius (nun)
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Table 2.3 z }lxperímental Test Plates

Maximum thickness of plate r¿hich can be excited with the

avail-able driver system to an amplitude corresponding to

four holographic fringes.

l"faximurn thíckness of plate which can be excited r¿ith sufficlent

amplítude to give a sound pressure level in the reverberation

room at least BdB above the background SPL. for the particular

Y3 - o"t".te band

Value of ka corresponcling to plate with a thickness of hr.

Value of ka correspónding to plate elith thíckness hr.

Value of lca corresponding to thinnest plate Eo be used (.79 rnm

r,hick).

Number of different plates of radius 76.2 mm used in holographíc

analysis.

Number of different plates of radius 76.2 mm used for souncl

pO\,,/ef meas Uf enìentS'.

jd
irl
{

T

h
2

N I

2

i
¡

i

,t

I
I

r',

I.

*'
T,
.t

I

(ka) r =

(ka) z =

(kt) rir, =

I
t

4
I
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11

l1

9

B

B

5

1t

9

7

7

5

3

0.38

1.63

0 .9r

1.43

2.L7

2.98

3.32

12.L2

3.59

4.60

6.72

5 .55

3.32

6.66

2.LL

3.45

4 .0s

4.36

6.5

6.s

3.20

2.5L

2.5L

L.46

6.5

3.2

1.83
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N
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N
1

(ka)
man
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length and weighed about lB kg.

The plate exciting mechanism consísted of an electro-magnet

surrounded by a permanent magnet" The electro-magnet, when dríven sinus-

oidally by an oscil-lator, modulated the magnetíc field of the permanent

magneË in a cyclic manner, thus allowíng the plate to vibrate at the

sane frequency as the sígnal from the oscillator'

Inlhen modes rvith no díametral nodes were dríven, a single electro-

magnetic driver mounted at the Plate centre was used. I^lhen modes with

díametral nodes were drí.ven, two electro-magnetic drivers \.^7ere used; one

on each of trvo diametrally opposite anÈinodes. Llhen the vibration mocle

had an odd nunrber of diameËral nodal lines, the excíters were dríven in

phase and when the mode had an even number of díametral nodal lines, the

exciters were driven 1B0o out of phase.

. The angular position of the antinodes was theoretically

arbitrary buË in practice it depended on the proper:tíe-s of the part'ic'ular

plate and clamping rings and thus varied from plate to p1ate. It was

therefore desírable to be able to rotate the driving mechanism to any

required angular position. This was achíeved using two bars.

' One of the bars was fíxed across a diameter of the

inner plate clamping ring and the other bar (to which the excíters l¡/el:e

attached) was joined to the first v¡1th a single bolt at the centre and

Lhus was free to roÈat-e. As Èhe support for the plate exciters was

attached to the j-nner pl-ate clarnping ring, it v¡as possible to move the

clamped plate frorn the casting to the pipe withouË changing the boundary

condítions or excj-ter pclsitions.

The plate exciters we¡e dríven through a 25 rvatt audio amplifier

by a Muírhead model D-650-B oscillator which had an hourly frequency

stabi-líty of 0" O27" and. an amplitude stabil:Lty of better than L7". The

system stability was sufficient to ensure a stable enorrgh p]-ate response

for holographic analysis. Tempe-ratul:e stability ín the mediurn surrorrnding

i.

,t
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the plate had a major ínfluence on the stability of the plate response.

Temperature flucLuatíons caused stresses to be índuced in the clarnped

plate r,rhich caused slight changes in modal resonant frequency resultíng

in changes in vibration amplítucle- when a constant excitatíon freqtrency

was used. Temperature fluctuations of fractions of a clegree centigrade

were suffícient to affect the plaÈe response by more than 3dB in some

cases. As rnight be expected the thinner plates were affected to a greater

extent than were the thícker ones. In the optícal laboratory, where the

holography experíments \n7ere conducted, the temperature stability was

sufficient to elìsure negligible effect on the plate response during the

hologram exposure time of a few seconds. Ilowever r¡hen sound po\{er measule-

ments were made ín the reverberant roomr iÈ was found necessary to

contínually adjust the plate exciting frequency to maintain maximum plate

response for a given exciter input voltage'

when higher order víbration modes were being dríven, it was

necessary Ëo ensure that lorver orcler modes (which, in general, had a higher

radíatíon effícjency) were not being forced and the motion superímposed

on that of the higl'rer order mode. Thís requirement was satisfied most

effectively by exciting the mode of ÍnteresÈ at one or rnore of its vibr:ation

anËinodes. As a check, the acceleration at the plate centre was monítored

to ensure that the response of the lowest order mode (which was likely

to be the chief forced contríbutor) was negligible '

Positíoning the exciters at antinodes of vibration for modes

conÈainíng dianetral nodal lines presented a problemras the angular posj'tíon

of the nodal diameters varied from plate to plate. The angular position

of the noclal diameters rvas founcl experimentally for each mode of interest

on each plate investigated by scanning the acoustic field near the plate

with a k inc.h Bruel ancl Kjaer condeDser mic'-rophone. The microphone output

was amplifie<l and Ìionitored together: vrith the input sígnal to the plate

excitets on a dual beam oscilloscope. The nodal diarneters v/ere located
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where Èhe phase between the two signals underwent a 180" shift.

The angular positions of the antinodes were found by bisecting

the angle between two adjacent nodal diameters. The radial positions of

the ant.inodes measured experimenËally (usíng an accelerometer) agreed well

wíÈh theoretical predíctíons for the pJ-ates which were tested. These

values (calculated using Classíca1 Plate Theory) may be found in table

2.5. Values for simply supported edge plates are included for interest.

For the range of plate Èhicknesses consídered, the difference between

Classical Plate Theory and M-T Plate Theory predíctions \^las always less

t]nan a4%.

Table 2.5 : Radial Positions of Vibration Antinodes for Simply Supported

and Clamped Edge Círcular Plates

The resonant vibraËion modes of interesË v/ere identified by

observing a peak in the resporise of an accelerometer placed near the

position of the expected vibratíon antínode, as the plate excíting

frequency was adjusted above and below the theoreËica11y predicted

resonant frequency for the particular mode under consideration.

o.4892

0 .60 10

0.6631

0.7043

0.4102

0.s258

0 .5948

o.6424

1, 1

2rr

3r1

4rL

uo (sírnlly supported edge)uo(clamped edge)l"fode (m, i )
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2.4.3 Modal Res onant Frequencies

The experimenfally measured plate l:esonant frequencies are

compared to theoreËícal predictions for the fj-rst six low order plate

vÍbration modes ín Fígs. 2.7(a) and (b). Theoretical predictíons for

clamped edge plates using boÈh Mindlin-Tímoshenko and Classical plaËe

theory are included for comparison.

It was found desírable to coat the plate surface with a thin

layer of retro reflective paint o:: sheet to obtaj-n good qualíty holograms'

Generally the effect of the surface coaËing (whether ít be adhesive sheet

or paint) \,üas to slightly íncrease the plate stiffness and hence íncrease

the modal resonant frequencies by between 17" ancl 27" and íncrease Ëhe modal

damping by a smal1 amotrnt. The effect, as might be expected' \¡ras nore

noticeable- on the thinner plates.

Placíng the plate at the end of a tube also increased the reson-

ant frequency, over that measured when the plate v/as mounted in the room

wall, by between l% anð, ?-7". This was caused by the aír in the tube having

a stiffeníng effecË on the plates, and this effect íncreased as the plaËe

t-hiclcness decr:ease.d. The effect of placín} a Lz gram accel-e-rorneter on a

víbration antinode general-ly resulted in a decrease in the rnodal resonant

f requency of between r¿% arrð' 17" anð' agaín the ef f ect \n/as greater for the

thinner plates. Most of the experirnentally measured resonant frequencíes

Ín Fig, 2.7 are much less than those predícted theoretically, whích may

indÍcate that the plate eclges in the experímental model I'Iere not

sufficiently cl.amped. This ís supporËed by the fact thaË the modal

resonart frequencies predicted for simply supporte-d edge plntes are muclt

le-ss than those for the same mode on clampecl edge plates ' The discrepancies

betv¡een theoretical preclíctions and experiment are largest for the thicker

plates for whíc-h it was most diffícult to provide a secure clamp'
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2,5 SIIMMARY

The theoretíca1 analysís and development of an experimenËal

model of a clamped edge circular flat ísotropic plate mounted in an

infínite rigid baffle have been discussecl ín detail. The predictions for

the plate response have been made using both Classícal and M-T plate

theorie,s and expre,ssions have been derived for the plate resoflant freq-

quencies, vibration mode shape functions and modal velocity ratíos

{<v2>a/ûf,). Numerical results for the mode shape functions and resonant

frequencíes of the first seven lowest order modes of vibratÍon calculated

using Classícal plate theory did not significantly differ from those

calculated usíng M-T plate theory. The corresponding experimental values

of the modal resonant frequencies did, however, consí-stently fal1 below

the predicted values by between 0.8% and IB.9% with mosË values less than

10% below the Predí.cted ones.

This discrepancy between theoretical and experimental

resonant frequencies at high frequencies was attributed to the lack of

sufficient clamping of the plate edge.

As the experímental results led to the suspicion Ëhat the

clamped edge cond.ítíon of the experímental rnodel v¡as not suffíciently

tealLzed, it was decided to derive ancl numerically evaluate expressions

for the predicted response of a simply supported edge plate (using only

Classical plaÈe theory). These results are compared ín the text l{iËh

both the experímental measurements and theoretical predictions for the

clamped edge plates, and tencl to support the hypothesis that the plate

edges ín the experimental mocle1 rvere not sufficíently clarnped.

Usíng the expressions derived for the clamped and simply

supportecl plate responses, expressíons were- derived for the radiatíon

efficierrcy of any gí-ven mode by so1-vlrrg the scalar \fave e<luatiorr in the

acoustíc fíeld acljacent to the plate using the oblate spheroidal
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coordinaÈe system. The expresslons so obtaíned were evaluated using a

computer to obtaín numerícal results for both Èhe real and ímaginary

parts of the plate radiation efficiencíes. The numerical results for

the real parË of the radlatíon efficiency were fdentical with those

calcul-ated usÍng the Rayleigh Integral approach discussed ín appendÍ-x 1.
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C}IAPTER 3

TIME AVERAGED HOLOGRAPHY

3.]. INTRODUCTION

Optíca1 holography is the Process whereby all the optical

inforrnation about an object is stored on a photographic plate r,rhich can

laËer: be used to reconsEruct. in fu1l three dimensional detail, an ímage

of the origínal ob-ject, sírnply by illuminating the photographic plaÈe

(hologram) with coherent líght. Time averaged holography ís a special

form of optical holography suitable for the study of a cyclically

vibrating surface.

Time averagecl optical holography has been shown to provide

elegant dísplays of modal response in vibratíng structures (Povrell and

SÈetson, L965; Monahan and Bromley, 1968; Evensen and Apraharnian , 1970;

Stet.sorÌ and Taylor, L97I; I^Iilson and Strope, L970; Molin and SLetson,

L969; Liem, Ilazell and Blasko, L973; Khanna, Tonndorf and Janeclca, 1973;

Fagan, tr^/addell an<1 McCrackeLr, l'972). If the dírections of illumination

and ol servation of a víbrating surface are proPerly chosen, the opÈical

fringe patteln can be readily interpreted to accu::ately describe the

dísplacemenÈ (or equívaler-rt1,y the velocity) amplitude over the vibrating

surface (Brown, GranL and Stroke, L969; Tonin and Bies, L977). Tíme

averaged holography thus provicles a ready means for node identífícatíon,

the determination of mode distortion or equivalently the presence of

other f orced modes, and f or tl-re determination of the mean square norrnal

velocity averaged ín tíme and ove-r the vibrating surface' Alttrough the

lirnited clynamic ïange may be ove.rcome using st'robed ílluminatíon of the

surface (fiatrasiewicz and Spicer, 1968; Shajenko ancl Johnson, L968;

Arclrbolcl and Ennos, 1968; ZaLð.eI, 1969; Fryer, L97O; Vikram, L972-), the
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process is LimÍted to a single frequency.

The theore¡ícal basis of holography ís díscussed ín detaj-l in

the literature and has been reviewed by the author (1979b) and also by

Tonín (1978). Therefore only a description of the photographic process

will be given here.

A hologram is forned by the interference, on the surface of

a photograptrí-c plaEe, of Lwo light v/aves originating frorn a single coherent

source. One \^/ave, Ëhe object wave, is reflectcd frorn the object while

the second wave, the reference Í/ave, may be either a plane or spherical

!/ave. If the object has a cliffusely reflecting surface, Èhen each point

on the surface acts as a point source, contributing some 1íght to each

part of the object rvave front. The interference pattern formed by

combining Ëhe object and reference light v/aves is recorded as a variatíon

Ín opacity of the developed plate v¡hich is referred to as a hologram'

Aseachpointonthediffuselyreflectincobjectsurface

contributes solle light to each part of the object \'rave front' every poínt

on the holograrn must contain al1 of the optical informaËion about the obje-ct

Thus if the hologram is damaged in one pa]-t' no information is lost and t'he

reconstrucËed ímage of the original object, although suffering a- loss ín

intcnsity and resol-rrtion, is no 1.e'ss complete'

when the hologram is illuminated by the original refe-rence beam

(reference wave) three light lraves are Ll:ansmÍtted. One is an undiffracted

wave containing no information about the original. object. Another is a

diffracted wave convergíng to a real , psue-closcopic (or depth invertecl)

image of the original object and the thircl is a cliffracted wave diver:gi:rg

f rom a virtual inage of the oríginal ob j ect. It is this thircl wave wh-Lch

is a complete reconstructíon of the lighf reflected by the original object'

I¡lhen the procedure is repeatecl as descrj-bed above- for a cyclí-

cally vibrat-ing object, a time averagecl hologram is formed' The Tecon-
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structed image is a combination of all of the object images betweerr the

t$ro extre-tres of vil¡ratíon. The positions at which Èhe vibratÍng object

(or surface) spends most of j-ts time (extremes of vibration for a sinu-

soíclally vibraÈing object) contribute most to the reconstructed r'-ruage.

As the reconsÈructing light wave ís coherent, the conbination of all of

these different object images results ín an image of the original object

covered with a series of líght and clark frínges. Interpretatíon of the

fringes allows the vibratíon amplítude at any point- on Lhe object surface

to be cletermíned. For an object víbratíng sinusoidatly the resulting

intensity clistríbutíon on the reconstructed image is (lIansen,I979b,

TonÍn, 1978),

r =r tzl(ur/¡^)i(cos0,tcos0-)1. (3'r)
v o o" L" I t

If a hologr:am ís to have optínum diffractíon efficiency and

image quality several practical requiremenËs must be satisfied' Firstly

there Ís a need for good thermal and mechanical stability in the experi-

mental arrangement. The stabilit-y should be such that during the hologram

recording time the relative movement between the reference ancl object

light liaves is less than about a tenth of the wavelength of 1-íght being

usecl . This usually |mp|ies that the experj-ments should be perfor:rned in

a carefully air condj-tioned room on a table well isolate-d from floor and

buildíng vibrations. Secondly, the dífference in patl-r length between

Ëhe refereuce ancl object.líght \{aves shoul<l be as small as possible and

certainly roel-l within the coherence length of the laser light source beíng

used. This condition lj-mits the naximum sj-ze of obje-cts whích can be

recorded. Thir:dly, the r:atío of the- intensity of the reference- v/ave to

object rnave shoulcl be large enough to plevent any non-línear recording

(resul.Ling Jn irnage- "noise"). Hov¡ever, iË is clesirallle- to have- this

intensíty ratio as snall as possible to ma>:ímize tlne hologram diffraction

efficie,ncy. The intensity raLj-o generally accepted for holograms of
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staËionary objects is between four and seven. For vibrating objects the

intensíËy ratio required to malce non-linear effects negtigibl-e is smaller

ancl is d,epenclent only on the nodal area of the víbrating surface (Butusov'

1-974) and in some cases ilay be as lov¡ as one. Fourthly, the image quality

and resolution is degraded by what ís referred to as the speckle effect'

In general ter:ms this effect causes Ëhe ímage quality and resolution Eo

be-come poorer as either Lhe size of the hologr:an or the size of the

aperture used to view the irnage decreases '

3.2 IIOLOG RA}HIC TEST ARRANGEMENT

As mentionecl earlier, an important requirement in any holographic

system is extremely good mechanical and thermal stability, a requirement

r¡hich cannot be over-ernphasised. Good mechanj-cal stability \^7as achíeved

for the work described ín this thesis through the design, construction and

use of a large vibration isolaËed opËical table'. Therrnal stabílity was

achieved by air conditj-oning the optics laboratory and by giving special-

attention to the elinri.nation of thermal currents over the surface of the

optical table-.

The cor-rclítion of mechanícal stabílity required that the table-

supporting the optj-cal equipment arrd vibrating object be effectively

ísolated from floor vibrations and that the vibrating object be effectively

isolated from the table. The existing table top (1.Bnxl.2mx.064m) and

frame were nade of steel and rueighed in excess of 1300 kg' Initially

ordínary viscous vibr-ation ísolators rvere used to ísolate the table from

the f1oor, but these ,licl not provide suf f icí-ent- ísolal-ion from

ground. vibratj-ons. Good isolation r+as achj-eved using an air spring

suspension system constructed as follows. The original isolaËor:s were-

replacecl wíth a r,¡ooden base board under whích were pl-aced four ur ínch

diameter car tyre inner tul¡es supported ín c.ut-a-\'Jay t-yre casings "
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Tosimplifythe.taskofinflatingthetubesfromtimetoËime

the valves \^/ere extended using a plastic tube passed through holes in the

base board supporting the table. The total weight supported by the four

inner tubes vras apProxirnaÈely 1700 kg. The combination of table mass

plus inner t.ube support gave the resonant frequencies for the lor¡est

order table modes of víbration shown ín Table 3.1. The times requíred

for these modes to decay by 60 decibels is also shown in the last column

of the table. rn the table, vertícal refers to vibration perpendícular

to the table top , transverse refers to vibration side to side in the

dírection of the table width ancl longítudínal refers Ëo víbration back

and forth along the table length'

Table 3.1 : ResonanË frequencíes of holographic table and support system

From Table 3.1 it can be seen thaË equipment on the table ís

effectively isolated for all floor vibration frecluencies above abouË

5Ez. As the sí-gníficarrt p"tt of the floor vibration occurred in the

10Hz to 2OHz frequency range, the system could be used to take good

qual.ítyhologramsanytirneoftheday.The60dBdecaytimegívesan

índication of how long the table takes to settle dor^¡n if it ís accident-

ally bumped.

6.5

60

30

3.3

0.8

L.2

Vertical

Transverse

Longitudinal-

Decay time
(secs)

Resonant frequencY

(Hz)
Fundamental Vibratíon Mode
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The probl-en of isolaËíng the vibrating object rvas much easier

to solve because of the higher frequencies involved. The vibrating

plateswereeffectívelyisolaËedbyclanpingthemtoahear¡yiron

castj'ngwhich'aspreviorrslyexplaíned,alsolrelpedÈoprovidea

clamped, non-movíng bounclary for the plate edge.. The iron casting

was allowed to siË directly on the table, as the vibratíon transmitted

by the plaËe through to the table was neglígible' However' when

Larger objects (such as an engine block) were investigated they were

mounted clirectly on to a heavy cast iron slab (weighing 320 1cg) which

was ísolated from the. table top using commercial rubber pads which had

good isolating abilíty for frequencies above abouÈ 100 uz. The load

on Ëhe isolating pads rvas about 550 kN/m2 '

Temperatureínstabilítiesintheroomcausedbothobject

deformaËion and cleformation of the table supportíng the optícs. Holøever'

it was found that the former was the most significant, ar-ld the thinnest

plates suffered the greatesÈ deformatíon Í.ot a given tetnperature change'

Temperature changes of less than %"C during t1-re hologram exposure time

were found to signíficantly affect the resul-t (see l¡ig' 3'B)' even

f or plates wi.th a Ehickne-ss to radius ratio of l0-2. For this reasorr

it was necessary to cover the laser ín such a uTay that the heat from

j.E was convected well away from the object and table, while at the same

Ëime minimLzLng the escape of stray light. To eliminate the possibility

of any oÈher thermal air currents affecting hologram quality, the air

conditj-oner !¡as switched of f durír-rg the relatively short horogram

exposure time. The- qual.ity of the holograms produced r'ras further

improved by coating the object surface v¡ith reLro reflectÍve paint and

usingtheexpe-rimenta]-a-rrangelner.rtíllustratedínFíg.3.1.

Referríng to Fl'g. 3.1, light f::om a 15m\^I HeNe laser l is split at
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@

@

FrG 3 1'*'ï',T5*'#'-#f-,T:ffå':o* MAKTNG

1.15 millíwatt Helium Neon laser. 2.YariabLe density beam splitter'

3.Object beam. 4.Spatial fí1ter ancl beam expander" 5.Partíal reflector.

6.vibrating plate (object). T.Photographic plate. B"viewing poínt for

photographing the holographically reconstructed ímage. 9.Mirrors.

l0.Reference beam (about twice the intensiÈy of the object beam).

ll.Focal point of light reflected from retro paj-nted object. 12-Beam

expancling lens.
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a varíable beam splittel 2 ínto reference and object beans with any

required intensíty ratio. The object beam is e-xpanded and spatially

filtered usíng a lens pinhole combínatíon 4 and i.s then reflected by

both front and reat: sulfaces of beam splítËer 5 (an ordinary sheet of

plate glass placed at a 45 degree angle to the íncídent beam, reflecting

257. of incident light an<l transmitting 707"), on to the vibrating surface'

Some of the light íncídenË on the víbrati,ng surf ace is ref lecterl back ín the

direction frorn whence it came and agaí-n is íncident on beam splítter

5 whj-ch transrnits 7O7" of it to the photographí-c plate 7'

The reference beam ís first reflecËed from rnirrors 9 then

expanded and spatíally fi ltered and fínally combined at the surface of

the photographíc plate rvith the 1ígTrË reflected from the vibrating object.

The hologram is made by exposing the photographic plate for a time depen'd-

ent on the íntensity level at the surf ace of tl-re photographic pJ ate

and the plate sensitivity (see Píerattine and Righiní, L976).

prí_or to taking the hologram the followíug stePs \^/ere necessary.

l. The object tvas placed far enough from fhe photographíc

plate so that the whole image could be photogr:aphed r¿ith a 35 nm calnera

placed írnmediately behirrd the photographic p1ate.

2. A suital¡l-e concave lens 12 rvas then inserted beLween the

spatial filter 4 and beam splitter 5 to enstlre that ttre expansion of the

object beam v¡as suffir.:ieDt to ade-cluately cover the object.

3. The reference to object beam intensiËy ratio measure.d at

the surface of the phot-ographic plate was adjusted to between one and

three (Bulusov, I974) for vibrating objects and to bet-ween four and

seven for stationary obj ects.

4" 1the path differe.nce bel-ween the reference and object beams

was macle as slnall as possible.

5. A se-lenj-um cell connected to a digíLal volt neter was used

to ensur-e t|aL tj-re ílluninalion l,ras e-ssentialIy unifornl over the strrface
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of the photogr:aPhic Plate.

6, The required exposulre time was determined fron a photometer

readirrg at the photographíc plate surfac-e and a knowledge of the photo-

graphi.c emulsíon sensitívi-ty.

7. llhe laser shutter was closed, the photographíc plate put

into position, the air condítíoner trrrned off and the table allowed to

settle for some minutes before the photogr:aphic plate \ùas exposed and

then developed to form a hologram.

The expe.:rimental arrangement described above allowe.d the vibrating

surface to be illunínated and viewed normally thus allowing sí.rnpler

analysis of the fringe pattet:n on the holograptrically reconstructed image.

Tt is important to note that ín any experirnental arrangement it ís desir-

able to minírnize the number of spaËial fílËers, beam expanders, beam

splitters and rnirrors (especíally in the object. beam) because all result

in consider:ab1e light intensity losses.

However the maín advantage gained by usíng the arrangernent of

Fig. 3.1 was that ít maxirnized the intensity of the light reflected from

the object when it was coated v¡ith retro reflective sheet or paint, (Fagan

et a1 , Ig72). This r,¡as because the retro reflective surface reflected

a large pr:oportion of the irrcídent light back j.n the dírectíon from rvhence

íÈ carne, resul-Ling in higher: object beanr intensiti.es at the photographic

plate than woul.d be possible- if non-normal object illuminaLion was used

and beam splitter 5 was el.í.minated, (see Fíg. 3.1). Use of the retro

refl-ective paínt re,ducecl the required photographic plate exposure time

fr:om l-5 seconds fo 7 se-concls for the large plates and from 6 seconds to

3 seconds for the small plates where a reference to object beam ratio of

between two ancl three rnras used. Use of the reflective shee,l- instead of

the paint reduced t.he exposure time by a furthe.r 507.. As the retro

reflective pai-lrt-. ar-rd sheet pïeserves the polarity of the light inciclenl:

on it, much 
.be-l,te:: fringe contrast ís obiaiued ín i:ea1 Eime l-iologr:aphy
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and the reconstructed inages from tíme averaged holograms are much

bríglìteï. In addition to preservation of polarity of the reflected light-'

the- retro reflective surface coating focusses the reflected light back

to the focal point of the expandíng lens but more importantly, wíth

Èhe arrangement of Fig. 3.1, to a point equally distant behind the photo-

graphic plate (poi.nt 11) and behínd the víewíng poínt B as illustrate.d.

Thus care-ful adjustmenÈ of the colrcave lens posÍ.tion etlsures optimum

briglitness of the ïeconstructed image \{hen viewed or photographed at the

viewing point.

As mentioned earlier the ef fect of the ref lective shee-t and pair.rt

on the plate resonant frequencies \,/as sma1l and as will be shown in l-he

next secËion the effect on the vibratíon mode shape \4las neglí-gible' in

fact, it was not tneasurable. Also it will be shorn-n that the clifference

in the experimental data descríbíng tlìe modal amplitude distributions

along antinodal diameiers for both coated and uncoated plates is índist-

ingr-rishable, at least for plates eight to ten times thicker than the

coating thickness (0.15 mrn maximum). For thínner plates, no coating was

used at all and for the other plates coatíng was only used when holograms

were taken and not when scund por¡rer measurements \^/ere made.

As only the ratío of mean square surface velocity amplitude

to antinodal r¡elocíty amplítude, squared was recluired from the hologr:aphic

analysís and the plate coating did not sígnificantly affect the mode shape,

then the effect of the coatíng on the results obtaíned for the modal

radiation efficiencíes was considered to be too srnall to consider. The

use of reflective paint or: sheet díd affect the angular location of the

preferred nodal clj-ameter when modes wíth nodal cliameters \.{ere considered,

br,rt tl-rís v¡as not regarded as important as ít díd not affect the results

obtained for the mocla1 racliation effici,encies.

The plate response was monitorecl for some holographic measlrrements

and for all. sound por.{er me-asurements r.rsing a half gram Bruel anci Kjaer
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are sho\^rn in Fig. 3.2. The various photographs are identífied accordirrg

t.o their mode nunbers \,ühich follow from the analysis of Chapter 2. For

example the (Orl) mode has only a singl-e circumferential node at the

clamped outer edge of the plate, while the (lrJ-) mode has a díametral node

as \,rell, rvhich is readily identified in the fígure. The (0'2) mode has

two circumferenti-al nodes with the second one at 0.373 radius out from

the centre, which lies between the fourth and fifth dark fringe countíng

from the perirneter inward ín the fígure.

Value-s of measured clísplacement amplitr-rde as a function of pJ-aËe

radÍus for all plat-es testecl are compared with theoretical predictions

across each ant:inodal diameter for the fírst six resonant modes of vibration

of the clamped edge plate model ín Figs. 3.3 to 3 " 6. The solid lines ín

the fígures are the predicted. ampliÈude distributions based on Classical

plaÈe theory. Fc¡r the range of plate sízes tested and represented in the

figures (up to hf¿ = 0.085) the Mindlin-Timoshenko and Classícal plate

theories are i¡clistinguishable. For comparison the predic-tecl amplitude

distributions for a simply supported plate are also inclucled in the figures.

In Tigs. 3.3c and d,3.4a and b and 3.6 the mode shapes shovm

íll-ustrate correctly the magnitudes of the displacernent amplítudes but they

do not provide ir-rformatíon about phase. For exanple, for mode (012) of

Fig. 3.3 the outer two peaks rvill- al-r^rays be exactl-y out of phase with

Ëhe ínner pealc according to the analysís of Chapter 2 ' Similarly the

lefr and ríghr peaks of mode (1,1) of Fíg, 3.4 ancl rnode (3.1) of Fig, 3"6

will also be exactly out of phase. However, the left and right peaks

of the remaj-ning modes , f.or example, modes (zrL) and (/+,1) of Figs" 3.4

and 3.5 will all be Ín phase as may reaclily be verified by reference Lo

F j g. 3.2.

The experjmental data shom in the fígures in each case are

composites cf clata- taken from several plates. The po:Lnts correspond to

clark fringe crossi-n¡;s along a clianietral, line through a reconstructed iniage

such as a-ny one of Lhose shown in Fig.3"2. For convenience all data
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0 0,2

2,1

1.,1

1

3,'l

FIG. 3.2 THE FIRST SIX VIBRATION MODES OF AN

EDGE CLAMPED CIRCULAR PLATE.

The modes are Ldentl-fied as (m,n) where m is the number of dl-ametral

nodal llnes and n 1s the nuDber of clrcular nodal lines. The

lllustratlons shown are photographs of the reconstructed images from

tlme averaged holograms.
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1,1 MODE

= data for plates pai-nted \,¡íth
reflective paint - accelero-
meter attached to RHS antinode

= as above but no accelerometer
= data for unpainted plates -

acceleroileter attached to
RHS antinode

= as above but no accelerometer

4,1 MODE

EI = data measured across antí-
nodal diameter contaíning
exciters

Â = data measured across anti-
nodal díameter opposite to
excíters

)K = data measured across antí-
nodal diameter adjacent to
excíters

theory for símply supported edge p1aÈes
theory for clamped edge p-lates

}ÍODE S}IAPE ACROSS ANTINODAL PLATE DIAMETERS FOR THE
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have been normalizecl fo the theoretical predi.ction at a single point

indicated j-n the figures as N. Clearly a better overall fít of the data

to the predictÍons might- have been obtaíned usíug a leasÈ squares

procedure but for the present purpose the extra cornputational effoït v/as

judged not worth whil-e.

The larger discrepancies between theory and experíment for

data poínts occurríng at the centre of a vibration antínode may be- attríb-

uted to the greater difficulty encountered in assigning the correct dis-

placement amplítude to a darlc fringe located at the centr:e of a fr:ínge

system . This difficult:y has been discussed by Tuschak and Allaire (L975)

who show thaÈ the fringe function ís only defined at the centre of a darlc

fringe and cannot be accurately evaluated at other locations.

Some useful conclusions may be drawn from the figures. A

comparison of data for unpainted and painted plates in the Figures

shows that any effect of the paint on the mode shaoe ís ínsígnificant.

Furthermore any effect on the mode shapes produced by the presence of

sna1l accelerometers is a1.so insígníficant as shovrn by consideration of

Fíg. 3.4 parts a and b. Finally the figures show that the cornparíson

between measurernent and predictíon is l¡est fc¡r the two lowest order rnocles,

(0,1) shorvn ín Fíg. 3.3 and (1,1) shor¡n in Fíg" 3.4.

Reasons for the departure of the measured data from the predícted

response for the vat:íous higher order mode.s, for exarnple mode (0r2) of

Fíg. 3.3 and modes (3,1) and (4,L) of Figs. 3.6 and 3.4 may be advanced.

For example ít may be expected that the clamped edge condit.ion will beconre

progressi-vely harder to meet as the order of the mode increases " As the

mode order increases the c-orresponcling resonant frequency increases and

the wavelength to plate thj-clcness grohrs smaller so that the plate constraint

at the clampecl edge- grorvs harder to achieve. Generally it was found that

the amount by which the data depalte-cl from the theory íncreased as ttre

plate thickness increasecl for all lrodes considered. This indicates t-.hat
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failure to neet the clamped edge conditj,on may contribute to the mode

shape distortion measured experimentally. However tl're príncípal reason

for the apparent node clistortíon is that the force applied by the electr-

omagnetí-c drivers to the plate becomes progressively less well matched

to Ëhe mocle shape as the order of the mode increases. For example a

single dríver placecl at the plate centre was used to dríve the (0'1) and

(0,2) modes shornm in Ìrig. 3.3. Inle see that the latter mode is mrrch rnore

distort-ed than the f ormer. Símilarly t\,,'o drivers out of phase \"r'ere used

ro drive modes (1,1) and (3.r) of Figs. 3.4 and 3.6. I,tre note that the

agreement between measurement and prediction is fairly good for node (l'1-)

wher:e tlle number of antinodes , tlvo, is equal to the number of <lrivers '

However í-nspection of parts a, b and c of Fig. 3.6 shorn's that the mode

shape is sígníficantly more distorted along the diametral líne tl-rrough

the antinocles containí-ng the drivers. Presumably the addition of two more

drivers would have reducecl the apparent distortion by providing a better

match between the clriving force and displacenrent distribution functions'

Similar observations can be rnade about the retnaining modes (211) and

(4,f) of those studíed.

The mode shape distortíon consídered here is small. For the

purpose of determining a surface average lnean square velocity' <v2>", /Qlr,

the effect of the distortíon is quite negligible as shown by reference

to columns 3 and 6 of Table 3.2.

3.3,2 Cr-iuP led VíbraÈion Modes

If meanir-igful results are to be obtaíned for the measrrred

radiation efficiency of a particular vibration mode, it ís essential that

the resonant mocle of ínterest clominates tl-re plate response to sucl-r an

extent- that any contribution to the overall sOund radiatíon from forced

modes ís negligible. For the clamped edge círcrrlar pl-ate, advantage \¡ras

tal,en of knowlerlge of the displacement clis;tríbution functíons for the-

various tnocles, to place acceleroneters at- l-ocations to ensure th¿rt uuwar:ted
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modes \,¡ere of negligible ímporLance. However it is possible to drive the

plate in such a \,Jay thaÈ Íts response appears to be resonant but the tttode.

shape is not pr:e<lictab1e from Classical Plate Theory (for example, Inlilson

and Strope, 1970). An example of a non-classical mode ís shor,rn in Fíg.

3.1. It rnay be demonstrated that the pattern shown in the figure ís

made up of a conibination and superposition of the responses of two or

more forced modes vibrati.ng at frequencies slightly different from their

natural resonant frequencies. Although ít is relatively easy Lo enstlre

that these coupl-ed modes are noÈ signíficantl-y excited whe-n measurements

are made on a simple, well understoo<l model, the problem of ide-ntificati.on

of pure rnodes on a complex surface may be more difficultras the expected

shapes are unknown. However, thís problem is beyoncl the scope of the

present investigation.

I,rlhen modes contait-ting diameËral nodes are consídered there ís

an aclclítional problern apart from the possíble presence of forcecl lower

order modes. This is the possibility of the presence of more than one

mode of the same- orde:: but rvith a different angular orientatíon of the

nodal lj-nes. It r¿as f ouncl experimentally that f or modes with oue or nlore

diametral nodes, each plaLe had two preferred angular positions for the

nodal línes and these !¡ere not necessarily orthogonal. These results

agree with those presented by Molin and Stetson (f969). The r-esonant

frequencies of the tr.ro modes r¿ere founcl to differ by betweerr L7" and 57"

depencling on the plate thíckness ancl the mode order. As the mode order

dec.reased or the plate thickness íncreased the percentage difference

increased.

It was possibl-e to achj-eve a resonant condition (peak acceler¿tíon

level) b)'suítab1c acljustment of the excr'.ting frequency and angular locatj,on

of the excíters, at a frequency between t.he r:eson:rnt frequencies of the

two pref errecl moCes. However t"his resonant condition \^7as a cornbinatj-on

of the two preferre<l rnodes, usually rvil-h one domirrating (see Figs. 3.9 ),

I,Jhen one of the preferre-d mocles was excitecl , the angular posi.t:Lon of tJre-
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(a)

FIG.3.7. COMBINATION VIBRATION MODES

CLAMPED CIRCULAR PLATE

(b)

FOR AN EDGE

These modes cannot be predicted usíng Classícal Plate Theory but rnay be

a combination of two Classical vibration modes.

(a) 0, 3 5,1 combination

(b) 0,4 8,1 combinaÈion.

FIG.3.8. A 1,1 PLATE VIBRATION MODE SHOWING THE

EFFECT OF AMBIENT TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS DURING

THE HOLOGRAM EXPOSURE.

The temperature variations across the vibrating plate were caused by

leaving the air conditioner running during the exposure of the hologram.
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(a)

(c)

FtG.3.9. Z,t VIBRATION MODE 0F AN EDGE CLAMPED

CIRCULAR PLATE.

These flgures show that lt ls possible to obtain two dlfferent preferred

angular orientatlons of the same vlbratlon node on the same cLrcular

plate and that it 1s posstble to exclte these two modes together. Note

the reference marker Ín the clanplng rLng to the left of each photographt

and that the two modes are not exactly orthogonal.

(a) 1st preferred angular orlentation

(b) 2nd preferred angular orlentatíon

(c) comblnatlon of (a) and (b) uslng the same excltatlon systen wlth

a different angular orlentatÍon and wlth a resonant frequency

between the values for (a) and (b).

(b)
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exciters r^ras ah^rays the same as that of a vibratíon antirro<le, but rvhen

combination modes were excited, the exciters vrere usually found to be

offset from the antinodal posítion by a small ang1e. Thus it was possible

Èo determine by trial and error when only one of the preferred modes was

being driven ancl Èhe contributíon from the other to the plate response

was negligible. It usually happened that one of the two preferrecl modes

had a greaËer response f or Èhe same driver input po\¡/er. It was the mcde

of greatest response whích rvas used in all of the acorrstic and holographic

measurements.

3.4 MBASURE},IENT OF PI-ATE I"IEAN SQUARE SURFACE VELOCITY

The reconstrucËed image from the hologram of a particular

vibrating plate, shows the plate covered wíth a series of ínterference

frínges. trrrhen correctly irterpreted, these fringes al1ow the displace-

ment amplitude Èo be calculated for any point on the plate. Using

EquaÈion (f,f¡ it can be shown. (see re.view by the author, L979) thaË

for normal illuminaËion and observatíon of the víbrating surface duríng the

formatíon of the hologram, the resulting blacli frínges seen in the

reconstructed inage saËísfy Lhe relation

J2 (4rîlÀr ) =0 (3.3)

In the equat-ion Î is the displacemc,,nt amplitude at any point- covered by

a particular f::inge and for the HeNe laser use<l \ = .632-8 x 1O-6m. ltrodes

are j,dentifíed by bright are-as on the reconstructe-d iraages whÍle antincrrle:s

are identifj-ed by the black fringes rvhich sur:rouncl them. T'he black fringes

immedj.ately adjacent Ëo a node correspond to the first solution of equation

(3.3) and the following fringes corresponcl to successively higher orrler

solutions. I{hen progressir-rg from a (bright) node towards an antinocle

(or centre of a system of fringes) of vibration, each black fr:ínge passed

over represents another solution of equation (3.3). Values for Î corres-

ponclí-ng to pai:tícular darlc fringe numbers are l-isted by Br:or,rn et a1 (1969).
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The dark frÍnges are numbered from the node to the antinode. Thus it is

straightforward to determíne the dísplacement amplitude at any point

covered by a blâck fringe and the amplitude for Èhe points not covered

by black fringes uray be found accurately by símple lÍnear interPolation-

The holograms \4tere used to calculate Èhe ratio of mean square

plate surface velocity to velocity amplitude squared (Ç1) , of an antÍnode.

This ratio r^/as equal Èo Ëhe displacement ratio r¿hich \¡Iås measured directly

from the hologram. For examPle,

.lr"r, 4a9'r"
(3.4)

ç'z^ î'"

The above ratios r/ere measured from photographs of the recon-

structed images of tírne averaged holograms using a planimeter to measure

<ç'> . This was done by measuring the area between t\nlo concentríc black,s

frÍnges and then assígning Eo it a constanË displacemenÈ amplitude half-

way between the two displacement amplitudes correspondíng Ëo the cenËres

of the two adjacent black fringes. Areas between a node and the first

black fringe were assigned a displacement amplitude of half that corres-

ponding to the first black fringe. Each area so measured was then multi-

plied by its assigned displacement amplitude squared and the result I'las

summed over the whole plate. The resultíng value for the summation was

then divided by the plaÈe area (on the photograph) to give Ëhe mean

square plate displacernent averagecl Ín space and then divided by 2 to give

íÈs space-tírne averaged value.

The value of î"" was obtained from the photograph of the recon-

structed hologram ímage by measuring the radial location across an anti-

nodal cliameter of the centre of each dark fringe and assigning a dísplace-

ment amplitude to it as described earlier. The plate displacernent functíor

deríved using Classical plate theory [equatíon-(2.3)] was then fitted Èo

the experimental data using a least squares fit. As the data was
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measured across an antínodal diameter the term 0,,'(e) ín equation (2.3)

was set equal to uniÈy leaving the following equaÈion,

î = D_, [Jo,(nßn jau) - J^(nß^r)r*(nß*.au)/r*(nß- j)] (3.5)

The curve fitËing procedure used here r,¡as similar Ëo that described ín

ChapÈer 5 but in this particular case only Èo two unknovms D-j and ß*¡

hrere required. Once these tvüo quantitíes r^Iere determined it was possible

to determine Èhe plate displacement amplitude at any point (u'0) on the

plate. The posítion and value of ÎA was then deÈermÍned using a sÍmple

iteration procedure.

Values of the ratio <v2>", /Ç2o equivalent to the ratio

,¿.9"r" /î'o determined experimentally as just described are listed in

Table 3.2. They may be compared r^¡ith Classical plate theory values Èaken

from Table 2.2 and repeated for convenience in Table 3.2, columns I and 9.

The differences beËween values calculated using Mindlin-Timoshenko and

Classj-cal plate theory \^rere too sma11 (less tlnar- L% for the plates tested)

to be rneasurable experimentally. Thus as Classical plate theory predicts

constant values (independent of plate size and thickness) for the ratios,

the results are presented as a mean and standard deviation for each

víbraÈion node of interest and averaged over all the pl-ates tested. From

Table 3.2 it can be seen thaÈ in all cases the experimentalJ-y measured

values are slightly greater than the theoretically predícËed values. This

result is consfstenÈ hrith the small mode shape distortion noted earlier in

connection wiËh the discussion of the results shown prevíously in Figs. 3.3

to 3. 6.

Itlhen modes v¡iËh one or more díametral nodes vlere considered the

maximum displacement amplitude squared (ÎÍ) was firstly determined from

an average of the values correspondíng to each vibration antinode, and the

results calculated using this method are listed in columns 2 to 4 of Table

3.2. For the purpose of radiatíon efficiency measurements' the required



Tabl-e 3. 2 Measured and Predicted Values of the VelociËy RaÈ1o' îí<v2> |st'

0rl

012

I

2

3

4

I,

,1

1

I
,

,

Mode

Number

(*rn)

ExperimenËal Values

23

23

25

29

20

10

number of

measurement,s

îA averaged over al-1 vibration

antinodes

0.0950

0. 0511

0 .09 70

0.1066

0.1092

0. 1065

Mean

0.0027

o.0022

0.0040

0.0055

0.0036

0.0025

standard

devÍatíon

23

23

20

20

11

5

number of

measurements

v. measured only at the antÍnode
A

to which Èhe accelerometer was attached

0 .0950

0.0511

0 .09 7r

0.1092

0.1163

0.1146

Mean

0.0027

0.0022

0.0046

0.0065

0.0073

0 .0104

standard

deviation

0 .0914

0 .0509

o.0923

0.1000

0.1005

0.0987

edge clarnped

plate

Theoretical Values from

Classical PlaËe Theory

0.1425

0 .05 78

0.1224

0. 1233

0. 1187

0 . 1133

slnply supported

plate

æ
O
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values ", ç'OÌ,rere determíned only by .consideraÈion 
of the vibration

antinode on r¿hich the accelerometer was placed and the results calculated

wLth these values are lisËed in columns 5 Èo 7 of table 3.2. Ilourever

only the results listed in columns 2 Èo 4 should be compared wÍth the

theoretícal predictions as the results shown Ín columns 5 to 7 do not

represent a true average.

hlhen sound power measurements vrere made in the reverberant roomt

the plaLes \Árere dríven harder than they were for holographíc analysís so

that a good signal to noise ratio could be obtained ín the acousÈíc sígna1.

The mean square surface velociÈy of the plate vibraÈing in the reverberanÈ

room was determined from Èhe acceleration amplitude measured aÈ a vibration

antinode, the values for the velocity rat,io obtained from column 6 of table

3.2 and Èhe following equatíon

<u2,sf
a

( 
-)2rfh

2

r (¡.0)

where the subscripË h refers to hol-ographic measurements and the subscript.

r refers to measuremenls made in the reverberant room.

3.5 SI]MMARY

The experímental procedure for determining values of plate modal

radíaÈion effíciencies has been separated into two parts. Firstly the

mean square surface velocity for a partícular mode of ínterest ís determined

using time averaged holography and seeondly the sound po\¡/er radiated by

the same mode ínto a reverberant room is measured. The work described in

this chapter has been concerned with the holographic determination of the

space-tíme âverage surface velocity . t' t"a The results for eíghteen

plates t,ested have been reviewed and sunmarízed.

In addition to the descriptíon of the experimenÈal technique for

Èhe determínati-on of < v2 >"a , Ëhe experimentally determined mode shapes
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across antinodal diameters have been compared with theoretical predietíons.

Good agreement was obtalned between theory and experiment and slighË

devíat.íons of the experimental data from t.he theory v/ere attributed to

the effect of the electromagnet.íc exciters and lack of sufficient plate

edge clampingrboth of which became more signi-ficant as Èhe mode order

became higher.

The tendency for lower order f.orced modes to be present in the

plate response is of ínterest. Even though a high order mode may dominate

the plate response (and uray ín fact be the only one seen holographically)

a lower order, more effícíent mode, could well dominate the radiated sound

power. This consideration shows that use of Èhe experimental method des-

cribed here for the study of complex surfaces with unknov¡n mode shapes

will require extreme care, if more than the first one or two lowest order

nodes are to be studíed with confidence. For the círcular plates, the

effec'ts of the lower order forced modes were minÍmízed by correctly excíÈing

the plates (at anËinodal positions of the resonant mode of ínterest) and

moniÈoring the antinodal posítions of lower order modes wíth accelerometers.

A phenomenon peculíar to vibrating surfaces of regular synmetry

such as square or circular plates is the possibility of degeneracy. In

particul-ar the angular locations of díarnetral nodes will be indet.erminate

for perfectly flaÈ homogeneous isotropic círcular plates. However in

practice the ideal plate ís never met; slight irregularitíes will always

be present which will result in preferred orienÈations for diametral nodes

and mode splittíng. Experímentally two modes of the same order separated

slíghtly in frequency and with different angular orienÈations will always

be encounÈered. Suitable adjustment of the frequency and angular posítion

of the exciters enables one or the oËher or a combínatíon of ttre two modes

to be excited. The mode of each degenerat.e pair with Ehe greater response

for the same exciter input po\,¡er was used for all holographic and acoust.íc

measurements.
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CHAPTER 4

REVERBERANT ROOM MEASUREMENT OF RADTATED SOIJND POI^IER

4.L INTRODUCTION

The experimenÈal determinatÍon of the plate modal radlation

efficiency requÍres measuremenÈs of both the radiated sound power and

the mean square surface velocity for the rnodally vibrating plate. Measure-

ments of the mean square surface velocity have been descríbed in Chapter 3.

Thís chapter is concerned with the measurement of the pure tone sound power

radiated by the plates.

There are t¡nro well documenËed methods which can be used to measure

the pure tone sound power radiated by the plates. One method makes use of

the free field in an anechoic chamber while the other method makes use of

the reverberant field in a reverberant room. Each method has its own

advantages and disadvantages. The reverberant room method was chosen because

on balance it was consídered to have greater advantages and fewer disadvanÈ-

ages. This conclusion ís based upon the following considerations.

I^Ihen measurements are made ín an anechoic room many microphone

posítions are required if the directívity of the source is unknown or

complicated. It is expected that the sound fields radíated by modes other

Èhan the lowest order plate vibration mode will each be sufficíenËly

complícated to requíre many free fíeld measurements to determine the

radiated sound po\^/er. However there is a further problem. In order to

unambiguously interpret the measured sound pressures to deËermine the

radíated sound po\¡/er with precision, iÈ is necessary to avoid Fresnel near

field effects. As a general rule (Bies,1916) for a source of character-

lstíc dimensíon, a, the minimum distance L between source and measurement

positíon must satisfy Èhe follorving inequalit.y, ín order that near field

effects be negligible.
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Satisfactíon of thls criteríon in the anechoic chamber avaÍlable would have

resulted in test plates which hTere'too small t.o satisfy the requiremenÈs

discussed in Chapter 2. The near field problem can be avoided, however,

usfng a reverberant room, since in the reverberanË room the domination of

the reverberant field resËrlcts source dírecÈívity and near fiel-d effects

to a small volume close to the source. The required reverberant field

measuremenÈs then are always made outsÍde of this near field dominant small

volume.

The acoustic power radiated by a source ínto a reverberant room

can be calculated from sound pressure level measurements in the room

provided that the pressure sound field is sufficiently diffuse, using the

followíng equation (Beranek, l97La).

L__ = L_ -t 10 logroV - 10 logroTso -t 10 1ogr0(1+SÀ/BV) - 13.5 G.Z)IilP

The accuracy of the value obtaíned for the sound Pohter level L, depends on

the accuracy of Èhe values obtained for the space average sound pressure

level L and the reverberation time T6s. The accuracy of T69 is dependent
p

on the number of room modes excíEed ín the frequency band of interest. The

accuracy of L_ depends on the number of discrete sampling points used and
'p

the spatial variation of the sound pressure field ín the room (whích ís

related to the number of room modes excited). Errors in L* caused by

ínaccuraLe estímations of Èhe quantitíes Ln and T5o are díscussed in Part II

of this thesís and also ín a paper published by the author and hís thesis

advisor (gies and Hansen, 1976 ),

A second problem whích has receíved límited attention in the

l_íteraÈure is that of presenting free field radíatíon impedance to a source

under test. Ifeasurement uncertaintíes resulting from failure of the

reverberafit room to present free fíeld radíatíon ímpedance to a pure fone
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tesÈ source are a subjecÈ of detaíled discussion in Part II of thÍs

thesis, hrhere the effect of a rotaËíng diffuser in reducing Èhe measurement

uncertaÍnties is evaluated for various pure tone sound sources.

4.2 E)PERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The reverberant room used for the sound por¡rer measurements \aras

rectangular with a wall suEface area of 195 m2 and a volume of 180 m3. The

room decay times (measured as described in Sect. 4.3) in aft"{ octave bands

of interest are listed in table 4.1. The rotating diffuser used for these

particular experiments ÍIas constructed of corrugated fibre glass reinforced

with a¡mriníum angle bar stock. The plane of the diffuser surface \^/as

tÍlted at an angle of 3Oo to the vertícal resulting in a swept volume of

three cubic metres.

. All sound pressure level measuremenÈs r¡/ere made with a half inch

type 4134 Bruel and Kjaer condenser microphone connected through a field

effect transistor (FET) to a tyPe 2IL4 Brtel and Kjaer spectrometer' The

mícrophone r¡ras carried on a linear traverse back and forth across the room

on a diagonal to all wall surfaces. The traverse took 62 seconds to complete

one trip in one direction over a dístance of 5.6 m, and was positioned so

that Ëhe microphone never came closer Ëhan 1 m to a reflectíng surface and

r,ras never closer t]nar- 2.8 m to the sound source. The Èest facility is

lllustrated in Fig. 4.I.

The sound source used for the sound po\^7er measurements was the

plate model described earlíer vibrating at a discrete frequency in one of

its resonan! modes. Two source positions \¡/ere considered. Fírst the

source vlas mounted ín the síde r¡all of the reverberant room to simulate a

radíating clamped edge circular plate mounted in an infiníte baffle and

second the source ¡llas mounted on the end of a long heavy walled tube to

simulate a radíating clamped edge circular plate mounted on the encl of an

lnfíniËely long tube.
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Table 4.1: t/3 Octave Reverberant Room Decay Tlmes

(Plate Mount,ed ín tJall)
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The first source positíon was the same as the source position

used for the room calibration procedure (see Bies and Hansen, 1976) and

ís shown ín Fíg.4.I. The plate, bolted to the heavy iron casting as

descrÍbed earlíer, \¡ras mounÈed in a wooden baffle 0.19 mm thick which ín

turn hras mounted in the room r^¡all . The iron casling and p1-ate were isolated

from the baffle by means of a small clearance between the hole in the baffle

and the outer edge of the plate clamping rings. The clearance gaP was

fílled wíth plastícine to prevenÈ sound generated at the rear side of the

plate from entering Èhe reverberant room.

For the second sound source posiËíon Ëhe plate and clamping rings

rüere mounted on Èhe end of a flanged tube which was closed at the other end.

The tube was located near a room corner but in such a way that the vibrating

plate faced into the room centre and \.ras at all times more than 1.5 m from

any room wa1l.

The plate response ín both positions was monitored with acceler-

ometers calibrated as described earlier. The measured acceleration amplítude

at a víbratíon antinode adjacent to one of Èhe drívers was used Èogether

with equation (3.6) to determíne the plate nìean square surface velocity.

Both Èhe sound pressure levels and acceleration levels vTere measured during

the experiments using I o"arrr" fílËers which were later calibrated Ëo

determíne the attenuation at each frequency of interest. Use of these

fílters was essentíal for the sound pressure level measurements to ensure

acceptable signal to noise ratios (greater than 10dB).

4.3 MEASURED MODAL SOUND POI^IER

The ínstrumenÈation used for sound pressure level measurements

was calibrated at 25OHz and 124dB re 2 x 10-sl¡/m2 using a Bruel and Kjaer

pístonphone having an accuracy of + 0.2d8. The sound pressure level was

averaged over several cycles of the microphone traverse using the 300 second

averaging circrrit. on the 2114 model spectrometer. Duríng the sound pressure
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FIG. 4.1 EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT FOR
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UREMENTS.
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level sarnplíng tlme, the plate exciting frequency was continually manually

adjusted Èo maintain maximum plate response as indicated by maximum voltage

output of an accelerometer placed on a vibration antinode.

As the díffuser in the reverberant room rotated, the plate

response was observed, by the monitoring accelerometer, to vary cylically

as a function of diffuser angular position. The effect hras more pronounced

for the (0r1) and (0,2) modes than iÈ was for modes u¡íth diametral nodes

and also became rnore pronounced as the plates became thinner, with a maxímum

fluctuaÈion in acceleration leve1 at a vibration anÈínode, of + 3dB for the

thínnest plate vibrating in the (0r1) mode. This cyclic variation in plate

response for constant dríver input pornrer v¡as caused by variations in

radiatíon ímpedance presented to the source by the rotating díffuser. This

matter ís discussed ín detail in section II of thís thesis.

Room reverberaÈion times rüere measured usíng the abrupt sound

source cut-off method. The sound pressure level was monitored with a

stationary half-l'-nch condenser microphone placed near the room centre and

connecËed Ëhrough a FET Ëo Èhe 2114 model spectromeÈer. The logarithmic

decay curve r4las recorded for analysis using a level recorder. The 60dB

decay tíme determined from Èhe slope of the level recorder trace rnras

recorded for each { octa.re band of interest and plottecl graphically as a

function of the centre frequency of the J oct".re band. The decay times

corresponding to. the freq.ueney of the plate excitation urere then obtaíned

by graphical ínterpolaÈion from measrrr.a J octave band decay tímes.

4.4 SI]}MARY

An important part of an experímental determínation of the

radiation effi-ciency of a resonant mode of vibration of a surface is the

accurate measurement of the radiated sound pov/er. In prínciple the required

measurements corrld be made in the far field of the EesL source in an anechoic

room or alternatively the requíred measurement could be made in the
4

i'
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reverberant field of a reverberant room. Based upon consíderations of

the restralnts and advantages of the use of each type room the reverberant

room r¡ras chosen for the measurement of the radiated sound po\^ler of the

clamped edge circular plate.

The models ÈesËed always radiated 1n pure tones whlch posed

special measurement problems. Furthermore as the models to be tested were

placed ín one wall of the reverberant room for most of the measurements ít

rras necessary to show that the radiation impedance was at least on average

approximately free field at the wall (or at any measurement location).

To ensure free field radiation lmpedance and to smooth the sound fíeld for

the purpose of deËermíníng a space average sound pressure 1evel, a rotating

díffuser was used. The success of the diffuser for this purpose is

considered ín detaíl Ín Part II of this thesis.

I
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CHAPTER 5

RADIATION EFFICIENCY

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The work described thus far has been concerned wiËh the measure-

ment of Èhe parameters required Èo determine the radíation effíciency of

a surface víbrating in one of its resonant modes. In thÍs chapter ít is

shovm how the measured parameters are used to obtain values for the

surface radiaÈion efficíency. ResulËs are Ëhen presented for the círcular

clamped edge flat plate vibrating ín its fírst six modes'

Havingestablishedconfidenceinthemethoditisnextshown

how the meÈhod may be used generally. Tr.¡o examples are given to show

how the experimental meËhod may be used to determíne the radiation

efficiency of a resonantly vibrating surface in a sítuation not readíl-y

amenable to Èheoretical analysis. The first class of surface vibration

considered is the resonanË vibrat.ion of a clamped edge circular plate

vibrating in a non-classícal mode; ÈhaÈ is, a mode not predicted by

classícal plaÈe theory. The second type of surface considered ís Èhe

front surface of some in line engÍne blocks vibrating in some low order

modes.

In all radíatíon efficíency calculations outlined here the

following assumptions are implicit'

l.Thesamevibrationmode\n7asexcitedinthereverberant

room as was analysed hologr:aphically'

2. The response of all surf aces \¡¡as linear so that higher

excítation levels used during sound power measurement did not result

in distortíon of the mocle shapes studied holographically'
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3. The forced response of lower order more efficient modes

was small- enough to be neglected.

4. The effect of a 14 gram accelerometer on the mode shape

and sound povler measurements vlas neglígible.

5. The effect of reflective paint on the holographically

measured mode shapes r^7as negligible.

Assumptions 3, 4 and 5 have already been díscussed in Chapter 3' Assumpt-

ions 1 arrð, 2 are considered to be reasonable in the circumstances and

are supported by the results shown in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 fot the clamped

edge plate test models.

5.2 CALCULATION PROCEDURE

The radiation efficiency for a resonant mode (mrj) of a

vibrating plate r¿as defined earlier as '

o-j = w-r/..t',., A Po"o (5'1)

From the sound po\¿üer level measurements just described the radiated sound

porÀrer f.or a parÈicular vibration mode (m,j) may be calculated using the

following relatíon,

W_, = antilogro t(L*/10) - L?l $.2)
mJ

The mean square surface velocÍ-ty a.r"r, Í" obtained ín two

steps. Fírst using holographic methods, Èhe ratio /(u'>", /î"o ís deter-

mined for al1 plates tested. Second the square of the antínodal velocity

ç2 ís obtained from the measured antinodal accelerations A- Finally
'AC

the mean square surface velocity is calculated using the following

ielatÍonship;

[.r",, ], = [<v2>.t /çÍ]h Ít*/znf)z e2 . (5.3)

In equation (5.3) the subscript r refers to reverberant room measurements

and the subscript h refers to holographíc measurements.
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An expression given by Beranek (1949) is used to calculate the

characteristic impedanee. The calculation índicated in equation (5.4)

which follows, requires a measurement of the temperature and Èhe baro-

metric pressure ín the reverberant room durÍng the measurement of sound

poÌ¡rer. According to Beranek,

v
po"o = 42.8612731Q73+1)l"lp/tøo) (5.4)

Equatíons (5.1) to (5.4) are suffi-cient to calculate the radiati-on efficiency

o
mJ

5.3 DISCUSSION OF REST]LTS FOR THE PLATE MODEL

Experimentally measured values of radiation effíciency for reson-

ant vibration modes of the edge clamped circular p1-ate are shown in Fig'

5.1 for the plate mounted in the side wa1l of the reverberant room and in

Fig. 5.2 for the plate mounted at t-he end of a closed tube within the

reverberant room. In each Figure the solid line represents the theoretícal

predicËíon for the clamped edge plate and the dashed line represents the

similar theoretical prediction for a sÍ-mply supported edge plate mounted

in an ínfínj-te rigid baffle and radiatíng into free space lequatíon (2.97b)],

The lines shown Ín Fig. 5.2 are for comparison Purposes only' as no analysis

for the case of the plate at the end of a tube is avaílable' Furthermor:e

no analysís has been attempted as the problem is apparently very cornplicatecl

(Levíne and Schwínger ' 1948) .

From the Figures for the plates mounted in the reverberant room

wall it can be seen that Èhe experimental data agree reasonably well with

theory for the 0r1 mode and for the mid frequency range of the higher orde'r

modes. The deviations of experiment from theory for the 0r2 mode may,

in part, be attributed to the forced response of the 0,1 mode which has

a higher radiation efficiency in the frequency range tested' This effect
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hras diffic.ult to avoid as the 0,2 and 0rl modes were both driven at the

same antinode, the plate centre. An additional ring driver at the second

annular anËinode r¿ould have been required to drive the 0r2 mode while

suppressing the 0r1 mode

The deviations at low values of radiaËion efficiency for the

modes with diametral nodes may in part be attributed to the forced response

of the lower order modes which was difficult to avoid even though vibratÍon

antinodes of successive modes did not coincide. The lowest order modes

have progressively greater radíation efficíencies for small values of ka

and aÈ these low values of radiation efficiency, the forced response

requirecl to over-ride the radiation of a hígher order mode is very small.

In the regíon of high radÍation efficíencies (near unity) the

experímentally measured values are consistently hígher than predicted and

the reason for Ëhis discrepancy is noË undersËood although some possibly

contributing causes cari be suggested. Hígh radiation efficiency values

were investigaÈed using thick plates in which case Ít v/as very difficult

to satisfy the clamped edge condition. Indeed for some of the higher order

modes, the mode shape plots of Chapter 3 show the edge condition to be

somewhere between clamped and simply supported. Faílure of the clamped

edge condition for the thick plates could result in a larger effectíve

plate surface area Ëhan predicted and consequently more sound power radiated

than expected. The magnitude of thís possible effect ís unknown. A

second small effect might be mode disËortion caused by the plate excíting

mechanism. This effect could be signíficant on the thickest p1-ates

víbratÍng in the hígher order modes as some of thern could not be driven

hard enough to produce sufficienÈ frínges to be ínvestígated holographically

In these few cases the mean square plate surface velocíty was calculated

using Èhe values ín Column 6 of Table 3.2. A combination of the two effect
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just descríbed could contríbute to the hígher Ëhan predicted radíation

efficiencies buÈ whether Èhese effects completely account for the

values of radiatíon efficiency gr.eater than uníty is unresolved.

Other possible sources of error which would contribuÈe to

scatter in all of the measurements of radiation efficiency are as

follows:

(1) The assumpËion of free field radiatlon ímpedance might

not be satísfied and as will be shown in Chapter 7 this

might contribute an error t1.OdB.

(2) The possible error in the determination of the mean square

normal surface velocl-ty from the optical holograms is

estimated to be t0.7dB.

(3) For frequencíes above 400 Hz the possible error in the

' determination of the space average sound Pressure level

has bee-n estÍmated to be 10. BdB and for frequencies

between 300 Hz and 400 Hz the possí-ble error 1s esÈírnated

to be t1.6dB (Bíes and Hansen, 1976). An àccumulated

error of. !2.5d8 can readily be accounEed for.

, The experimentally measured radiatíon efficiencies for the

plate mounted at the end of a closecl tube ín the reverberant. room are

shown 1n Fíg. 5.2 and are íncluded for comparison with values obtaíned

for the plate mounted in the reverberanÈ room wall. In both cases the

trend 1n results is símilar. At low frequencies simple source theory

predlcts that aL a given value of ka, the radiatíon efficiency for

ttre plate mounted in the tube should be 3dB less than thaE for the

plate mounted in the wal1. The experimental results show a slight

trend to lower val-ues but the trend is less than 3dB.
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5.4 EXTENSION OF THE }{EASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

For a given surface shape and mode of vÍbration Èhe radíation

efficiency (defined in Chapter 1) is a function of the product of frequency

and a characterÍstic surface dimension (that is, a function of dimensíonless

frequency ka). The resonant frequency of the mode in turn is determined

by the dimensions and physícal properties of the surface. Thus if the

radíation efficíency can be experimentally determined for the same mode

aË dífferenË resonant frequencies on several different surfaces of the

same general shape, it should be possíble to generate empirically the

relationshíp between radiation efficiency and dimensionless frequency as

a radiation efficíency curve. Use of such an empirical curve should then

allow the predíctÍon of the radiatíon efficiency of the same mode on any

other surface of similar shape even though the size might differ greatly

from those tested. '

In thís section the techniques described earlier for the measure-

menË of radiation efficiencies of "classicalt' resonanÈ modes on a circular

plate are used to experimentally investígate Èhe radiatíon efficiencies of

two classes of víbratíng surfaces. In one cl-ass Ëhe radiation efficiencies

of a clamped círcular plate vibraÈing in complex non-classical modes which

are dependent on the shape of the plate forcing funcËion are investígated.

At present Èhese modes are not understood and it is not certain thaË Ëhey

can be described usíng known theoretical techniques. The results thus

obtained can bê used to.predict the radíation effíciencies of edge clamped

circular plates of any síze ot thickness, vibrating ín one of these non-

classical modes.

In the second class of vibrating surfaces the experimental

techniques are used to study the radiation efficiencies of the first few

modes of vibration of a complex surface consisting of one side face of an

in-líne engíne block. It should be noÈed that tl-re purpose here is Èo

shor,¡ how the experimental ÈechnÍque may be used ge-nera1ly to determine
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distínct resoriant conditions and not part. of a smooth transition beËween

the two classical modes as described by Ropper. Thus in this situatj-on ít

is of lnÈeresË to demonstrate how the radíatlon efficiency curve for these

partícular modes may be determined from a few experimental measurements.

Generally the theoretical prediction of the radiation efficiency

of even símp1e low order vibration modes on a complex object such as an

ln-l-ine engine block Ís a díffículÈ Ëask. Thus it is also of ínterest in

this situation Èo demonstrate how a radiation efficiency curve (which may

be used for almost any ín-line engine block) for a given vibration mode

may be esÈablished from a few experimental measuremenLs on a number of

dífferent engine blocks.

ExaminaÈion of the theoretical results obtaíned by tr^lallace (I972)

for rectangular panels and those shown in Figs. 2.6 ar^d 2.7 f.or circular

plates suggests that some generalizations about the resistive parts of the

radiation efficiencies of the fírst few low order modes are possible. For

this purpose it j-s advantageous to use the modal bending wavenumber \
discussed earlier ín Cllapter 2 where it was shown that for circular plates,

-2 ^')2+(n/a)2. (5.s)
\ = (rTþ/a,

Sinilarly the rnodal bending wavenumber for recËangular plates may be wrítteu

âsr

(s.6)

For values of k/\ less than about 0.8 the radiatíon effi-ciency

is less than unity and íÈs logaríth¡n is generally a linear function of the

logarithm of k/k, with a slope cleËermined by the mode r,¡hich is excited.

For values of k/\ greater Èhan or equal to 0.8, the radiation efficíency

is essentially unity in every case and thus independent of frequency. Thus

any available test data that a1lor¿s determinaEion of the radíation efficiency

for values of k/k' less Èhan 0.8 is sufficient to approximate Lhe radiation

k; + (nn /ar)z .(^n /" r)2
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efficiency at al.l frequencies.

For non-classícal plate modes Èhe value of ß in equatÍon (5.5)

may be approximated from the known values of Ênj for the classical modes

having the nearest resonant frequencies. For the purpose of calculaËing

\ for the engíne blocks, the surface of interest rn/as assumed to approx-

lmate a rectangular panel allowing equation (5.6) to be used. :

5.4.2 Experimental tr^Iork

The experimental ínvestigation of the radiation of non-classical

modes was confíned to clamped edge plates having a radius of 0.L755 m

and a thickness rarl.ge from l mm to 3.2 mm. Temperature stability determínecl

the lower bound while por/er limitat.ion of the síngle electromagnetíc driver

deterrnined the upper bound on plate thickness. The plates were mounted

as descríbed earlier and excited aÈ Ëhe centre.

For the second mode1, in-line engíne blocks were chosen, as

they represented a complex object and rvere available ín a large range of

sizes, all of which had basically simí-lar shapes. The engine blocks were

excíted by a model V50 Goodmans mechanical víbration transducer r^rhich rvas

bolted to thern and which in turn was driven by Ëhe same oscillator and

pol¡rer amplifíer used to drive the electromagnetic plate excíters. Care

was required to ensure that engine block resonances \¡/ere driven and not

exÈraneous resonance due- to the presence of the dríver and the mountíng

supports for the engine blocks.

For ttre purpose of taking hofograms ít was necessary to isolate

Èhe engíne blocks from the optical tabl-e and at the same time provide a

rígid support and a hard mountíng surface to mínj-nize damping of resonant

modes. Ttris was dc¡ne by supporting each block sump síde uppermost on

three sma1l studsrwhich in turn rested on a cast íron slab weighing about

280 kg. The cast iron sl-ab was isolated from the table using commercial

rubbe-r isolation pads which were effectíve at frequencies above about l00l1z.

IÈ was found that the low orde:: modes investigated had shapes

I

"lj
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lndependent of the dríver location or block mounting position, provided

that the block was simply supported on sËuds. The rnodal resonant frequency

and the nodal dampíng changed but the mode shape remained the same when

the supporting studs were placed on a softer surface (damping increased)

or ¡¿hen the driver posíÈion \^/as changed. The engine block surfaces which

were investigated are shov¡n in Figs. 5.3. Only the fírst, few low order

vibration modes \^rere considered.

The experimental arrangement used for the holographic measure-

ments ís similar to the one described in Chapter 3 and is illustrated ín

Fig. 5,4a. The víbrating surfaces \irere illuminated and viewed normally.

The círcular plaÈes \^rere covered !¡ith retro reflective sheeË and the

engiue blocks were painted with retro reflective paint thus nínimizing the

requíred hologram exposure times. Typical exposure times usíng Agfa Gevaert

10875 holographíc plates (sinilar in sensítÍvíty to the llford HeNel plates

used earlier) rangecl between 3 seconds for the circular plates to 25 seeonds

for the engine blocks. The reference Èo object bearn intensity ratio was

varied betrnreen two and four.

The resonant vibratíon modes for the engíne block were

identified using real time holography and a slorv frequency

sl¡reep through the range of ínterest while observing the block response

with the aÍd of the real tírne hologram. Resonant conditions vüere easily

detected when dark inÈerference frínges appeared on the image seen through

the hologram. Good quality photographs using real time holography \,üere

díffícult to obtaín and so the modal resonant frequencíes v/ere noted and

time averaged holograms taken at the frequencies of interest. The non-

classical plate modal resonarit frequencies \^rere found by observing a peak

in the response of an accelerometer placed on the plate centre whíle the

exciting frequency rras shTept between the tvro theoretically predicted values

for the (5,1) and (0,3) modes or the (8,1) and (0,4) modes respectívely.

Sound pov/er measurements vrere rnade as clescribed in Chapter 4
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(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

ENGINE BLOCK TEST SURFACES ( SIDE FACES,

SUMP SIDES UP).

FrG. s.3

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

6 cyllnder block 1

6 cyllnder block 2

4 cyllnder block 3

4 cyllnder block 4

(Chrysler)

(Chevrolet)

(Morrl-s)

(Galant)
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with the vibrating surface mounted in a baffle consisting of a 1.8 m x

2,4 m x .019 m partÍ.cle board attached to one of the room vralls as

fllustrated in Fig. 5.4b. l^Ihen the engíne blocks ri/ere tested care was

taken to ensure that the baffle in whích the blocks hrere mounted üras noÈ

exclted Èhrough the rnaterial used to fill the gaps between the engine

block and the baffle surrounding it. Early tesËs using plasticÍne to fill

the gap between the edge of the block and the baffle showed that the

baffle was excited suffíciently to signifícantly contribute to the radíated

sound. Thís problem was eliminate.d by using masking tape to cover the

gaps instead of plasticine to f111 them. A separate test in which the

transmíssion of sound through the gap covered with rnasking tape v¡as ínvest-

igated showed that sound leakage through the gap could be expected to be

quite small compared to the sound radiaEed direcÈly from the engine block

ínto the reverberant room. Alternati-vely the problem was avoided when

the circular pl-ates \ÀIere tested¡as the plates were first mounted on a

massive íron casting (as described in Chapter 3), whích had a small enough

vibration amplitude not to significant,ly excíte the wooden baffle board

through the plasticÍne used to fÍll the gap between the plate clampíng

ríngs and the baffle.

5.4.3 Analysis and Discussion of ResulEs

As shown in Fig. 5.3 two six cylínder (blocks 1 and 2) and two

four cylinder (blocks 3 and 4) in-line engine blocks were invesÈigated.

The displaceùent amplÍtude distributíons for the first few modes of víbratíon

were determined from photographs of the reconstruct.ed irnages from time

average holograms of the particular modes and are íllustrated in Fígs. 5.5.

Three of the blocks (lr2 and 3) were of generally similar construction and

they exhíbited sj-milar mode shapes for the fírst and third modes of vi.bration

(Fígs. 5.5a, 5.5b, 5.5d). The second mode (Fig. 5.5c) was only observed

on the Èwo six cyrinder engine blocks. As nay be seen from Figs. 5.5e

and 5.5f, the first two modes on block 4 had entírely different mode shapes
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(f)

FIG. 5.5 VIBRATION MODES OF THE ENGINE BLOCK TEST

SURFACES

(a) lst bendlng mode block 1

(b) lst bendfng node block 3

(c) 2nd bendlng node block 1

(d) 3rd vlbratlon mode block 1

(e) lst vibratlon mode block 4

(f) 2nd vfbratlon mode block 4

The vlbratlon modee for block 2 r¡ere elmÍlar to thercorresponding ones

for block,1.

(e)
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to those of the other blocks. However simílar results were obÈained for

the radlaÈion efficíency for the same order mode on all blocks.

The non-classical plate modes of víbrat.ion ínvestigated are

illustrated in Fig. 3.7. The mode illustrated in Fig. 3.7a appears to be

a combination of the classical (0,3) and (5r1) modes (which have finely

separated resonarit frequencies) and has a resonant frequency between the

corresponding two classical mode resonant frequencies. The mode illusÈrated

in Fig. 3.7b appears to be a combinatíon of the (0,4) and (8,1) modes

which again have narrowly separated resonant frequencíes.

Results for the holographically determined values of the velocity

ratío <r2> . /ç? (see Chapter 3) and for the corresponding sound pressurest A

levels and antinodal acceleration levels measured in the reverberant room

are listed in Table 5.1b for all the engine block modes cc¡nsidered. The

results for the non-classical plate víbration modes are plotted as a function

of wavenumber ratio in Fig. 5.6. The radiation effíciency corresponding

to each mode is calculated as described in sectíon 5.2. The same assump-

tions mentioned ín section 5.1 are applicable to the calculatíon of the

results for the non-classical plate and engine bl,ock vibratíon modes.

The variations Ín the mean square velocity ratios for the same non-classícal

mode on different plates are consíderable, probably due to the difficulty

in repeating the exact drÍver and clampíng conditions for each plate, a

necessary condition as the drÍvers are considered to be responsible for

the presence of the modes. The approxímately determined radiaÈion efficienc

curve correspondíng to the modes illustrated ís shown ín Fig. 5.6.. The

curve is a 1íne of best fit through the experimentally deËermined data

points for values of t</k¡ less than 0.8 and is equal to unity at

values of k/k. greater than or equal to 0.8 as discussed earlier. From'b

the Figure it can be seen that Èhe radiaËion efficiency of the non-classícal

plate modes is greater than míght be expected (from the trend shown in Itigs.

2,6 and 2.7) for the cl-assical (5,1) and (8,1) nodes respecËively. Thj.s
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Table 5.1a : Radiatíon Efficiency Measurements for Non-Classícal Plate Modes

Plate Radius = 0.1755 n.

0, 3:5, I

0r3:5,1

0,3:5,1

0,3:5,1

0r3:5,1

0r3:5,1

0, 3: 5,1

0,4:8r1

0r4:8,1

0r4:8r1

Mode

853

880

l-715

L7T4

L714

2L72

1339

1565

1280

25]-8

frequency (Hz)

.161

.42

.088

.24

.24

.24

.t76

.r76

.135

.L76

.u2, /st îo

+2L

20

16

16

6

10

22

+15

+22

8

Peak accel. level

dB re. g(9.8m/s2)

5

5

4

4

4

3

4

4

6

5

1

I

I

7

6

3

4.7

3.5

Too

(secs )

75.4

73.8

68.2

72.5

63.3

66,5

76.9

64.8

74.s

64.8

SPL

re.2xL0 "N/mz

2.74

2.85

5 .50

5.50

5 .50

6.97

4.30

5.02

4.11

8 .08

ka

0.255

o.265

0.512

o.5L2

0.5L2

0.648

0.40

0.33

0.27

0 .53

k/k
D

0 .019

0 .0070

0.114

0.113

0.135

0.199

0.058

0.026

0.039

0.413

o

Ho
\o



Table 5.lb : RadiaÈion Efficiency Measurements for EngÍne Block Vibration Modes

lst

lst

lst

2r.d

2nd

2nd

3rd

Mode

1

2

3

1

2

3

l_

Block No.

(See Ïig.5.3)

.7L8 x .257

.725 x .275

.346 x .2]-9

.7I8 x .257

.725 x .275

.346 x .2L9

.7L8 x .257

Block

dimensions

(n)

^r*42

513

665

r-331

833

1316

L577

1118

Frequency

(Hz)

0.092

0 .105

0.0s9

0.091

0 .091

0.026

0.135

. v2 ,rr/ î2o

5

10

10

0

10

30

5

Peak accel.

level dB re.

g(9.8m/s2)

5.6

5.8

4.5

5.5

4.5

4.L

4.9

Tao

(secs )

80. 2

86 .5

75.5

7 4.3

77.0

86 .5

7 8.3

SPL dB re.

2x10-u*7r'

3.s7

4.7L

4.98

5 .80

9,33

s .90

7.78

kã
L

G|+ aïf"
d

2

1.07

1.40

L.34

1.16

1:85

1.06

1.56

k/\

0.80

1.38

2.60

1. 70

0.87

1. 13

1.81

o

F
Fo
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lndicates that although the plate response ís dominated by the (511) and

(Br1) modes respectively, Ehe radiated sound po\^rer ís dominated by the

more efficíent (0,3) and (0,4) modal contríbutions. The values of kO used

in Fig. 5.6 rnrere calculated using the theoreti-cally determined plate bending

r¡avenumbers of the classical (5rl) and (8.1) modes respecÈively, as these

domlnate the plate response. For the (5,1) rnode \a = L0.76, for the (Br1)

mode lç a = L5.24, for the (0,3) mode k, a = 9.43 and for the (0,4) mode,b b-

k a = L2.57.
b

The experimenËal daÈa shown in Table 5.1b for Ëhe side surface of

the engine blocks índicates that the radiation efficiencies for the loht

order modes are all in the regíon of unity, and generally greater than

uníty. These results are consistent with experímental results obtained by

Chan and Anderton (1974) who performed Èests on in-line diesel engine blocks

under running conditions and obtained radiation efficiency values in excess

of unity (for the frequency range considered here). This eliminates the

possibilíËy of establishing a radiatíon efficiency curve as demonstrated

for the non-classical plate vibratíon modes, although in principle it should

be possible to establish one, at least for the lowest order víbration mode,

by measuring the sound po\¡/er radíated by the block in forced vibration aË

lower frequencies and assuming the same mean square velocity disËributíon

as for the lowest order resonant mode. In practíce, this proposal was not

practícal due to the difficulties in ensuring that the forced response hTas

the same as that corresponding to the lowest order resonanL víbratíon mode.

As the engine Ufo"f. was not firmly mounted, the forced response aÈ frequen-

cíes below the first resonant frequency was dominated by a rocking moËion

of the whole block about its supports and this was difficult to eliminate.

The conclusíon which may be drawn from the radiation efficíencies of the

engine bloclc modes being approximately uníËy, is that sound radiated from

the opposíte sicle of the block will noË interfere with sound radiated from

the side tested. Thus the use of the baffle has se-rved merely to prevent
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sound from Èhe opPosite side from entering the reverberant room buÈ it. has

not affected the radiätion efficiency. In suuunary sound power radiated

by the two sides in the low order modes is additive and may be calculated

as though the Èwo sides radiated independently as simple pístons of the

same t.oÈal area and with the same surface average mean square normal vel.o-

cíty. This conclusion was checked by naking some measurements with the

engine blocks placed in the reverberant room and a cover placed on the top

and bottom of each block to prevenË the ínt.erference of sound generaÈed by

the inside surfaces. The resultanÈ íncrease Ín sound po\¡rer leve1 was ín

all cases about 3dB over that measured for the blocks mounted wíth one

surface protrudíng from a reverberâ.nt room wall and vibratíng with the

same antinodal- acceleration level, thus supportíng the conclusion mentioned

above.

A further conclusion may be drawn from this study. Since the

radiation effÍciencíes for all of the 1ow order modes of an engine block

may be taken as uníty, it should be quite possíble to calculate the radiated

sound po\^ler in the low frequency range usíng f inite element analysis. Finíte

element analysís can be readily used to predict. low order mode response

and as thís sÈudy shows, only the mean square average surface velocity,

whÍch could easily be obtained from the analysis, is required to compute the

radiated sound poT^rer. As menËioned in Chapter 1 such detailed analysis is

only required in the low frequency range where finíte element analysis

applie-s. In the higher frequency range quíte acceptable staÈístical tech-

níques are avaílable. Thus the problem of predicting the sound power that

will be radíated by an engíne block appears to be essentially solved. trnlhat

is now requíred is a proceclure for estimaÈíng the distríbution and ampli-

tude of vibration in such a structure from first prínciples.

5.5 StnßtARY
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The pr-ecedíng discussíon began with a comparison of measured and
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predicted radiation efficiencies for the first few l-ow order resonant

vibration modes of a clamped edge circular plate mounÈed ín an infinite

rigÍd baffle. The theoretical predictíons \¡rere for Èhe plate radiating

into an echo free field and this was sÍmulated experímentally usíng a

reverberanÈ room containing a rotating diffuser. DÍscrepancies between

theory and experiment \nrere not, fully explained. However suggestions

which nay account for most of the observed dÍscrepancies were offered.

Experímentally measured radiation efficiencies for the plate

model mount,ed in the end of a tube ln the reverberant room were compared

to those for the plate mounted in the reverberant room wa1l for the

first six vibration modes. The differences obtained $rith Ëhis comparison

were found to be slíghtly less than those which would have been predícted

for símple sources in place of the plates.

In the second part of the discussion the radiation efficiency

measuring technique was applied to tv/o câses not readily amenable to

theoretical analysis. It, was shown how radiation efficiency measurements

for the same vibration mode on a few surfaces of sirnilar shape but not

size could be used to predíct the radiation effícíency for Èhe same

víbration mode on surfaces of the same shape buË differíng in size from

the orÍginal surfaces. The two examples demonsËrated were non-classical

circular plaËe vibration modes and low order víbration modes of one side

surface of some ín-line engíne blocks.

In the case of the- engine blocks a scatter of 13dB abouË a

mean val-ue of radiatíon efficiency of 1.6 ís obtained. These resulËs,

although noË completely understood, ar:e consistent with previously

published data (Chan and Anderton, L974>.

The radiaÈíon efficíency measurement technique described

here is not f.imited to the partícular examples considered, rather it

is quite generally appli-cabl-e.
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PART II: INVESTIGATION OF THE RADIATION IMPEDANCE OF A

SOURCE IN A REVERBERANT ROOM CONTAINING A ROTATING DIFFUSER

CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION AND REVIEI^I OF PREVIOUS I^IORK

6.1 INTRODUCTION

One of the príncipal uses of a reverberant room is for the

measurement of radíated sound po\¡/er, for example as described earlier ín

Chapter 4. Measurements in a reverberant room are made subjecË to varíous

conditíons designed to ensure accuracy of measurement and that the average

radiatíon impedance seen by the test source is essentíally free field.

The conditions which must be satisfied have generally been agreed upon,

but some uncertai-nties persíst and thus a copious literature exists devoted

to an understandíng of the use of reverberant rooms. In Èhis chapter this

1íterature wíll be bríefly revievred and summarized. In the remaining

chapters, nerÁ/ informaËíon will be presented concerníng the radiation imped-

ance of pure tone sources loolcing into a reverberant room contaíning a

rotating diffuser.

6.2 REVIEI^I OF PREVIOUS I^IORK

Measurements of sound po\Àrer are always con<lucted in a reverberant

room on the assumption that the field is diffuse. Only under the condition

of diffuse fíeld can a macroscopic theory be applied whích allows calculation

of Èhe radiated sound po\üer from appropriate measurements whích may be

carried out in the room.

The concept of díffuse fíe1d implíes that sound propagatíon in

all directions is equally líkely; a conclition whích certainly ís met in an

echo-free space. However, in any reverberant enclosure there rvill always

be preferred directíons of sound propagatíon determined by the modes of the

enclosure. Thus the diffuse field describes a limitíng eondition whích is

only approximated adequaËely when many modes of the enclosure are excited.
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llhen many modes of an enclosure are excited at once the sound fíeld is

saLd to behave statístícally as its various properties may be derived from

statistical consl-derations. However, as the modal density of an enclosure

is strongly frequency dependent and rapídly gror¡rs smaller as the frequency

diminishes, it is clear that some dífficulty will be experienced íir achíevíng

a diffuse sound field at low frequencies. Similarly diffículty rnay be

expected at all frequencies as the bandwidth of the sound ís narro¡^¡ed, as

this also tends to reduce the number of modes which are excíted.

As a conseçluence of the dependence of the modal densíÈy of a room

upon frequency, Èhere ís a lower limiting frequency for even broad band noíse

sources below whích insufficient room modes will be excÍted in a frequency

measurement band for the room to behave statístically. An estímate for this

frequency, as a function of room volume and reverberatíon time, based on

theoreÈical consíderations together with some experimental evidence \^Ias

presented by Schroeder (1962). This relatíon,which corresponds to a modal

overlap index (see Bíes and Hansen, 1976 ) in the room of threermay be

wrítten as,

t-
f" = 2ooo ('tøo/v)'' . Hz . (6.1)

Subsequent work by Seharton (1967) and by Bj.es and Davíes (1977)

suggests that this limit may be reduced to a frequency corresponding to a

modal overlap of one, at least for some measurements and for bands of noíse.

However, as the above expression implies that many room modes are excitecl

simultaneously, frequency band excitation ís implicit. The criterion thus

cannot be expected to apply for the case of pure tones. Use of a rotating

diffuser might alleviate the problem of room mode excitation but the question

of r¿hether a rotating díffuser will ensure good statistical behaviour above

fc, i.e. a diffuse fíe1d and free field radiatíon impedance, has not been

resolved. The work in the- remaíníng chapters of this thesís will- show that

a rotatíng diffuser will ensure approximately free field radiation i-mpedance
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for sources radíating at frequencies down to frequencíes somewhat less than

f.

The effects described above are partícularly lmporÈant for Èhe

measurement of sound po!üer l-n tones Ín a reverberant room. The sound power

radíated by a source is dependent upon the source internal ímpedance as well

as the radiation impedance presented by the environment surroundíng it.

Generally the internal íurpedance of the source is unknown; thus íÈ is

lmportant and ín fact írnplícít in all sound power measurements that the

radiation load be well defined, that ís, that Èhe radiaÈÍon load be that of

a free fíeld. However, even though the assumption of free field radiatíon

Ímpedance is fundamental, it has received only lirnited theoretícal attentíon

and even less experimental confírmatlon.

Detailed numerical predicÈíons for the sound por¡rer radiaÈed by

a pure tone monopole sound source in a reverberant room \¡/ere published by

Malíng in 1967 . He showed that at hÍgh frequencies, when many overlapping

room modes are excited, the sound po\^rer radiated by the source, when

averaged over many source positions, closely approximated the free fíe1d

value. The accuracy of the approxímaËion was dependent on the number of

source positions used. At low frequencies when only a few room modes are

excíted, Maling showed that Èhe sound po\^rer radiat.ed by the source did not

approximate the free field value when averaged over all source positíons in

the room. He also showed that the fluctuations of source po\{er output with

source position and frequency r¡/ere strongly dependent on the absorption

coefficient of the room walls, and were reduced by íncreasing the absorptíon

coefficíent.

In a second paper (Maling and Nordby, 1967) numerical results

were given for the ratío of sound po\^rer radiated by a pure tone monopole

sound source in a reverberant room to that radiated by Lhe same source ín

an echo-free field, in the frequency range 20OHz to 2-kíz, for a room of

230 m3 volume, These predictíons led to the f ollor,.'ing conclusíon.
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As the frequency of the pure tone source increases, the dependence of

radiated sound poI¡/er on source posítion becomes less and t.he radíated

sound por^rer, when averaged over a fixed nr:mber of source positíons

becomes closer to the free field .r"frr". The few experimental results

presented suPport the broad conclusíon that the source radiated sound

pohrer is dependent on source position in the room.

Waterhouse (1971) ínvesÈigated theoretically and experímentally

the sound por^'er output of a source exciÈing a single room mode. He

showe<l Ëhat in the limitíng case of a very low frequency sound source,

the sound po\,üer radiaÈed ínto a hard walled room, when averaged over many

source posit.ions, showed no tendency to approach Èhe free fíeld value,

and differed from free field by a factor dependent on the damping of

the mode.

' A rotating diffuser makes the measurement of a space average

sound pressure level easier by reducing Ëhe spaÈial pressure flucÈuatíons

associated with Èhe field of a pure tone source in a reverberant room.

The motion of Èhe diffuser causes the modal patterns within the room to

continually change and the associated spatial pressure variatíons ín

consequence must. also shíft about Ín some regular l¡.ut undefined way.

The effect of this modal shifËíng at any measurement locaÈion must be

sÍmilar to the effecE of moving the measurement location over some cyclic

but undefined spatíal path. Thus the result is an improvement in the

determinaËion of the spaåe average sound pressure

A further spatíal smoothing effect due to the rapid rotatíon

of the <liffuser can be expected because the continual shifting of modal

paËterns within the room must prevent any modes frorn reaching equilíbrium

That ís, the reverberant fíeld wiÈhin the room cannot be in steady state.

The continual strifting of modes wÍthin the room and probably the lack of
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energy equilibrium of any modes modulates the radiation ímpedance

presenÈed to the source which 1n turn amplitude modulates the energy

output of the source. Thís amplitude modulation may be represented in

the frequency domain as sidebands equal to the sum and difference of

the source frequency and multíples of the fundamenÈal rotational freq-

uency of the diffuser.

The cyclic modulatíon of the radiatíon impedance for any given

source posítion must be simílar to the effect of moving the source over

some cyclic but undefined path. Thus the use of a roÈating díffuser for

sound por¡¡er measurements for a source ín one particular posiÈion in a

reverberant room must have a similar averagíng effecÈ as the use of a

number of different source posiÈíons. In Èhe remaining two chapÈers of

this thesis it will be shown Èhat a large rapídly rotating diffuser does

have a strong effect on the radiation impedance of a pure tone source in

a reverberant room.

In additíon to the frequency sidebands generated by the

amplitude modulation of the source po\Áter output, a diffuser wíth a

sígnifícant componenE of motion in a dírection generally normal to its

reflecting surfaces could be expected to ínËroduce some Doppler shifting

of the source frequency wÍthin the room. However, a diffuser of the

desígn used in Chapters 7 and 8 (Lubman I97I), which has no component

of moÈíon normal t.o its reflectíng surface, cannot be expected to

ínÈroduce any sígnificant Doppler shífting of the field within the room.

A rotaEing diffuser Ís an o1d device which was probably first

used by Sabíne (1922) for the purpose of achieving a diffuse sound field

ín a reverberant room. However, criteria for its design are stíll sketchy

and ínconsistent among varíous authors. The quantitaËive effect of Ëhe
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diffuser on the sound field v¡as fírst experimentally investigated by

Ebbing (197I) for the purpose of measuring sound po\Àter radiated by pure

tone sound sources. He measured the acoustie impedance presented by a

room containing a rotatíng diffuser Èo a specially construcLed pure tone

sound source which \¡/as restricted to the frequency range 100 - 240H2. His

measurements shovred no significant dependence of near field pressure and

velocíty on angular position of the diffuser, contrary to the results

reported in Chapter B of this thesisrbut Èhey did show a sÈrong dependence

of phase between pressure and velocíty of his source on diffuser angular

positíonrín agreement ¡¿ith the results reported ín ChapËer B of this thesis.

Although Ebbíngrs calibraÈion data shor¿ed thaÈ even in his very restricted

frequency range some of his data lacked precísion he was able to draw the

following conclusions from his experimental work.

1. The impedance presented by the room to a pure Ëone sound

source ís a function of the diffuser angular posiÈíon and the ímpedance

fluctuatíons about a particular mean caused by rotatíon of the diffuser

decrease as the díffuser rotational speed increases.

2. The rotation of the diffuser causes the room modal
I

frequencies to be perturbed ín a cyclic manner in synchronízatíon r.ríËh the

angular orientatíon of the diffuser. This means that the diffuser causes

a contÍnual energy flow from one mode ínto another, and never allows the

modes to be excited to the extent that would be achieved without the

rotaËíon of the diffuser. Thís results ín a more uniform sound field in

the room and a reduction of the impedanee fluctuatíons as the diffuser

speed increases.

3. Although the rotaÈion of the diffuser reduces the variabílity

of radíation impedance encountered as the source is moved about the room,

it does not entirely elírninate the dependence of source po\À¡er output on

position in the room. However, the diffuser rêduces the fluctuations in

radiaÈíon impedance as a function of source posiÈion and frequenc)'; thus
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the uncertainty Ín the average radiation lmpedance presented to the source

ls also reduced.

4. To be effective, the major dimensíon of the rotating

diffuser reflecÈíng surfaces must be aÈ least half a wavelength long at

the lor,rest frequency of ínterest. Also the reflective surfaces must affect

axial as well as tangential and oblique modes.

Some aspects of diffusion and diffusers Ín a reverberant room

hTere considered by Dodd and Doak (1971), who used a computer simulation of

a reverberant room to reach the following conclusions.

1. For sensíble sound po\¡¡er measurements there must be an

effectíve averaging over the receiver position and frequency, as well as

over source posítion and orientation.

2. The source averaging may be accomplished using a rotatíng

diffuser which should s\¡reep through a volume of at least tvro to three cubic

wavelengths and should be such as to provide effective scatteríng at the

frequencies of ínterest. The díffuser recommended by Dodd and Doak ís

considerably larger than that recommended by Ebbíng (see (4) above).

3. At low frequencies, highly directíonal pure tone sound

sources will produce a spatially more erratic room response than that

produced by a simple poinÈ source.

Sound diffusion ín reverberant rooms has been discussed aË length

in general qualítative terms by Schulz (1971). He defined a diffuse sound

fíeld as one in which there is a uniform total energy densiËy and an equal

probabiliLy of energy flow in all directíons. The reason he gives for the

desirabilíty of a diffuse sound fíeld is thaË it enables the sound por/üer

level produced by the source to be related to the total absorptíon and

space average sound pressure ín the room. Methods to evaluate díffusion,

ways to maximize díffusion and proposed methods to check on the adequacy

of díffusion in a partícu1ar test facilíty T^rere considered and the following
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concLusion reached. In a large well designed room, the most effective way

of enhancing the sound field diffusion is to use a moving vane diffuser.

Such a diffuser achíeves two effects:

1. It contínuously changes the room shape ln tirne resulting

ln a continual shíft in room rnodal frequencies.

2. It continuously redirects the energy flow Ín space. The

criterion given by Schulz for required diffuser dimensions to ensure adequate

performance agrees essentially with that suggested by Dodd and Doak,

mentioned earlier. He suggests that the minimum dímensíon of the díffuser

should be approxímately a wavelength of sound at the frequency of Ínterest.

Reverberant sound fields have been considered statístically by

tr{aterhouse (1968), who concluded that the accuracy of the value obtained

for the space average of the sound pressure 1eve1 improved as the number of

sample poínts used and the bandwidth of the room excitatíon increased. He

also concluded that contÍnuous movement of the receiving point (essentíally

achieved usíng a rotating diffuser) resulÈed in an improvement in the value

obtained for the space average sound pressure.

The statístical propertíes of reverberant sound fields were

further considered by Lubman (1969 and 1971) who presented nomographs from

which the accuracy of a spatíally averaged sound pr:essure level could be

determined ín terms of signal bandwidth, room reverberation tíme and number

of fixed mícrophones used (or length of traverse for a travelling micro-

phone). He also found that use of a rotaÈing diffuser greaÈly increased

the statistical accuracy of the measured mean sound pressure l-evel,

especially when pure tories vüere considered. He suggested that the ratío of

the expected pressure spatíal varíance with the díffuser statíonary, dívided

by the measured pressure spatial variance with the díffuser in moÈion, might

be used as a fígure of merit for the evaluation of Èhe effectiveness of a

rotating diffuser. The possible effect of the diffuser on the radiation
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impedance of a source in a reverberanÈ room üras not consídered. The

analysís of Lubman ancl l{ate,rhouse assumed frequencies well above the lower

bound (Schroeder, 1962) given by equation (6.1).

A revíew of the rrstate of the artrr of reverberation room acoustics

has been gíven by l^Iaterhouse (1973). He concluded that more work was

necessary on the theory and practice of rotating díffusers and also on the

measurement cf the sound porüer radiated by pure tone sound sources. Thís

latter work was necessary especíally in the area of the experimental

determi-natíon of the dífference between the source po\¡rer output in the

reverberant room (averaged over many source positíons) and the power outpuÈ

in free space, so that the lirnitaËíons of a partícular measurement config-

uration could be determíned.

Maling (1973) and Ebbing and Maling (1973) have described the

basís of Èhe American acoustíc measurement standard ANSI S1.21. - 1972.

In Èhe first of the ËrÀ7o papers, Malíng suggests goals for measured standard

devíations of the space average sound pressure level and gives correspondíng

required microphone traverse dístances (or number of discrete microphone

measuring posítions required). Also tables recommendíng the number of

dífferent source positíons which should be used are given as a functíon of

reverberant room volume, room reverberation time and source frequency. In

the second paper, Ebbing and Malíng describe a procedure, ínvolvíng lengthy

experi-mental measurements, whereby a gíven test facility may be evaluated

for its suítability for determíning the sound por¡/er radíated by a pure tone

souncl source to a desired degree of accuracy. For each partíeular J octave

band Èested, the test facílity (which may include a rotatíng díffuser) is

deemed to qualify for pure tone sound por^7er measurements in Èhat + octave

band if ttre follorving criteríon is met. The standard devíation of the

difference between the roorn sound pressure levels and the mean level for a

specif ied number of different pure tones in Lhe partícular { octt'rre band

must be less than a specified amourrt when a constant pov/er output source ís
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used. This procedure provides an estimaÈe of the measurement uncertaÍnty

but makes no provisíon for reducing the measurement uncertainÈy by some

calíbration procedure, nor does it provide any means for ttmaking do'r with

a room that does noÈ qualífy, usíng some correctíon deterrnined by

calibratíon.

The precísíon of reverberant sound power measurements \,ras revíewed

by Lubman (1974). The spatíal variance ín sound pressure level ín Èhe

room for low, mÍ-d-range and high frequency signals was discussed quantit-

atively and in detail. The variance in sound pressure level with source

posltion, the effect of a rotating diffuser ín reducíng this varíance and

the spatial variance were bríefly considered.

The effect of a rotatíng diffuser on the spatial variaËions of

the sound pressur:e level in a reverberant room Ì^ras summarized by Tíchy

(I974). The frequency and amplítude modulation caused by a rotatíng

diffuser in the sound field produced by a pure Èone source was considered.

The source frequency component in the resulting sound field was shown to

have a much hígher ampliEude than that of any sideband produced by diffuser

rotation. Also, the effect of several different díffuser shapes and speeds

on the normalised spatial variance ín sound pressure level \^ras presented as

a function of modal densíty. The resulËs show that the díffuser shape is

important and the rotaEíonal speed should be greater than about 20 r.p.m.

The variance ín sound pressure level as a funcËion of microphone

traverse le-ngth in a room containing a rotating diffuser vras compared wíth

numerícal results published earlier (Lubman, 1969> for a room contaíning

no díffuser. The data shor+ that Ëhe diffuser has a considerable effect in

reducing this variance.

Recently an alternative ímpedance-tube calibration procedure has

been descríbed ru'hích all.ows calibration of a reverberant room for the

measurement of sound po\,üer in tones from a smal1 source (nies and Hansen,

1976). Thís procedure provides a means for estímating the sound po\^/er
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radlated by a source, even for a room whích does not qualify according to

the Amerícan acoustíc measuTement standard ANSI SI.2I - L972. Furthermore

the method offers a means for measuring the radíaÈíon Ímpedance of the mouth

of the tube at a particular locatj-on ín a reverberant room. The extension

of Èhe procedure for the measurement of the radiatíon Ímpedance is the

subject of the next chapter, Chapter 7.

In 1975 Hwang derived expressions for the sound field produced by

a point monopole source ín a rectangular enclosure with one wall in

rectilinear time harmoníc motion. He concluded that the sound field

produced by the pure tone source is multÍtonal and that the frequency side-

bands are due mainly to the Doppler shífted sound ü/aves reflected from the

moving wall. However, for a cylindrically shaped diffuser such as used in

the experíments considered in this thesis it ís difficult to ímagine that

Doppler frequency shift plays an important part in Ehe generation of side-

band frequencies, as the reflecting surfaces of the diffuser do not have a

normal component of motion. In this case the side-band frequencíes can be

accounted for in terms of the modulation of the radíation ímpedance of the

source as first suggested by Lubman (1971). This víerq is supported by the

work contained in Chapters 7 and B of this thesis.

In a recent publication (Bíes, L976) Èhe use of reverberant rooms

for the measurement of sound po\,ver is discussed in deËail and the require-

ments set forth in the appropriate standards are summarized.

At the Ninth International Congress on AcousËícs, (1977) three

papers relevant to the work discussed in thís chapter and Chapters 7 & 8 were

given.

1. de VrÍes et al showed that the sound po\¡/er radiated by a

monopole source ín a reverberant room is always less than the free field

va1ue, even ¡¿hen averaged over all possible source positions. However, the

difference between the power radiated ínto the reverberant room and the

free fíeld value becomes srnall at high frequencíes.
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2. I^Iaterhouse showed that for a monopole source, many source

positions are required to give an accurate measurement of the true mean

for the radíated sound por¡rer averaged over all possible source positíons.

3. Tichy revíewed recent developments in sound pohTer measure-

ments in reverberant rooms and suggested that, although a rotating díffuser

can reduce errors in space average sound pressure level measuremenËs, it

has líttle effect on the source radiaÈed sound por¡rer. The work describecl

ín Chapters 7 and 8 of this thesis shows that this conclusion is incorrect,

aË least for a cylindrically shaped rotating dlffuser.

6.3 SIJMMARY OF EARLIER I,{ORK

To clarify the areas in which research still needs to be done,

the earlier work which is descríbed ín detail in the foregoíng section wíll

be bríef1y summarízed here. This previous work may be divided into four

parts as fol1ows.

1. Theoretical and experímental ínvestígations of the radiatíon

impedance presented to a pure tone sound source as a functíon of source

frequency, source position and room characteristics are required.

TheoreÈical expressíons have been deríved and numerícally evaluated

for a pure tone monopole source. These calculations shovr Ëhat Ëhe impedance

presented by the room to the source is dependent on source posíËion buÈ at

high frequencíes when averaged over many source positions, the ímpedance

approaches the free fíel-d value as more source positions are considered.

At low fre.quencíes the limitíng value for the ímpedance is not the free field

value and ís dependent on Ehe- room physical properÈies. However, more

experimental work needs to be done to verify these theoretical predí.ctions,

especíally for real sources with complicat.ed directívíty facÈors. It was

also shown that as the frequency increased, Èhe dependence of ímpedance on

source position decreased. The low f::equency línit at which the free fíeld

value for the ímpedance ís no longer approxímated to a sufficíent degree
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of accuracy is generally considered to be that given by the Schroeder cut

off frequency f _ glven by equarion (6. 1) .
L

2. InvestigatÍon Ís required of the precisíon of measurement

of sound po\¡/er radíated by a source occupying a particular positíon ín a

reverberant room. For example, it may not be possible to move the source to

several different posítions wíthín the room. This problem has been

consídered statistÍca11y as a function of source frequency, bandwidth, number

of sound pressure leve1 sampling positj-ons (or length of a cont.ínuous

traverse) and room modal densíty. More experimental data for pure tone

sound sources is necessary to verify these estimates, especíally at low

frequencies where Èhe statístícal approach is questlonable.

3. InvestÍgations of the effect of a rotating diffuser on the

average radiatíon impedance and on the precísíon of sound pohrer measurement

are required.

, Some experimental ínvestigations have indícated that the use of

a rotating díffuser reduces the need to average over many source positions

as well as reducing the varíance of the sound pressure levels sampled along

a gÍ.ven mícrophone tTaverse. However much work stil1 remaíns to be done

ín quantitatívely evaluatíng the effect of a rotating díffuser on both the

impedance presented to a pure tone sound source and the accuracy of the

determination of the space average sound pressure level from a gíven rnícro-

phone traverse.

4. The procedure generally recommended for pure tone sound

Power measurement ís descríbed ín ANSI S1.21 - 1972. However, no possibilíty

is allowed for the use of a test facílíty ¡"rhích does not qualify as described

for pure tone measuremenEs and even for test facilities which do qualify,

there is no guarantee that the source radiated sound porr/er will be equal to

the free fíeld value and neither ís any means described by which a given

test facílíty may be calíbrated to reduce the uncertainty in the result
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obtâined for the radiated sound poÌ¡rer. Also, suggested means for

estímating thís level of uncertainty need experimental verification.
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CHAPTER 7

IMPEDANCE TUBE },IEASUREMENT OF THE RADTATION IMPEDANCE

7.L INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the work described in thj-s chapÈer is to

determine under what circumstances, if any, there ís negligible diff-

erence between free field radiation impedance and the radiation ímpedance

presented to a source by a reverberant room containing a rotating diffuser.

For thís purpose measurements are reported of the radíation ímpedance

presented to three different size pure Ëone sound sources mounted in

the side wal1 of a reverberant room containing a cylindrical rotating

díffuser. Average radiation irnpedance measufements are presented as

a function of diffuser speed and source frequency. The average measure-

merits are obtainecl from many ttinstantaneoust' impedance measuremenÈs

dj-stríbuted over one complete diffuser revoluËion. Examples of i.mpedance

variations as a result of diffuser rotation are also presented.

The sources used for these experíments wererrespecÈÍvely, the

mouths of a 0.101m diameter tube, a 0.156m diameter tube and a 0.43n

díameter mouth of a conical horn, the throat of which \,ras attached Èo

the open end of the 0.101m tube. In each case Èhe mouth of the source

hras mounted flush \,,rith a large baffle placed ín Èhe side wall of the

reverberant room.

The radi-ation irnpedance presented to a tube mouth was determined

as a function of angular position of the diffuser, by recording the

standing wave field in the Èube using a slowly traversing probe micro-

phone and a high speed data acqrrísitíon system. The sound field ín

the ímpeclance tube was sampled at a suitable rate to obtain enough data
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Polnts to define Índividual standing vraves in the tube for selected

angular positíons of the diffuser. The number of angular positions

selected ranged from 300 at a diffuser speed of 10 RPM to 60 at 50 RPM

and 20 at 0 RPM as shor¡n in Table 7.2. The number of poÍnts used to

defÍne each sÈandlng wave ranged between 50 and 150.

MeasuremenÈs hlere conducÈed using Èhe above mentioned sources

over a frequency range from l-00 Hz Eo 1000 Hz Ín frequency incremenËs

of 50 Hz and from 1000 Hz to 2000 Hz in frequency increments of 100 Hz.

For comparison with free fíeld theoretÍcal predíctions an average radiation

impedance was determined for each source at each frequency consideredrby

averaging the itinstantaneous" impedance measurements over one compleÈe

revolutj-on of the diffuser. It ü/as not possible Èo fínd the average

impedance from the average standing \n/ave traced out in the level recorder

with the slowly moving microphone probe in the tube and a slow wríting

speed, because the impedance is not linearly related to the average

standing \^Iave.

As it ís vrel-1 known that a roËatíng diffuser acLs as a frequency

modulaÈor (Lubman, L97I, Tichv, L974) iÈ could be argued that the presence

of síde band frequencíes in the standing wave of the impedance Èube used

for Èhe measurements reported here would tend to obscure Ëhe minimum

in the sËanding r^rave. This would have the effect of reducing the

apparent standing wave raLio and. could introduce a serÍous systematíc

error in the determination of the radíation or throat impedance at the

radiatÍng end of the iurpedance tube. As this point is of fundamenÈal

Ímportance it is given careful consideratíon. It is shown that the side

band frequencíe-s are fully accounted for by a negligíble dÍstortíon ín

the source signal whích may be described as a slowly varying aurplitude

modulated sine wave.
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7.2 EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION

The test facilíty used in all experíments rnras a rectangular

reverberant room of 181.4 ¡n3 volume and 194.6 mz surface area. The room

ís illustrated ín Figs, 7.L an.d 7.2a. For the tesÈs described here a

rotatíng diffuser capable of continuously variable speed and stable

operation up to 50 RPM was used. As shown in Figs. 7.I and 7.2a,

the díffuser is mounted in the ceiling of the reverberant room on a

vertical shaft and driven exterrially to the room. It consists of a

relaËively light semi-circular cylinder of 3.5 rn diameter and 2.4 m

height, resulËíng ín a shTept volume of approximately 23 m3. The

surface density of the diffuser reflectíng surface is 3.3 Ug/^'.

According Ëo Schultz (I97L) a surface densíty of 4.9 kg/^'is necessary

for sound having a frequency of 90 Hz to be reflected. Thus a density

of 3.3 kg/^' may be consídered to make the diffuser effectíve for

reflectÍng sound at frequencíes above about 130 Hz. According Ëo

Dodd and Doak (1971) the swept volume of. 23 m3 ensur.s Èhat the diffuser

is effective for modulating room modes at frequencies above about T60 Hz.

In the tests described in this chapter rotational speeds of 10 RPM, 20

RM, 30 RPM, 40 RPl4 and 50 RPM were investigated. Addítionally,

measurements hrere also made with the diffuser stationary at trnrenty

equal increments of eighteen degrees rotatíon Èo provide staÈic (0 RPM)

data for comparíson.

.The room reverberanÈ decay times ín the 1[ octave bands of

interest are lísted in Table 7 "L. They ürerd measured usíng the abrupt

sound source cut off method. The room was driven with two speakers

located in dÍagonally opposíte corners. The speakers, in turn' r{ere

driven with 1/3 octave bands of noise. The sound pressure level was

measured with a statíonary microphone v¡hose output \^/as monitored on a

level recorder. The 60dB decay time, Teo, (with the diffuser in rnoÈion)
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Table 7.L z Reverberant Room 6OdB Decay Times for L/q Octave Bands

of Noise, (Measured 7th January, L977).
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rÀras found by measuring the slope of the Ërace recorded by a level

recorder when Ëhe sound from the speakers was abruptly shut off.

The measurements described in this chapter were made at a

later date than were the measurements described in Chapter 4. In

the time period between the earlier and later measurements of this

chapter the reverberant room configuration was alÈered. The fixed

speed rotating diffuser wíth a s\^/ept volume of 3 m3 was replaced with

a varíable speed díffuser having a sri/ept volume nearly eight tímes

greater. Also Èhe room walls were painted with a hard resin. These

changes are thought to account for the differences in reverberation

times reported in Tables 7.1 and 4.1.

The mouth of the sound source used for the radiation ímpedance

measurements r,/as mount.ed flush with the surface of a 0.019 m thick

wooden baffle. This baffl-e was, in turn, mounted in a massive lead

curtain wall which separaËed the test chamber from a smaller reverberant

room, in whÍch the source and associated electronic equipment v/ere

assembled. An assernbled tube source and electronic test apparatus

are shown in Fig. 7.2b. The locatíon of the source mouth is the same

as that of the sound source used for the experíments described in

Chapter 4 and by Bies and Hansen (1976 ). The oscilloscope shown in

Fig. 7.2b was used to contínua11y monitor the peak detector signal

which was derived from the microphone in the ímpedance tube. Observ-

atÍon of the sÍgna1 at,any one point in the tube showed that the

arnplitude fluctuations varied cyclically ín synchronisaËíon r,¿iËh the

rotation of the djffuser. The level recorder shown ín the Figure

1"ras used to trace ouË the tÍme averaged standíng rvave in the impedance

t.ube in order Ëo obtain preliminary estimates of quantities required

in the curve fitting procedure described in Section 7.4.
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Impedance tubes of two different diameters were used for

three tests; 0.156 m for test A and 0.101 m for tests B and C. The

experímental- arrangements for these tests are illusÈrated in Fígs. 7.3a,

b and c. The larger tube was used ín the frequency range 100 Hz to

L200Hz, while the smaller tube was used ín the range L200Hz to 2000H2.

The upper frequency límiË in each case üras determined by the possíbility

of the onset of cross mode propagation ín the tube.

The rnouth of a conícal horn was used as a sound source f.or a

fourth test as illustrated in Fig. 7.3d. The horn mouth diameter was

0.430 m, the throat diameter was 0.101 m and the length was 1.L27 m.

For the tests the throat of the horn was at.tached t.o the mouth of the

smaller of the two straight. tubes and the impedance aË the horn Ëhroat

was determinecl by sampling the wave field in Èhe tube. Consequently

the upper limit of the frequency which could be tested was determined

by the presence of higher order modes ín the attached tube, rather

than in the horn itself. This allowed Èhe horn to be used aÈ much

hÍgher frequencies (up to 2O00Hz) than would have been possíble if a

straighË tube having the same diameter as the horn mouth were used.

Thus Èhe conical horn made Ímpedance measurements possible for a

relatively large source. The horn rvas also advantageous at 1ow

frequencíes, as Ít reduced the standing wave ratio ín the impedance

tube. This íncreased the accuracy of the pressure amplitude measure-

ments, Ín the regíons of pressure miníma, as these measurements \n/ere

made using a data acquisiÈion system having a limited dynamic range.

For all tests, determination of the impedance presented to the

source required that the sound field in the partícular Èube used be

suítably samplecl and recorded. The sound field in the large tube r¿as

sampled using a Bruel and Kjaer half inch condenser microphone attached
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through an FET to a Bruel and Kjaer spectromeËer type 2LL2. The

traversing arrangemenÈ used to move the mfcrophone along the tube

consisted of a string pulley system and carríage, and was contained

completely withín the tube as Íllustrated in Fig. 7 .3a. The total

cross sectíonal area of the microphone and traversing equipment ín

Èhe tube was less ttran 2r<1Á of the tube cross sectional area and was

therefore considered to have a negligíble effect on the sound field

wlËhin the tube.

The sound field ín the smal-l tube was firstly sampled usíng

a half inch condenser mícrophone, (test B), as described for Èhe large

tube. The cross sectional area of the mícrophone was about 7% of

that of Èhe tube. To ensure that the obstruction provided by the

microphone had neglígible effect on the sound field in the tube, the

tests were repeated (test C) using a 5 mm díameter probe which had a

cross sectíonal area of about L7" of. that of the tube. The probe was

attached to a moving coil microphone and carriage, which was mounted

ouËsíde of the tube. The signal from the moving coil microphone

was amplified using a Bruel and Kjaer spectrometer. The end of the

probe in the impedance tube was closed and the sound fíeld was sampled

using two 0.25 mm diameter holes in the síde wall of the probe. This

enabled Ëhe tube cross sectional plane which was being sampledrto be

l-ocated precísely. The non-linear frequency response of the probe

rnras not a problem as absolute sound pressure levels were not needed for

the radíation impedance calculatíons. The mícrophone probe was also

used to sample the sound field ín the tube when Ëhe conical horn was

attached, (method D). In each of the tests mentioned above, the

microphone signal r¿as filtered usíng I /3 octave filters to obtain a

good signal to noise ratio.

-{
I

I
I
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At a later date some of the measurements (involving the use

of the small tube) v/ere repeated usíng varíable hígh and 1ow pass 6

pole Butterworth fílters instead o¡ t /z octave filters Èo ensure

that the frequency of int.eresË was centred in the pass band of the

filter. The pass band used in the laÈer measurements üras several

hundred Hz to ensure that any side band energy Èhat may be present would

not be excl-uded from the measurements. Al1 of the earlier tests \^rere

repeatable to the order of accuracy of the measurements indicating that

the use of the I /3 ocÈave filters did not affect the results d.ue to

exclusion of side band energy.

The sound field ín each Ímpedance tube was generated using

a 15 ohm, 20 watt speaker placed aÈ the end of the tube. The signal-

to drive the speaker \.{as generated using a Muirhead model D-650-B

oscillator and the frequency of the signal was monítored using a

Systron Donner model 6150 counter t.imer. In the frequency range

considered the frequency stability of this oscillator v/as better than

tO.l-Hz. I'lowever, the ampliÈude stability of the output voltage was

noË sufficient (between !I7. and !2%), The amplitude stabílíty was

irnproved to r-0.057" by connecting a volËage compressor circuit to the

oscíllator outpuÈ. Thís ensured that the stability of'the sound source

was wiËhin the limj-Es demanded by the experinnent.

All of the ínformation required to determine the radiation

Ímpedance.presênted to the tube mouth was contained in the sound fíeld

in the Èube. However, it was necessary to sample this sound field at

the correct tímes ancl in the correct places in order to obtain meaníngful

results.

Sound levels at any gíven locaËion in the impedance tube were

observed Èo fluctuate- in synchronizaLLon with the rotation of the

diffuser. This indicated that it rüas essentíal to sychronize the
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pressure measurements Ì,rith the diffuser rotation. Furthermore as the

informatíon about, the impedance to be measured was contained Ín the

pressure distribution along the tube it was necessary to synchronize

the pressure measurements with locat.ion in the tube. The synchronizatíon

of the rotation of the díffuser r^7as accomplished by interruptíng period-

ically a lovz por¡/er laser beam with a smal1 pointer aËtached to t,he

diffuser. The laser was directed on to a photo transistor which

produced a signal to begin data sampling everytime the laser beam was

interrupted. The synchronization of location al.ong the impedance tube

r¡ras accomplished using a constant speed mechanical dríve to move the

microphone and support carriage along the Ëube.

The microphone traverse ín the large tube was driven externally

to the tube using a smal-l synchronous motor and gearbox, as shown in

Fíg. 7.3a. The dríve shaft from the gearbox \^7as attached directly

to the pulley located in the tube near the speaker. The available

microphone traverse length r¿as 1.8 m and the traverse speeds used in

the experiments were 51.1 mm/min, 155.6 mm/min arrd 259.4 mm/min. These

speeds corresponded to nominal speeds of I RPM, 3 RPM and 5 RPM respect-

ívely for the outpuÈ shaft of the gearbox attached to Ëhe synchronous

motor.

In the small tube the traversíng microphone \^/as attached to a

probe which, in turn, \¡/as aËtached to a carri-age external to the tube,

(see Figs. 7 .3b, c and d). The carriage (and hence the microphone) was

pu1-led along by a string wound up on a rotating dl-um driven through a

gearbox by a srnall synchronous motor. The traverse speeds used were

25 nrn/miu, 75.5 mm/min and 125 rnm/min correspondíng Ëo nominal speeds of

I RPM, 3 RPM and 5 RPII respectively for the output shaft of Ëhe gearbox

atËached to the- synchronous motor.
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The use of the synchronous motors for driving the traverses

resulted in constant mícrophone Ëraverse speeds. Additionally the

use of an automatic switching devíce enabled the microphone traverse to

start at the same instant as the data acquisition system began acquiring

data. The precision timing of Èhe traverse start, together with the

constanË Èraverse speed, resulted in accurate determination of Èhe micro-

phone position corresponding Èo a given pressure measurement.

The traverse speed in all tesÈs was changed simply by usíng

different commercíally available gearboxes attached to the synchronous

motors. Changing traverse speeds requíred only a few minutes. At

low frequencies and fast díffuser roÈational speeds the faster Èraverse

speeds were used, while aÈ high frequencies and/or slow diffuser

roÈational speeds the slower traverse speeds were used. The traverse

speed was adjusted so thaË, for any given diffuser angular positíon,

the number of pressure measurements obtained for a mícrophone travel of

half a wavelength of sound was between 50 and 150. Details of the

microphone traverse drive, traverse posítioning and starËing procedures

are outlined in Appendix 2.

The number of discrete angular positions of the rotating

diffuser which corresponded to a series of pressure measurements rnras

determined sirnply by the pressure measuremenÈ rate of 50 samples/sec

and the diffuser roÈational speed. The number of discrete angular "

posiÈions for each díffuser rotational speed tested is l-isted in Table

7.2.

7.3 DATA ACQUrSrrroN

This sectíon describes instrumenEation used to acquire data,

criteria used to choose the method of acquisítion of data and experimental

procedures.
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TabLe 7,.2 : Data Used for Calculating Radlatlon Impedance as a Functíon

of Diffuser Angular Position.
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The data acquisition system used ín the experiment.s has

eight synchronous Ínput channels and is capable of daÈa sampling rates

up to 50 kHz. The lower limit to the sample rate is determined by the

exÈernal clock system used. The memory has a maximum síze of.161000

words, but in the experiments described here only 1-,024 words of memory

and a sample rate of 50 Hz were used. Each clata word consists of

eíght bits resulting in a minimum error of approximately t0.27" rvhen the

data value is a maximum (that ís a data value corresponding to all bits

9n). It can be seen that. a small data value where only the least

signifíeant bit is on has a possible error of !507".

The data to be recorded origínated from eít.her the condenser

microphone in the impedance tube or the moving coil microphone attached

to Ëhe srnall probe in the impedance tube. The signal from the moving

coil microphone was amplified using a Bruel and Kjaer model 2LL2 spectro-

meter' while that from the condenser microphone was amplified using an

FET and the same spectrometer. The output from the spectrometer Ì^/as

connected thr:ough a peak detector to one channel of the data acquisition

system.

The peak detector circuit sampled Ëhe peak value of the sound

pressure signal from Èhe microphone amplífi er (2LL2 spectrometer) and

held it long enough for the data system to sample it. At the same t.ime

it sent a clock pulse to the data system when the peak value was ready

to be sampled. The signal from the mícrophone arnplifier r^/as a.c.

coupled and sínusoídal , eli-minating Èhe neecl to sample Ëhe negaÈíve as

vreIl as Èhe positive peak. The number of pealcs sampled rvas varíable,

using a front panel control, from one in one hundred to every one.

The number of peaks sampled was varied in the tests as t.he frequency

of the sound source- varied so that at all tilnes the sample rate was

50 sa-mp1-es/sec.
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The use of a pealc detector enabled instantaneous sampling of

the acousÈíc pressure in the irnpedanee tube, which pernitted the

instanËaneous impedance presented by Èhe room to the tube mouth to be

calculated as a function of diffuser angular posítion.

Voltage levels in the peak detector were adjusted so thaÈ an

r.m.s. full scale reading on the spectrometer corresponded to all bíts

on ín the data system. The peak detector circuit contained a compressíon

circuiÈ so that voltage levels in excess of full scale vrere attenuated

to the full scale va1ue, thus preventíng damage Èo valuable equipment.

When sound pressure measurements In/ere made in the impedance

tube, it was necessary to satisfy the followíng criteria to maximise the

accuracy of the results obtained.

1. The maximum value of the sound pressure level in the ímped-

ance tube should correspond as nearly as possible to all bits on ín the

data system (that is, a full scale reading on the microphone arnplifier)

wíthouË clíppíng the signal-.

2. The rninimum value of the sound pressure level in the ímped-

ance tube should be well above eiÈher acoustic noise or electrical noíse

Ínherent in the measuring sysÈem.

During the experímental work, the sound pov¡er output from the

speaker ín the impedance tube was adjusted usÍng the variable volume

control on the driver amplifier until the above two criteria were

saË j-sf íed. lJhen the sígnal f rom the microphone r^ras passed through a

l/z octave filter, a maxímum sound pressure level of approximaËely

110d8 ín the ímpedance tube satisfied the above criteria.

As the recorded sound pressure data had Ëo be synchronízed with

the angular rotatíon of t.he diffuser, ít was necessary to ensure that

Èhe diffuser rotateci at an essentially corrsÈant speed while daËa were

acquired. The short term variations in cliffuser rotational speed were
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minimized by using a regulated d.c. por¡/er supply to drive the diffuser

electrical motor. Long term variaÈions in diffuser rotational speed

were avoíded by taking daÊa sets in a sequence of short tíme intervals,

where each Ínterval began at Èhe same angular position of the diffuser

and lasted for a predetermined number of diffuser revolutions. The

nunrber of díffuser revolutions contained in each dáta set was determined

by the diffuser rotational speed, the number of samples in each set and

the sarnple raÈe. The diffuser rotational speed was monitored to the

nearest millisec.frev using Èhe counter timer mentioned earlier.

In al-l experiments the sample size, (or data set síze) used

for each block of data recorded in the data system memory was 11024 words,

as thís proved by tríal and error to besÈ saÈisfy the following criteria.

1. The sample sÍze should be small enough.;

(a) to subsequently allor^r conveníent computer analysis and

(b) to ensure that the diffuser rotational speed remains essenËially

constant during the sampling period.

2. The sample size should be such that slíghtly more than

an íntegral number of diffuser revolutions occur during the acquisiÈÍon

of each data set. At Èhe same tíme the sample size should be small

enough so Èhat iÈ can be written on to magnetic tape in the time interval

between the compleËion of acqui-ring a data set and the end of Ëhe last

diffuser revolution íncluded in the data set.

3. The sample síze should be as large as possible;

(a) to minimize the total number of díffuser revolutions missed in

a complete frequency run (as one is missed between each data

set) and

(b) to reduce the total number of data blocks whích have to be

subsequently analysed.

4. A requírement of the data acquísítion system is that the

sample size be an íntegral multipLe of 256.
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The cholce of a sample size of LrO24 words resulted in the

number of complete diffuser revolutlons included in one data set being as

shown 1n Table 7.2. The additlonal data, correspondlng to parË of a

dlffuser revoluEion and which $/as recorded after the final complete díffuser

revolution, \^7as dlscarded duríng the data reduction procedure described in

section 7.4. The time requíred to write a data block of lrO24 words on to

magneÈic ÈaPe was about 50 m sec, which set the minimum required Èime

between the end of samplíng a set of data and the beginning of the acquis-

ítion of the next seÈ of data (beginníng of the next revoluËion of the

diffuser) . Thus there was a lapse of one diffuser revolutíon betr,øeen the

end of one set of data and the beginníng of the riext. As the microphone in

the impedance tube moved contínually this resulted Ín small gaps ín the

standíng wave data which are Ínsígnificant and show up as faínt vertical

whíte lines in Figs. 7.9b, 7.10b and 7.11b.

7.4 DATA REDUCT]ON

The acousËic pressure data were firsÈly Èranslated usÍng a

CDC 6400 comPuter from eíght bÍt words ínto integer numbers between

0 and 255. The actual acoustic pressure corresponding to a particular

lnteger was determined by comparing that ínteger wiEh the integer corres-

ponding to the sound pressure produced by a Bruel and Kjaer pisËonphone.

For each frequency considered, the data which vrere recorded sequentially

r,'rere reassembled by the computer into blocks of daEa whÍch described the

pressure dístribution along the impedance tube for each angular posítion

of the díffuser. Sufficient pressure measuremenÈs r¿ere made using the

experimental procedures described earlier, so that at each frequency

tested between 50 and 150 data points were available in each data block

to defÍne each standing wave in the ímpedance tube, for each considered

angular positíon of the díffuser.

The blocks of data Ehus assenbled were checked for validity by

fírst plotting p as a function of x (díst.ance from the mouth of the
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impedance tube) for a few blocks Ín each frequency run and inspectíng

Èhe plots Èo ensure that the elecËronic equiprnent had produced no

obvíously incorrect data. The data blocks were then fitted to a

theoretical expressíons (Beranek L949b) describing the pressure

distrÍbutíon in a standing r^/ave as follows,

p(x) = B{cosh[2(ux+rfr)] + cos l2(kx+þr)l]v" (7.f¡

Values of x are zero at the tube mouth and negative betvreen Ëhe tube

mouÈh and the sound source. The values of x corresponding Ëo

particular values of sound pressure p were determined from the micro-

phone travel speed, the pressure samplíng rate and the number of samples

taken prior to the one considered. hlhen a condenser mícrophone \^ras used,

the actual pressure rneasuring plane \^/âs some distance in front of the

mÍ-crophone diaphragm and thís was taken into account as described in

Appendix 2. The mícrophone traverse and data sarnpling system \'üere

started simultaneously for each experimental run and the microphone

traverse continued between the acquisj-tion of data sets when the data

were being written on to magnetic tape. Thus ít was necessary to talce

ínto consideration in the curve fitting procedure the distance moved by

the microphone during the diffuser revolutíon when the data were being

wrÍtten on to tape and none r¡/ere beÍng recorded.

' As the quantity k (wavenumber) of equation (7.L) was already

known, there remaíned four unkno\,ùn quantities, B, o, \þr and 'l)z

Values for these quantities \^/ere determined using a curve fitting proc-

edure whích is an extension of the basíc procedure for two unknor,,ms

discusse<l by La Fara (1973). The principle of the procedure is as

follows. The non-linear function (equaËion (7.1)) is first línearised

usíng a Taylorrs series expansion where only the first order terms are
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retaíned. This approximation makes it convenÍent to use Newtonrs

iteration procedure to find a solution for the unkno\^rn constants from

initial,estímates of each constant. The correction terms (to be

added to each constant) evaluated in each iteration are found by

minimizing the surn of the squares of the differences between the data

and the Taylor's series expansion of the original funcËion. The seË

of simultaneous linear equatíons obtained during each iÈeratíon step

ís solved for the correction terms usíng the Gauss-Jordan elimination

nethod as clescribed by La Fara Q973). The curve fítting procedure

is cornpl-ete when the evaluaÊed correction terms become small enough to

ígnore. This curve fÍtting method usually converged Eo a soluÈion

with less than 0 .I% error ín about four or five iterations.

The success of the curve fittÍng procedure (whích used approx-

imately 14 sec per data block of CDC 6400 computing Èime) depended on

accuraÈe prelirninary esËimates for values of the unknown quantíties.

These preliminary values were estimated from approxímate measurements

of the average sound pressure minimum value, (PnUr, ), the average stand-

ing wave ratio SI^IR and distance (d*) between the impedance tube

mouth and fírst mínímum sound pressure leve1 in Ëhe tube. These approximate

measurements were made using the paper trace whích r¡ras recorded on the

Bruel and Kjaer level recorder at the same time as the sound pressure

in the tube was beÍng sampled by the data acquisition system. The

following equations (Berauelc, L949) were then used to obtaÍn the

preliminary esËimates for Ù¡rÙ2 , B and o¿ .

tanh rf.r, = 1g-swn¡ 
zo 

Q .2)

' þ, = - 2nd" lx - r/2 (7.3)

B = 10sml2o"s n p^,r, (7.4)
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0, s 0.01, d* is negative. (7.s)

From the experimentally determined values of the four unknor,¡n

constanËs of equation (7.1) it was possible Ëo calculate the values of

maximum and minímum sound pressure in the impedance tube for each

angular position of the diffuser and for each Èest frequency used. This

was done using relatÍons derived by differentiating equation (7.1) with

respect to x and setting the result equal to zero. The expressions

thus obÈained are as follows,

p
lTlax

= B [cosh2 (oÐ,jrl, ) * cos2 (kt-+r¡, ¡ 1v' (7 .6)

and

p- i ,, = B lcosh2 (od*+i¡, ) + cos2 (ta*+rp, ;1% (7 .7)

where

d* lL/zklarcsin{ (crlk) sinh [2 (ad"+rJ;, ) ] ] - \t, lk - NX¡4 (7 . B)

D- = d" + (x/4)(-1)N . (7 .e)

Equation (7.8) is solved iteratÍvely using Ëhe value from the

paper trace recording as the first estimate for d* and values of o,,

úr, ú, r¿hich were found using the curve fiÈËing procedure. The value

of N used r'¡as eíther one or zero, depending on whether the ínitial

esËimate for d* \^ras greater than 
^/4 

or less than 
^14 

. Using

these estimated values of d* and D_ and the prevíously estímated

values of c:t, ü, , \Þ2 ahd B , together with equations (7.6) and (7.7)

values of p,r,u* and pnri 
' 

were calculated.

In order to calculate the radiation impedance the value of tz

was recalculated using equaLíon (7.3) from the value of d* estimated

usÍng equation (7.S). This value of þz , the previously estimated

values of pn'u* and p_i,, and the following two equaÈions (Beranek,
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1949b) $rere then used to calculate the radiation Ímpedance presented to

the mouth of the impedance tube for each angular position of the

rotating diffuser.

R/Ap (P* 
, ,r/P,* * ) (1 *tan'V; ll"nc= (7 .10)00

x/Apo co tanrP, [1 - (p-, ,,/p,* *)z) /neo, (7 .11)

where

Den = (Pn 
r ,,/p,** ¡2 + tart2 (þr) (7 .tz¡

The reason for recal-culating ,ü2 and using the raÈio

p-_, ^/p--.^-. instead of tanh rl.r- for the impedance calculations is'mi n''rnax '1

Ëhat although the values of ü, , ür, o and B obtained directly from

the curve fitting procedure allow accurate estímation of Ëhe quantities

pr.,in/p-o* and d* they are not necessarily related to the measured

physical quantities of equations (7.2¡ to (7.5). In short, the curve

fitting procedure is a convenient way to est.imate Èhe ratío p_ir,/pn**

and d* for each standíng r¡/ave considered. These tr^ro quanÈities are

then used together with Èhe well known equations (7.3), (7.10), (7.fl)

and (7.12) to calculate the impedance presented Èo the tube mouth for

each standíng wave. The absorbtion c[, in the tube was found by

measurement to have a negligible ef f ect on the ratio p',, 
ir, /p.,ru* over

the frequency range considered.

The values of the real and imaginary parts of the impedance

thus determíned for each consÍdered angular position of the rotating

diffuser r^/ere averaged over one complete diffuser revolution to obtain

mean values and standard deviations from the mean for each rotational speed

of the díffuser, at each test frequency.
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7.5 REVIEW OF RESULTS

For the purpose of daEa presentatíon ín Èhe fígures to be

discussed here, the real and imaginary parts of the measured radiaÈion

impedance have been normalized wiËh respect to the characteristic

impedance 0o"o , of the medium (air) and the source radiating area, A.

Thus values of inpedance are presented as dimensíonless quantities.

Average values of the normalized real and imaginary parts of the radiation

impedance whích \^/ere measured using an impedance tube are shown in FÍgs.

7 .4. The data ín the Figures are pl-otted at 50112 intervals up to 500H2

and at 100H2 intervals thereafter.

In Figs. 7 .4 the real and imaginary parËs of the radiation

impedance are to be compared with theoreËical predictions for a piston

source seÈ Ín an infinite baffle radiating inÈo a free field. The

equatíons due to Morse (1948) which were used for these calculatÍons are

as follows.

n/Apo co = 1 - 2J, (w) /w (i .1-3)

(7.L4)
2

X/Ao c' 'o o
G/r) sin(w cosr!) sin2r¡ai¡

o

w = 4ra/),

a = tube radius

(7.1s)

The experimental data shown in Fig. 7.4a were obtained using

the large díameter impedance tube with the test arrangement previously

díscussed "rr¿ ittrr"trated ín Fig. 7.3a. The experimentaL.daca shown

in Fig. 7 .4b were obtained using the surall diameter impedance tube with

the test arrangement illustrated in FÍg. 7 .3b. In this case the

pressure in the tube rvas sensed with a condenser rnicrophone whose cross

sectional area \,ras about 7% of. the cross sectional area of the tube, as

previously mentioned.

To ensure that the obstruction offered by Èhe mícrophone
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probing the field within Èhe tube was unimportanË, the sma11 tube measure-

ments l^lere repeated using Èhe test arrangement illustrated in Fig. 7.3c.

In thís case the probe croas sectional arca ü/as less than L7" of the tube

cross sectional area and the probe vras arranged to extend beyond the

measurement plane. The results for the latter measurements are shown

Ín Fig. 7.4c. Comparison of the result.s for the srnall tube shov¡n in

Figs. 7.4b and c shows that the obstruction offered by the microphone

was unimportant and the measurements \¡/ere quite repeatabJ-e.

Inspectíon of Figs. 7.4a, b and c shows ÈhaË the measured values

all lie close to the predicted free fÍeld values. Further inspection

shows that the measured values for the stationary diffuser 1ie furthest

from the predicted free fíeId values except ín the frequency range

below 500H2 for the large impedance tube shovm in Fig. 7.4a. rn this

low frequency range the standing wave ratio in the Í-mpedance tube was

quite large because of the very sma1l value of radíation ímpedance. In

conse-quence of the difficulty of accurately defining the acoustic pressure

mínimum in such a case the data are subject to relaËively large error.

On the basis of Èhe data shovm ín the figures above 500H2 one may

conclude thaË increasing the díffuser rotational speed to 20 or 30 RPM

has the effect of shifting the time-average impedance tot{ard its predicted

free field value, while further increase in rotaÈíonal speed has negligible

effect.

lüith a diffuser rotational speed of 20 or 30 RPM Èhe measured

vatrues of the real and imaginary part.s of the radiation impedance at all

frequencies above about 500H2 are wíËhin 0.5d8 of the predicted value.

Further inspection shows that the measured mean values of the real and

ímaginary parts of the radiation impedance of the large tube of 0.156 m

díameÈer shov¡n in Fig.7 .4a are generally scattered about the predicted

free f íeld values, whí1-e in contrast the measured values usi-ng the srnall

lt.
i,
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impedance tube of 0.101 m diameter show a strong tendency to 1ie below

the predicted free field values. This observatÍon suggests Èhat the

effectiveness of the diffuser in producing, on average, a free field

radiation ímpedance at the source) may be dependent upon the source

size.

The observation that the effect of the rotating diffuser ín

producing on average free fíeld conditions at the source may be dependent

upon the source size çuggested Ëhat the effect of the source size should

be ínvestigated. This rnight be done using a very sma1l díameter

Ímpedance tube, but. then the radj-ation impedance in the frequency

range of int.erest would be very small. As mentioned earlier this

ítnplies Èhat an accurate determinatíon of the standÍng wave ratio in

the tube would be very difficulÈ. In thj-s case reliable data probably

could not be obtaíned. The alternaËive then !üas to use a large source.

However, a large diameter impedance tube r^¡ould be limíÈed to too low a

frequency range to be of interest. Thus the horn arrangement previously

dÍscussed and illustrated in Fíg. 7 .3d was used Èo obt.ain large source

radiation impedance data. The measured normalísed radi-ation impedance

data for the horn throat are shor'rn in Fig. 7.5a. The correspondíng

values for the impedance at the horn mouth, calculated from the measure-

ments at the throat, are shown ín Fig .7 .5b. The horn mouth impedance

calculations v/ere carried out using the following equations (Hansen

and Bies, L979c).

R/Apc = cos(ß) [cosh(U)sinh(p)cos (ß)] / [cosh2 (U)-cosz (k.O+y+ß)] (7.16)

XlApc = cos(ß) [coshz (p)sin(g) + sin(k.e,+y)cos(k.Q,+y+g)] /

Icoshz (p) - cos2 (kl,+y+g) ] (7 .r7)

,t

j

i

I

i

t
1

i.

T.
u
I

I

4
i'
i

ß o ran-t (r/u) (7.18)
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The above equations gíve exactly the same results as those

given by Morse (1948) buË they are in a more convenient form for the

required computation. Measured values of Ëhe real and imaginary parts

of the horn throat impedance \¡rere'inserted and the length l, from the

horn apex v/as set equal to the dísËance from the apex t.o the plane of

the throaÈ. The unknown quantities u and y were determined using

equations (7.16) and (7.I7). These values were then used to calculate

the irnpedance at the mouÈh by settíng the length equal to the distance

from the horn apex to the plane of the mouth. IË should be noted that

in the reported analysis (Hansen and Bíes, r979c) it is shown that the

distance ,e. varies over every plane normal to the horn axis but follorvíng

Morse (1948) iÈ has been assumed that this variable disÈance may be

approximaÈed by the axíal distance from Èhe horn apex to the plane

considered.

The spread in the experimental data shown in Fíg. 7.5a for

the horn throat ís attributed to insufficient measurement accuracy,

especially in the location of the position of the horn throat. In

Fig. 7.5b it can be seen that the data are neither eonsístently above

nor belovr the free fíeld predictions, but they are generally within

ldB of the predÍcted value over the frequency range considered (20O Hz

Ëo 2000 ltz). The spread in the data shown in the Figure is expected

from the spread shov¡n by the horn data if it is remembered that both

the resistíve and reacti:ve parts of the throat measuremenÈs are needed

to determine each gf Èhe resístive and reactive parts of the mouth

impedance. Experimental impedance measurements made ín an anechoic

room show a simílar spread and divergence from the predictions of theory,

(Hansen and Bies, L979c). Thus it is difficult to tell wheËher or not

small differences between free fíeld theory and experiment for this

partícular urodel are due to measurement uncertainties or lack of free
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field simulation by the reverberanÈ room and rotaËing diffuser.

Comparison of the results shown in Figs. 7.4a, 7.4b and 7.5b

suggesÈs that the agreement bet\^/een measured ímpedance values and free

field predíctions may be dependent on Èhe source size. As the source

size is reduced, there appears Èo be a tendency for the measured average

impedance to fal1 below the theoretical predictions for an echo free

field. This suggests that at l-east for frequencies above f" there

may be a lower límit Ëo the size of the sources whose radiation impedance

r,¡il-l be signíficanÈly affected by Ëhe diffuser and for whÍch the rever-

berant room will present essentially free field impedance conditíons.

In facË it has been shown by Smith and Bailey (1973) that for a pure

tone source in a reverberant room containíng no rotating diffuser the

number of source posÍtions required Ëo obtaín an average radiation

impedance close to free field at a gíven frequency becomes greater as

Èhe source size Ís reduced. As it is assumed that the function of the

rotating díffuser is essentíally to average the radiation impedance over

several source positíons, then the trends in the results presented here

are consistent with the work of Srnith and Bailey. Tl-re effect of source

size ís ínvestigated more extensively in Chapter 8.

The effect of the diffuser on the impedance presented to the

source ís indicated by the data shov¡n in Figs. 7.6a and b. These

Figures show Èhe standard devíations ín the impedance measurements

assocíated with one complete roÈaÈion of the diffuser. Reference to

Table 7.2 shows that Èhey are Èhe result of a large number of measure-

ments at. each frequency and angular rotation speed, ranging from a

mínimum of twenËy static measurements to three hundred measurements at

an angular speed of 10 RPM. As the trn/o sets of small impedance Èube

measurements (methods B and C) were effectívely índistír-rguishable, only

one set has been incl-uded in Fig . 7 .6a.
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The data of Figs. 7.6a and b may be divided approximately into

two frequency ranges. Above about 500H2 the measured standard devj-aÈions

seem to range abouÊ mean values inclependent of frequency. At 500H2 and

lower frequencies, the measured standard deviations exhíbit apparent

frequency dependence. It is of ínterest to note that the mean values

of standard devíation ín Èhe rotational speed range of. 20 to 30 RPM are

respectively 0.035 for the small tube, 0.062 for the large tube and 0.105

for the horn, while the diameËers of these three sources are respectívely

0.101 m, 0.156 m and 0.430 m. A linear dependence of standard deviatíon

on source línear dimension ís suggested by the data in the high frequency

range above 5O0Hz.

In the frequeney range of 500H2 and lower frequencies the large

impedance tube data of Fig. 7.6a clearly show that the standard deviation

dirninishes with frequency. This ís to be expected as the magnítude of

Èhe measured values of radiation impedance also dÍminíshes, as indicated

by Figs. 7.4a, b and c. The behaviour of the horn throat data of Fig.

7.6b in Èhe low frequency range is attributable to the very large standing

wave sÈructure ín the horn, as indícated by the data of Fig. 7,5a. Simil-

arly Ëhe relatively small standing vüave structure Ín the horn at frequencies

above 500H2 may be offered as justification for the tacit assumptíon above,

that we may directly assocÍate the measured standard deviation of the

throat impedance measurements with the standard devíation of the mouth

impedance estimates based on the throat daÈa.

It was noted earlier that a diffuser rotational speed of between

2O and 30 RPM seemed to be optimal in providing a source radíatíon ímpedance

close Ëo a predicted free field value. Further íncrease of rotational

speed seemed to have only a margínal effect as shown, for example, by

the data of l-igs.7.4b and c. It ís of interesL to discover whether
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the rotatíonal speed has any discernable effect upon the measured

standard deviation. rnitial inspection of the data of Figs. 7.6a anð,

b suggests no dependence of the standard deviation on rotational speed.

However, closer inspectíon shows that in the high frequeney range the

static measurements are predominantly associated wÍth the large values

of standard devj-at,íon whereas the 50 RPM measurements are predominantly

assocíated wiÈh Èhe small values of standard deviation.

The average ímpedance values discussed above are based upon

from 20 to 300 measurements depending upon the diffuser roÈational

speed as shovm in Table 7.2. rt is of ÍnÈerest Èo plot the measured

values of impedance upon r,rhich these averages are based as a function

of diffuser angular position. Some representative values of the

normalized real and ímaginary parts of the radiaÈion impedance are

shown in Figs. 7.7. h'hen ínterpreÈíng these Figures it should be

kept in mind that the number of data points used. to construcË these

curves vary from 20 at 0 RPM to 300 at l0 RPM and 60 at 50 RPM so rhar

the general smoothing of Èhe curves from 10 RPM to 50 RPM may be an

artifact of the smaller data sample.

No consÍstent trends are shown by the curves of Figs. 7 .7.

However some of the families of curves do show a general resemblance

and a gradual ËransÍtion from one form to another with rotational

speed. They are all consistent with the computed mean and standard

devíation' valúes given'earlier.

7.6 ERROR ANALYS]S

7,6.L Discussion of ttre fundamental assumpÈions

Ileasurements of the sound field in the ímpedance tube are

made on the assumption that the varíations in the sound pressure

distribution in the tube are synchronous v¡ith the angular positíon of
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the rotating diffuser. Thís assumptf-on ís valid if two further assump-

tions are satisfied. The first Ís that the irnpedance changes presented

to the tube mouth are sLow enough and the tíme constant for Ëhe tube Ís

small enough such that the sÊanding wave field present at. any given

time Ín the tube can be related to Èhe ínstantaneous impedance at the

tube mouth using equations (7.1) Èo (7.L2).

During the measurement procedure, the length of standing \¡rave

sampled r4ras approxímately co/2f , where f is the source frequency

and cs the speed of sound ín free space. ' This corresponded to orie

complete cycle of the standing wave in the tube which repeated itself

at inËervals of \/2. According to Morse and Ingard (1968) the time

it takes for the standing hrave at a poínÈ x from Èhe Ëube mouËh to

be affecËed by the impedance at the tube mouth is given by x/co The

maximum value of x used in the measurements vras approxímaËely X/2,

resultíng in a maxímum time lag of )./Zcs seconds. Thus in order

for the impedance measurements Ëo be valid, the impedance presented to

the tube mouth should not change signifícantly ín X/2co seconds. The

rnrorst case is f.or a diffuser speed of 50 RPlf. In \/Zes seconds, the

díffuser círcumference moves a distance of approximately 0.016À which

Ís shown later to be insignif icant. l,ihen the conical horn is aÈÈached

to the tube mouth the time lag is increased by L/ co where L is the

horn length, equal to 1.127 m. At 2000 Hz and a diffuser speed of

50 RPM (worst case), this additional tiure lag corresponds to a diffuser

circumferential movement of approxirnately 0.17À. This movement is

laÈer shovm lo be sígnificant and may account for a large scaËter in

the results for the conical horn measurements for the higher frequencies.

However, it should be remembered that the 0.17À above is a Ìnlorst case

situation and in most cases the movement is much less than thís. For
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example at a frequency of 1000 Hz and a dlffuser speed of 20 RPM the

movement would be 0.04À which is consídered to be ínsignificant.

The second assumption ís Èhat Ëhe instantaneous impedance

presented to the tube mouÈh by the. room is a functíon of the angular

posítÍon of Èhe rotatíng dj-ffuser. This does not imply that the

sound field in the room needs to be quasí stationary. It merely

Írnplíes that Èhe sound field in the room reaches dynamic equilibrium,

an assumptíon whích is not unreasonable.

A further assumption is that sideband energy generated by

the doppler shifË in sound \¡raves reflected off the rotating diffuser

and fed back up Ëhe impedance tube (l^IaÊerhouse, 1978) is negligíble.

As the díffuser is cylindrical in shape it is unlikely thaË any signif-

ícant sídebands wí1l be produced by a doppler shift in waves reflected

from the díffuser surfaces. This is because all surface movemenÈ is

in Èhe plane of the moving surface rather than normal to iÈ. However

as the diffuser amplitude modulates the impedance presented to the tube

mouth, it must amplitude modulate the sound field in the tube.

If the amplitude modulation produced by the dj-ffuser is

sinusoídal then the convoluËion ínÈegral shows that a frequeney analysís

of the amplitude modulated signal will consíst of the origínal sígnal

frequency and two síde bands, one above and one below the sígna1

frequency, and separated from the signal frequency by the reciprocal of

the diffuser period. The amplitude modulation produced by the díffuser

is not sinusoidal, but it can be Fourier analysed ínto a sum of a number

of sinusoidal components, with frequencies equal to rnultiples of the

reciprocal of the period of diffuser revolution. Thus the amplitude

modulation produced by the díffuser results in a number of frequency side-

bands spaced equally above and below the signal frequency aÈ intervals

equal to Ehe reciprocal of the díffuser period of revolution.
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The presence of acousÈic energy in these sídebands is a source of

error for two reasons. Firstly as r/3 octave filters rnrere used, not

all of the energy ln the total signal was rneasured. secondly a pure

tone theoretfcal curve was fitted to the experÍmental data.

It can be demonstrated thaÈ these errors are negligíb1e.

For each frequency considered the signals from stationary microphones

located aË the approximate standing hTave minima and maxíma \¡rere recorded

ln analogue form on a magnetíc t.ape as the díffuser rotated. on play-

back, the tape speecl r¿as increased by a factor of four and the resulting

signal was frequency analysed using an FFT analyser with 0.2 Hz filters.

In effect this was equivalent Ëo analysing the original signal

with 0 .05 Hz filters. However the required analysis Èime was considerably

reduced by speeding up the tape and usíng a correspondíng1y larger

analysis bandwidth. The energy level in the frequency band containing

the signal frequency !/as typically 20 to 25dB higher than that ín any

other band for measurements at a standing \^/ave maximum. For measurements

at a standíng wave mínímum the energy 1n the signal frequency band was

typically 15 dB hígher. At very low frequencies (100 to 2OO Hz) the leve1

differences between the sígnal frequency band and the sidebands were a

lÍttle smaller. An example of a frequency analysis plot for the signal

ín the small ímpedance tube is shov¡n ín Fig. 7.8a. The test frequency ís

B00Hz and the diffuser rotatíona1 speed was 30 RpM. In Fíg. 7.8b a

frequency analysis plot is presented for the sígna1- in the small impe<lance

tube wíth the conical horn attached. T'l're Ëest frequency ín thís case is

300H2 and the diffuser rotational speed is 30 RPM.

The frequencies marked in the figures are those corresponding

to the original recorded sígnal. The upper Ërace ín each fígure ís an

analysís of the sígnal at or near the pressure mÍnimum in the ímpedance

tube whí1e Èhe lower trace represents the sígnal at or near Ehe pressure

maximum. As the diffuser rotational speed was 30 RPM, the sidebands due
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FIG. 7.8(a) FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF THE ACoUSTIC PRESSURE SIGNAI IN THE
SMALL IMPEDANCE TUBE.
The upper curve represents a measurement close to a pressure minimum
ín the tube while the lower curve represents a measurement close to
a pressure maximum.
Signal frequency = 800 Hz.
Díffuser rotational speed = 30 RPM.
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FIG. 7.8 (b) FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF THE ACOUSTIC PRESSURE SIGNAL IN
THE S},ÍALL IMPEDANCE TUBE üIITH THE CONICAL HORN ATTACHED.
The upper curve represents a measurement close to a pr:essure mínimum
in the tube whíle the lovrer curve represents a measurement close to
a pressurè naxímum.
Sígnal- frequency = 300 Hz.
Diffuser rotational speed = 30 RPM.
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to amplltude modulaËion are separated by 'e Uz. These are clearly

visÍble. It can also be seen thaÈ the level of energy ín the sidebands

ls well below the level at the signal frequency and ín addiÈion all of

the significant energy is contained ín the sidebands a few Hz either

side of the signal frequency. Thus a t/g ocÈave filter did not exclude

any sígnifícant sound energy. As a tesÈ for the validíty of usíng the

r/3 octave filters, many of the experiments v/ere later repeated using

Butterworth high and 1ow pass filters and allowíng a bandwídth of at

least 2OO Hz either síde of the signal frequency. The difference in

results obtained using the two methods was in the bounds of experímental

error in all cases tested. It is realised that large errors would be

expect.ed at frequencies furthesË from Ëhe centre frequencies of the

r/3 octave fllters. However, even at these frequencíes Èhe difference

Ín results obtained using the Ëwo methods \^tas noÈ measurable.

As the sideband energy was found to be relatively small it

is considered that t.he distorËíon in Ëhe standing rnraves ín the tube due

to the presence of sÍdebands wíll be small and not measurable. The

validity of the assumptions discussed above is demonsÈrated by the

excellent fit of t.he theoretical pure tone standing \¡rave equatíon (7.1)

to the experimental standÍng wave data as illustrated in Figs. 7.9r 7.10 and

7.11 where the pressure amplitude as a functíon of distance along the

impedance tube is ploËted for Ëhree dÍfferent angular positions of the

rotating diffuser and for two different sources. Both the abscissa

and ordinate scales are linear. The syrnbols represent the experimenÈa1ly

measured data and the solid 1ínes are the theoretical curves fitted to

the data. In Fig. 7.9a Èhe source ís the small impedance tube, Ëhe

frequency is 1200 Hz and the diffuser speed is 20 RPM.

The small amount of scatter ín the daÈa is atÈributable to

variations in the díffuser rotational speed during the experiment which

r¿ere of Lhe order of *O.27", or *2.Zcm of diffuser circumferential movement
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which is !0.08 of a wavelength aÈ I2OO Hz. The conclusíon that the scatter

ln the data r¿as due to small variatíons 1n diffuser rotaÈíonal speed was

supported by the observation of a much greaÈer scatter when an artificíal

speed change of 1% was introduced into the data sorting program. The

scatter ín the data due to diffuser speed varj-atíons also indícat.es that

a very sma1l círcumferentíal movement (of the order of !0.1 wavelength)

of the diffuser can produce a signíficant and measurable change in the

radiatíon impedance presented to the sound source.

In Fig. 7.9b the standing wave data collected over one complete

revoluti-on of the diffuser are shovm. The data for the three different

angular diffuser posítíons shown ín Fig. 7.9a were derfved from these data

as described in section 7.4. A símilar seÈ of data as that shown ín Fig.

7.9b was obtained aÈ each test frequency for each diffuser rotational speed

considered. Each data set typically consísts of between 10r000 and 20r000

discrete values, all of which are used in the ímpedance calculations

described in sectíon 7.4.

Each data value p corresponds to a particular known distance x

along the impedance tube and a particular knornrn dynamíc angular posítion

0 of the rotating diffuser. From a knowledge of x and 0 for each data

value, it ís possible to sort the data ínto sets of p vs x where each set

corresponds to a parËicular value of angular diffuser positíon 0. The data

sets' p vs x represent standing waves whích are evaluated as described in

sectÍon 7.4 to give radiatÍon impedance as a function of diffuser angular

posltion.

In Figs. 7.10 and 7.11 símilar results aïe presented for *.""rrtu-

ments in the tube when the conical horn r^7as atËached to the tube mouth.

In both cases the diffuser speed is 20 RPM and in Fig. 7.10 the test

frequency is 400 Hz while in Fíg. 7.I1 it ís l2OO Hz.
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7,6.2 Measurement errors

The fírst source of measurement error consídered is the use of an

rrinstantaneous" measurement of the peak value of the time varyifig sinusoídal

sígnal in the ímpedance tube as a means for calucating the rrinstantaneousrr

r.m.s. value of the signal. As Ëhe sígna1 level was continuously changíng,

an error 1s present in Ehe calculated r.m.s. value. (It ís shown in

Appendix 3 that aÈ all times this error Ís less Èhan 0.09d8, and can be

regarded as negligible). Note that as the frequency sidebands generated in

the tube are due to amplitude modulation of the sígnal frequency, the above

error estímate also takes ínto account errors in the esLimate of the r.m.s.

signal level due Èo energy existing in sidebands, whÍch ís not fully accounted

for in Èhe peak measurement.

A second source of error ís in the measurement of the standÍng

wave ratío in the tube and Ëhe estimatÍon of Èhe distance of the first

pressure minímum from the Èube mouth.

IË Ís well known that for an open tube the radiaÈÍon impedance

becomes smaller as the frequency decreases (see Fig. 7.4). This implies

that the standing r,rave ratio in the tube becomes larger whích results in

great.er inaccuracies in the detectíon of the correcË level and position of

the standing wave mj-nímum. For this reason measurements \¡Iere not carried

out in the small tube at low frequencíes (except when it was terminated with

a conícal horn). Also for this reason the results measured at low freq-

uencies (between 100 Hz and 200 Hz) for the large tube are not very accuraËe.

The accuracy in measurement of the posÍ-tion of the standíng wave minimum v¡as

approximately *lrnm when a horn was noÈ used and *2mm when a horn was used.

Additionally, the accuracy in the determinaÈion of the standing wave ratio

may be taken as about +0.3d8 as the data acquisition system had I bits and

DosÈ standing wave ratios were smaller than 10d8. Using a Srnith chart the

accuracy to be expected as a function of frequency was calculated and is

listed for vari-ous frequencíes and standing wave ratios ín Table 7.3.
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TABLE 7. 3 (a) E)GECTED TMPEDANcE TIEASUREMENT ERRoRS DUE To TJNcERTATNTTEs

IN THE MEASI]REMENT OF dN AND THE STANDING I,üAVE RATIO, (SI.,IALI, TUBE SoTJND

sorrRCE, DTFFUSER SPEED 30 RPM).

.016

.026

.018

.022

0

0

30

1

0.4270.7042000

008

.o25

.015

.013

0

0

30

1

0 .4r70.5361500

.004

.o23

,0L2

.006

0

0

30

I

0 .3920. 3711200

¡x/Ap cooAn/Ap c
o o

ASI4TR(dB)Adr(mm)xlAp c
o o
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o o

f (Hz)
Calculated Error
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UncertaintyCalculated Value
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TABLE 7.3 (b) E)GECTED IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT ERRORS DUE TO T]NCERTAINTIES

IN THE MEASUREMENT OF dN AND T}IE STANDING I^IAVE RATIO' (LARGE TUBE

souND souRcE, DIFFUSER SPEED 30 RpM).

.014

.018

.018

.015

0

0

30

1

.467.6751200

.007

.017

.015

.009

0

0

30

I

.565.467800

.001

.0I0

.009

.oo2

0

0

30

1

.408.260500

.005

.0020

0

30

1

.232068250

Ax/Ap c
o o

An/ao c'o o
^sr.^rR(dB)

Ad* (rnrn)xlAp c
o o

n/Ap c
o o

f. (Hz)
Calculated Error

Ileasurement
UncertaintyCalculated Value
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TABLE 7.3 (c) EXPECTED IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT ERRoRs DUE To T]NcERTAINTIES

IN THE MEASUREMENT OF dN AND THE STANDING IIIAVE RATIO, (CONICAL HORN

SOI]ND SOI]RCE - THROAT ATTACHBD TO SMALL IMPEDANCE TUBE, DIFFUSER SPEED

30

.026

.024.017

.034

30

0

0

2

o.2720.8692000

.007

.025.019

.012

30

0

0

2

-0.1610.90s1000
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.009.030

.o]-z30

0

0

2

o.478L.32500
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.007.0L7
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30

0

0

2

-0. 3110.548250

AX/Ap cooAR/Ap cooAsr^rR (dB)Ad*(mm)X/Ap c'o o
R/Ap

oo
c

Calculated Error
ìfeasurement
UncertaintyCalculated Value
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7.7 STJMMARY

The radiation impedances of three simple pure tone sources

placed in the side wall of a reverberant room containing a rotatíng

diffuser have been measured as a function of frequency and díffuser

rotational speed using an ordinary impedance tube, a hígh speed data

acquísition system and a CDC6400 compuÈer. The Ímpedance was shown to

vary cyclically with rotatíon of the diffuser in an unpredictable way.

For frequencíes above the Schroeder large room limit, diffuser speeds

20 RPM and above and a source size of 0.156m or greater the Ímpedance

values were observed to fluctuaÈe by a small- amount about the free

fiel-d predictions. On the other hand, for a source of 0.101 in diameter

values of radiation ímpedance of Èhe order of 0.5 dB less than predicted

for free field \^/ere consistently observed, suggesting that for small

sources the average radiation impedance may be dependent on source síze.

For diffuser speeds of 10 RPM and less the deviations of measured values

of ínpedance from free field predictíons were found to be considerably

greater than those measured for diffuser speeds greater than 20 RPM for

all sources considered.

Scatter in the sÈanding wave data was shown to be attributed

to small variations of +0.27" in the diffuser roÈatíonal speed. Due

to the high sensitívity of source radiatÍon impedance to diffuser

angular positíon, the variations in rotatíonal speed should be kept at

least to this level íf useful measuremenËs of the type reported here

are to be obtained. As rnight be expected measurements at higher

frequencies are more sensitive to variations ín the rotational speed.

By careful attention to many deÈails the method used for the

measurements has yielded much useful ínformation noË prevíously available.

However, the questi-ons raised by the results of the experiments r,¿í11

probably have to be invesËigated by other neans as the techniques used
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here do not seem amenable to furÈher extensíon due, in part, Eo

difficul-ty in obtaining a sufficíent degree of measuremenÈ precision.

The various choices vrere very nearly optimal and the information

returned seens about the best that can be expecËed using an impedance

tube.
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CHAPTER 8

NEAR FIELD I'ßASUREMENT OF THE RADIATION II4PEDA.I\CE

8.1 INTRODUCTION

In the prevíous chapter the experimental results indicated

thaË the exÊent of the effecË of Èhe rotating diffuser on sound

radíation from a pure tone source might be a function of source size.

The purpose of Èhe experiments described here is Èo investÍgate the

effect of source size and to obtain more accurate measuremenÈs for the

variations in radíated sound power as a function of angular diffuser

position. The sound sources used here were simply supported edge

square plates of various sizes and thicknesses, vibrating Í-n their

fundamenÈal resonant mode. The experímental procedure involves the

measuremenÈ of the nearfield sound pressure levels adjacent to the

square plate sound source and over a sufficíently fíne gríd. At each

measuremenË poínt on the plate Ëhe sound pressure level is sampled

(using a peak detector circuit), at a rate of between BO and 100 Hz for

approxímately l\ revolutíons of Èhe rotating diffuser. Each pressure

sample so obtained corresponds Èo a particular angular posítion of the

rotating díffuser. At each measurement point the sampling begíns aË

the same angular posit.ion of the diffuser. Thus each particular angular

diffuser position i" t.p.."ented by one pressure sample at each sampling

point on the p1ate. Each ti-me a pressure measurement ís made a corres-

ponding measurement is recorded of the signal from an accelerometer

fíxed to a single reference poínt on the plate. The phase between the

two signals is also recorded. tr^Ihen Èhis data is combíned wiÈh velocity

amplitude dístribution data obÈaíned from a Ëime averaged hologram it
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is possíble to calcurate accurately the average surface radiation

efficiency as a function of diffuser angular positíon. The proceclure

allows both the real and imaginary parts of Èhe plate radlatÍon efficiency

averaged over one diffuser revolution to be calculated as well as the

extent of the variations encountered over a single diffuser revolution.

The microphone is automatically moved from point to poinÈ

during the measurement procedure using a stepping motor-ball screw

arrangement. Ihe experimental procedure and result calculations are

fully described later.

8.2 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS I^/ORK

The problem of deducing sound power ínformatíon from sound

pressure level measurements in the near field of a sound source has

always been complicated by the presence of the reactive sound fie1d.

The ínÊensity of the reactive part of the sound field is proportional

to Ëhe product of the pressure and the ín quadrature component of the

partícle velocíty while the intensiËy of the resistíve part of the

sound field is proportional to the product of the pressure and the ín

phase component of the partícle velociËy. The sound pressure level

produced in the far field by a source is determined entírely by the

resistíve component of the sound field near to the source.

Thus sound power levels determined from sound pressuïe leve1

measurements made near to the source are useful only if the íntensíty

of the reactj-ve sound fíeld is srnall compared with the i-ntensity of

the resístive sound fíeld at the measurement poinÈ. Thís is generally

Ërue if the frequency of the radíated sound is well above the frequency

at whích the real or resistíve part of the source radiatíon efficiency

ís unity.
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Over the past 25 years many attempt.s have been made to

produce a sound intensity meter which is capable. of measuríng only the

resistive sound field. only recently have these at.tempts met with

much success. In a977 and 1978 F. Fahy presented a successful

procedure for acoustic intensity measuremenÈ. For the measurements

he uses two condenser microphones and a portable sound leve1 meter

fitted wíth octave band filËers. The measurement procedure ís based

on the principle that the parËícle velocity is related. to the pressure

gradíent at a partícular point by Ëhe equaËion

_Ð.
âx = - p ðv/ät (8. 1)

This principle together with suítab1e signal processíng of the two

microphone signals a11or¿s a measurement of Èhe resÍstive acousËic

íntensity to be obtained. More recently Chung (1978) has used a

siurilar approaeh and ín addÍtion he has shor,,¡n how the ínËensíty spectrum

may be determined by measuring the ímaginary part of the cross specËrum

between the two microphone signals.

A second method for the measurement of acoustic intensity at

a vÍbratíng surface has been used by BriÈo and Lyon (L976, 1977) and

Macadam (1976). They rely on point wise exploration of a surface with

an accelerometer and microphone to obtain an overall picture of the

sound fÍeld adjacent to a vibrating surface. Thís method also allows

locaËion of far field acoustic sources on the vibraÈing surface if the

experímenter ís patíent enough to explore Ëhe surface ín suffícient

detail. AlternaÈively, sources of far field noÍse can be locaËed

using acoustic holography (Graham, 1969; Watson, L971, L973; Watson

and Hannon, 1974; hlaLson and King, L976; Ueha, et al., 1975). Acoustic

holography is advantageous in some instances because it can image aero-
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dynarnic and movíng sources but iÈ has the disadvantage ÈhaÈ the wave-

length of the sound musL be much smaller than the source beíng irnaged

(Rayleigh, 1879).

The basis of the experÍ-mental procedure used for the work of

this chapter has been reported by the auÈhor and his thesis advisor ín

a previous paper (Hansen and Bies , L978, I979e) where a method for Èhe

measurement of both the resisÈive and reactive parËs of the intensiÈy

produced by a vibrating surface radiating pure tone sound is described.

The procedure described makes use of surface pressure measure-

ments in an anechoic room and a time averaged hologram of the vibration

mode to compute the complex acoustic intensity at every point on the

vlbrating surface. The surface radíation efficiency is then calculated

by averaging the distríbution of the complex intensity over the vibrating

surface. The measuremenÈs also allow quantitative location on the

vibrating surface of acoustíc sources which radiated energy to the far

field, with good precision and resolutíon provided the resistíve parE of

the acoust.ic intensity is positive for all parts of the surface.

The measurement procedure is based upon the followíng consid-

eratíons. Continuíty of the acoustic medíum (air) requíres thaÈ the

acoustic normal velocity in the fluid immediately adjacent to the surface

is equal to the normal surface velocity. Therefore t.he real part of the

acoustic intensity in the fluid immediately adjacent Èo a partícular

sample poinÈ on the vibrating surface may be calculated as the product

of the acoustÍc pressure in the fluid and the ín phase normal surface

velocity at that point, while the imaginary part may be calculated as the

product of the acoustic pressure and the in quadrature normal surface velocity

The sound sources used in the initial verificatíon of the technique

were eclge clamped circular plates vibraËing in 1ow order modes and the

side surfaces of some in line engine bloclcs vibrating in each of two lowesÈ
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order modes. The ínteresting phenomenon of an arca of negative

resistive inÈensity at the plate centre was predicËed and experimentally

verÍfied for some of the clamped edge círcular plates vibrating in the

0,2 mode. Areas of negative intensj-ty were also observed on the

engine blocks suggesting that the phenomenon may not be uncommon. The

experimental method reported allows f.ar greater detailed investigation

of a surface than wonld be- possible when using surface acceleratíon

measurements as descríbed by Brito and Lyon and Macadam, because of the

necessiËy in the latter case for point-wíse exploratíon of Èhe surface

and the need for good point contact of the accelerometer with the surface

at each poínt Èested.

8. 3 BXPERII"ÍENTAL PROCEDURE

The sound sources used in the experiments were four simply

supporËed edge square plates and one rectangular plat.e. The plate

sizes used are lísted in Table B.l. The plates \Árere supported usíng

a shím arrangement (Ochs and Snowdon, 1975) as illustrated in Figure

8.1. The shím thickness to wídth ratio trlb is an important consid-

eration for obtaining a simply supported edge conditíon. If the raÈio

is too small the plate edges are not, sufficienÈly constrained agaínst

movement normal Ëo the plate surface, resulting in a distortion of Ehe

fundamental vibration mode shape. rf the ratio is too large then the

plate is not free to roÈate at íts edge and the result is an edge

condítion somewhere beÈween clamped and simply supported. Values of

h and b which represent a compromise between the above t\,qo extremes

are listed in Table 8.1 for each test plate.

' The fírsË part of the experimental procedure entailed Ëaking

a time-averaged hologram of tlle surface of the plate vibrating in its



TABLE 8.1 SQUARE AND RXCTANGI]LAR E)GERII"ÍENTAI, ?LATE CHARACTERISTICS

Plate
DimensÍons

(o,ro)

Plate
Thickness

(nmr)

Measured resonant
frequency for 111

mode
(Hz)

277

374

250

334

226

376

- 344

230

277

Predicted resonant
frequency for 111

mode
(Hz)

Shirn
I,Iidth
b (urn)

.13

.13

.26

.26

.52

.52

1.0

2.0

1.0

Shin
Thíckness

h (rnn)

361

36L

841

841

625

625

1369

1025

L369

No. of
Measurement
, Points in

Plate
N

180

185

157

168

rs4

184

168

164

187

No. of Diffuser
Angutrar

Posítions
Considered

L

102 x

102 x

I52 .x

L52 x

253 x

253 x

378 x

633 x

376 x

r02

r02

152

152

253

253

378

379

376

.60

.81

L.2

1.6

3.0

5.0

10. 1

10. 1

8. 15

270

37r

25L

337

23r

381

336

247

28L

20

20

20

2o

25

25

25

25

25

F
\o
o
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fundamental resonant mode. The procedure used is the same as thaÈ

described in Chapter 3. A photograph of an Ímage reconstrucËed from

a time-averaged hologram of one of the plates vibrating in íts funda-

mental resonanÈ mode is shor^m in Figure 8.2.

Photographs of the ímages reconstrucÈed from the time-averaged

holograms were analysed by using an electroníc daÈa tablet connected

through a mícro processor to a 6400 computer. The indivídua1 fringes

were identified and traced as a sequence of co-ordínates inÇo computer

memory by usÍng the data tablet. The data tablet and associated

hardware allowed automaËic sequential samplÍng of frínge co-ordinaËes

aË a selectable rate as the frínge r4ras traced with a tracer. The

fringe ídentification informaËion and associated sequences of frínge

co-ordj-nates stored in memory \^/ere subsequently used by the computer

t,o determine the surface normal velocity distribution. The apparatus

used for analyzing the holograms and sËoríng Èhe ínformation in

computer memory is fully descríbed elsewhere, Tonin (1978).

For the next part of the measurement procedure the test plates

r¡rere mounted in the side wa11 of the reverberant room containíng the

same rotating diffuser as descríbed in Chapter 7. The plate location

was also the same as that used for the sound sources described in

chapter 7. An accelerometer was placed at some reference point on

the plate. A quarter inch condensor microphone rnras automatically

scanned ove.r Ëhe plate surface,.spending enough tíme at each sample point

on the plate for the díffuser to rotate through at least one revolution.

The number of sample points on the plates ranged from 361 for Ëhe smaller

plates to 1369 for the larger plaÈes, and are lísted in Table 8.1. The

spacing between the sample points varied from 5 mm for the smaller pl.ates

to 10 mm for the larger plat.es. The mícrophone r^ras placed so that its
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diaphragrn rüas approximately 3 rnrn from the vibraÈíng plate at all times.

This disÉance \^/as used because measurements in an impedance tube

reported in Àppendix 2 ÍndÍcated. that due to diffraction affects the

ruicrophone actually samples the pressure field at a distance of
approxímately 3 mm in front of íts diaphragm.

The microphone was mechanically moved back and forth across

the plate surface by using an electronically controlled stepping notor-
ball screw system íllustrated ín Figure g.3. The microphone was

posítioned well above the traverse mechanism thus mínimizing the inËer-
ference wíth the sound field near the test surfaee. The 12.5 mrn

diameter hollow posÈ supportíng Ëhe microphone was isolated from the

traverse mechanÍsm and inËerna11y damped to minimize mícrophone

víbratÍon transmi-tted from the horizonÈa1 traversi-ng movement.

During the scanning procedure the microphone moved horí-
zontally ín steps of 5 mm or 10 mm, depending on the prate síze. At

each sample point on the plate the sígna1 from Èhe microphone and

accelerometer' togeÈher r¿ÍÈh the phase dífference signal was contin-
uously recorded as the díffuser rotated through approxÍmatery r\
revoluÈíons. To mínirrize the amount of data stored, the sÍgnals from

the accelerometer and nícrophone r{ere passed through a peak deÈector

unít resultíng in only Ëhe peak levels of the sinusoidal signals being

recorded. The number of peaks sampled r¡as then reduced. using a data

rejection system so thaÈ in most cases between B0 and 100 peaks were

sampled per second- The pressure and acceleration sÍ-gnals r¿ere passed

through high and 1ow pass ButÈerworth filters before entering the pealc

detector units. The fi1Ëers were calibraÈed for phase shíft at each

test frequency. The phase shÍft between the two signals was detected

digitally by measuring Èhe time difference bet!ùeen the zero crossing

ì

i

i

I

r

rì'
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r
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poínt of each signal. A fast counter hras initiated by the downwards

zero crossing of the pressure signal and stopped. by the dornmrvards zero

crossing of the accelerometer sÍgna1. I{hen the counter stopped Íts

output was latched and a short time later ï^ras recorded. The phase

sample rate vlas the same as the pressure and acceleration amplítude

sample rate. The signals from the two peak detecËors and phase detector

vrere recorded símultaneously usíng a high speed multi-channel data

acquísiËíon system (Brovrn, L975). As the mícrophone moved from one

sample point to another the data system memory was written on t.o magnetic

tape. At each sample point the angular posiËion of the diffuser 1nTas

always the same at the ínstanË data began Èo be acquired. This was

achieved by using the sígna1 from a phot.o transístor to start the data

acquisition system. The photo transistor \^ras activated by using a

small spigot attached t.o a poínt of the rotating diffuser to interrupt

a laser beam. The sÍgna1 from the photo transístor rìras interlocked

with a signal from the microphone tïaverse so that the photo transísÈor

sÍ-gnal could only get through after the microphone Ëraverse had stopped

movíng.

At the completion of each horízontal t.raverse Ehe microphone

automatícally moved dovrnrvards a dÍstance of 5 mm or 10 mm, depending

on the horizontal step síze. The horizonËal traverse then proceeded

to move in the opposite direcÈíon until it once again reached íts

orígínal starting point. The process r^/as repeated until the whole

plate had been scanned.

The above measurements were repeated with the plate mounted

in a large baffle Ín an anechoíc room so that the reverberatíon room

measurements would have a basis for comparison. The test procedure

was similar except that there \^ras no rotating diffuser to vary the

sÍgnal with tirne for a given sample point.
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A schematic design of the experimental arrangement is shown

in Figure 8.4.

The plates rnrere excited electromagnetÍca1ly at the PlaÈe

cenËre using a Muirhead model D-650-B oscillator and audio amplifier.

The amplítude of vibraËion of the plate during the microphone scanni-ng

time (which could be up to 2ra hours) was kepË consËanÈ by usíng a

voltage compression circuit between the oscillator and the electro-

magnetíc exciter to reduce the voltage fluctuations to the electro-

magnetic excj-ter to less Ëhan .01%. The frequency stability of the

oscillator used was better Èhan .02%. However, due to the analysis

techníque used (described in section 8.3) smal1 varíatíons Ín plate

vibration amplitude during the mj-crophone scanníng process do not affect

the results obtained.

8.4 DATA Æ{ALYSIS AND COMPUTATION OF RESULTS

The analogue ínputs to the data system $ret:e connected to eight

bÍt analogue to digital converters whích resulted in a possible error

of less t]nar. %"/" for maximum levels (10 volts) . The smallest sígna1s

recorded were frorn the mícrophone r+hen ít \¡/as near the edge of the

plate and were of the order of 1 volt resulËing ín a 47. measurement

error.

The phase input Èo the daÈa acquisítion system \^ras a 16 bit

digítal input with an accuracy of ! L¿ U sec and a maximum tíme ínterval

measuremenÈ capability of 0.03 seconds. AË 200 Hz this represent.ed a

phase measurement error of 0.04 degrees. This accuracy l¡/as greaË1y

reduced by both high and low frequency noise on the pressure and acceler-

ation signals. The lorv frequency noise, generated rnainly by the rotat-

ing diffuser dríve and also by the mícrophone amplifier and po\ô/er supply
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1. Vibrating plaËe. 2. Electromagnetic excíter. 3. La-indn Bruel &

Kjaer condènser microphone and FET. 4. Microphone amplifíer and po\^7er
supply. 5. Hígh and low pass 6 pole Butterworth filter. 6. Peak
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system, (a) Channel 3 digital ínput, (b) Channel 1 analogue input,
(c) Channel 2 analogue input, (d) external sLart to begin sampling data.
10. Logic for external starting of data acquisitíon system. 11. Signal
from phoÈo transístor. 12. Siþnal Írom microphone traverse mechanísm.
13. Díffuser speed timer. 14. Audio amplífier" 15. Voltage compression
circuit. L6. Oscillator. L7. Frequency counter. 18. Tape Recorder.
19. Accelerometer.
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vras minimLzed by using a step varíable hígh pass 6 pole ButterworËh

filËer with the 3 dB cut off aÈ least 100 Hz below the sígnal frequency.

The high frequency noise generated by the microphone amplifier and

po\^rer supply was minimized using a 1ow pass 6 pole Butterworth filter

r¿íth its 3 dB cuÈ off frequency at 800 Hz.

It is realized that the signal recorded by the mícrophone in

Ëhe reverberant room would be slightly dístorted due to the presence

of side bands generated by rotation of the diffuser. A frequency

analysis of the recorded signal showed that the 1evel of the híghest

side band \,üas at least 15 dB belor^r the signal frequency. Also all

of the significant sideband energy r^/as contaíned in the frequenc.y range

of a few tens of Hz eiËher side of the signal frequency; thus all the

significant side band energy would be contained ín the pass band of the

filters used. As shown in ChapËer 7 the side bands are produced by

an amplitude modulation of the radiated sound power. Thus ít follor¿s

that the phase measurement is unaffected by the si<le band distortíon of

the waveform as the phase measurement relíes entirely on zero crossing

poínts whích remain undistorted. The error in calculating the rms

pressure signal from the peak signal can also be shown to be ínsignif-

icanËly affected by the side band disËorLion of the waveform usíng the

same calculations as ín Chapter 7, even íf the energy in the side bands

was much more than it was actually found to be. The conclusÍ-on whích

may be drarvn from this discussíon is Ëhat errors in the measurements

produced by the presence of díffuser generated sideband frequencies are

so small as to be insignificant.

A convenient way to express Ëhe experimental resulËs is in

t.errxs of the plate radíation efficiency which may be regarded as a

normalise.d form of the radiation irnpedance. The plate radiation effic-

iency is defined by
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}To = a.rtro lpo* (8. 2)

(8.3)

(8.4)

(B.s)

The radiation efficiency is averaged over the r^¡hole plate for each

considered angular position of the rotating diffuser. Thus for the

.rhj-" angular posiËion of the diffuser we have

o.
J

[1/Aoo cs ] [A/N, I lTn,¡ /[.r"., ]r,,¡]
N

I
=ln

where

rr,, j = t¿lîÇ cos Qo + Íôî sin Q lp n¡ Jv

rh
where the subscripÈ n denotes the n measurement point on the Plate

and the subscripÈ j denotes the ¡th trrgrrlar posÍtÍon of Ehe rotating

diffuser. N is the number of measurement points on the plate and L

Ís the number of cliffuser angular positions considered (see Table 8.1).

The average radíatíon efficíency for one complete díffuser revolution

is calculated by averaging the values for each of the considered angular

posiÈíons. Thus

o.
J

L

I
1
Lo

The first part of the analysis required the determination of

the normal surface velocity arnplitude and phase at each point'where

corresponding sound pressure measurements had been recorded duríng the

microphone traverse. As described earlier the reconstructed ímage

from a tÍme-averaged hologram \^/as traced fringe by fringe into computer

memory. The result r¿as strings of co-ordinates corresponding to

íncrements of surface dísplacement. For Ëhe analysis to proceed ít

hras necessary to translate thís displacement information into a grid,

corïesponding to the sound pressure measurement grid, of velocity
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amplítude and phase information relative to the measured acceleration

at the location of the single reference accelerometer.

The surface displacement amplitude at a given point was

found by using linear i-nterpolation with the nearest recorded data

points on each of the t\^ro nearest fringes. rt r¿as then expressed as

a ratio of displacement amplltude at the given poÍnt to the displacemenË

amplitude at the locatíon of the reference accelerometer. The ratio

of mean square plate displacement to displacemenÈ amplitude squared.

at the reference accelerometer location was also calculated by

averagíng over all points on the measurement grid, and was equal to the

ratio of the mean square plate velocity to velocíty amplitude squared.

The linear interpolaËÍon method descríbed above gave extremely accurate

and reliable results with the largest errors occurring near the plate

edge. In summary then the hologram r¡/as used to deÈermíne the ratios

î/Çr", and <rr'>r, /Ç1, for each gríd poinr on the plate.

The second part of the computaÈíons consisted of analysing

the recorded pressure amplítude, accelerat.íon ampliËude and. pressure-

acceleration phase data to obÈain ô, âr", and Qo- 
"r", 

for each

pressure measuremenË. The raÈio of acoustíc Íntensity to mean square

plate surface veJ-ociËy corresponding to each pressure measurement was

obtained by combining the above measured quantÍ-tíes as follows

r/ <v2> = t4lr/<v2>st I [ôû "o" 0o_.,, + íôû sín 0o_rJSt

l-. e

Tf <v,>st = Íî/zl tÇ/î,", I tçår /<r'rsrllzrf /â,", J lcos 0o_.',*Í sin Öo_.,n1

(8.6)

(8. z)

where

O =ó +t¡/2_öp-v p-a ref 'y-yref radians (B.B)
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The quantitíes on the RHS of equations (8.7) and (B.B)

weie all measured experimentally. The instantaneous raËio l/<vz>r,

was calculated for each considered angular position of the rotating

dlffuser and for each pressure measurement location on the plate surface

ltrhen the quantity l/<vz>st was divided by goco and averaged over

all measurement points on the plate for each considered angular diffuser

position, Èhe plate radiation efficiency as a functíon of diffuser

angular positÍon was obtained. The time averaged radiaËion efficíency

was then obtaíned by averagíng over one complete diffuser revolution.

The calculations for the anechoic room measurements \^/ere

similar but the results for a given pressure measurement location were

constant as no rotaËing diffuser r¡/as present.

8.5 REVIEI^I OT RESULTS AND CONCLUSTONS

The main purposes of the measurements ín the reverberant

room \,rere to f índ hor¿ the rotating dif fuser affects the sound radiatíon

efficíency of a source in the room and to observe íf this effect is a

functíon of source size as well as frequency. Another reason for

the measurements \,ras Ëo find hor¿ closely the source radiation efficiency,

averaged over one díffuser revolutíon, âpproximated the radiation

efficiency measured in an echo free fÍeld; and whether or not better

agreement wiÈh free fíeld measuremenËs was obtained for larger sources

than for smaller sources.

The radÍagion efficiency results are pr.esented in Figures 8.5

and 8.6. The average values rneasured in the reverberant Toom and in

the anechoic room are sho¡m as symbols and the variation in the values

over one cliffuser revolution is shor,¡n as a verÈical líne through the

symbols. In Figure 8.5 the Èheoretical curve is taken from work
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publíshed by VJallace (L972). As díscussed by l,Iallace, the wave

number ratío t/kr on the abscíssa of the ploË may be defined as

k/kb = llnf. / col [ (mn/a, ¡2 + (mr / ^r)' ]-* . (8 .9)

The predicted values of plate resonant frequency lísÈed in Table 8.1

were calculated from the following equaËion derived using Classical

p1-ate theory.

f = 0.48 c" uÍ/al + t/{) nz (8.10)

The agreemenÈ beÈween theory, reverberant room measurements

and anechoíc room measurernent is for Èhe real part of Ëhe radiation

efficiency excellent, within 1 dB for 4 out of the 9 Ëest plates, within

2 dB lor 4 and within 3 dB for one of the tesÈ plates. The agreement

beÈween reverberant field and free field measuremenÈs for the imaginary

part is equal1-y as good.

The data show no obvious trend which suggests that the effect

of the diffuser on the source radiation ímpedance is a function of

source sLze. This may be due to the facÈ that it was not possíble

to use identical exciting frequencies for eaeh source size because it

r^ras necessary to drive the plates aÈ resonance to obtain a sufficienËly

large mícrophone signal Ëo noíse raÈío. Even if ít vlere possible to

excite the plates sufficíently at frequencies belor¡ the 1,1 mode

resonant frequencÍes, difficulty would have been encountered in achieving

a simply supported edge condítion due to the excessive excitíng forces

which would be required. As all the radíation effíciencíes measured

for the square plate sources in the reverberant room \rere very close

to free field predictions, it appears that very much srnaller sound

sources need Ëo be tested to find whether or not the diffuser effect
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decreases sígníficantly if the source sLze becomes small enough.

However, iÈ was not practical to test smaller sources than Èhose

Listed in Table 8.1 using the experimental method reported here. It

appears from the data reported here that íf a conclusive result is to

be obÈained about the source size effecË it would be necessary to

test very small sources and very large sources radiating at identical

frequencíes.

In order to check on the accuracy of the measurements reported

ín Chapter 5, the real parÈ of the source radiation effíciency was

calculated by measuring the room reverberaËion times and the space

averaged sound pressure levels (using a linear mí-crophone traverse) as

described in thaË Chapter and Chapter 4.

The results are shown as X ín Figure 8.5. It can be

seen that Ëhe data are consistently hígh, indicatíng ínsuffícíent

accuracy in the measuremenÈs of the room reverberation times and the

space average sound pressure levels. These ínaccuracíes are consistent

with results obtained usíng an ímpedance tube calibration procedure

descríbed in an earlier paper (Bíes and Hansen, 1976).

Typical plots showíng the variation of plate racliaÈion

efficiency as a funcËion of díffuser angular posítíon are presented in

Fígures 8.7 and 8.8. Note that the pattern repeats itself after one

complete revolution, índicaÈing that a unique value of the source

radiation impedance exists for a partícular angular position of the

rotating diffuser. From Figs. 8.7 & 8.8 ít can be seen that the absoluÈe

values of both the real and ímagínary parts of the radiation efficíency

vary more for the larger p1aËes than for the smaller plates duríng one

díffuser revolution. However, the variation in the ratio of the value

of the radíation efficíency, corresponding to a given angular posítion

of the roÈating diffuser, to the mean value of the radj-ation efficiency
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(averaged over one diffuser revolution) does not appear to depend on

plate síze.

The results of the rneasurements prove without doubt thaË Èhe

rotating díffuser does signíficanÈly vary the radiaËion efficj-ency of

the source and hence Ëhe power radiated by Èhe source in Ëhe room.

In all cases the real part of radiation efficiency varied about the

measured free field value although in some cases the ímagínary part

díd not. The substantía1 effecL of the rotating diffuser on the po\,/er

radiated by the source in the reverberant room is clearly shown ín

Fig. 8.9. In this figure values of l/poco.r')r, , measured on a

central horizontal line across one of Èhe plaÈes, are plotted for

several different díffuser angular positions. Different symbols

correspond to different dynamic angular positions of the diffuser

rotating at 30 rpm. The angular diffuser positions considered ín the

figure are separated by an angle represented by a circumferenËíal

movement of the diffuser of approximately x/4. The results ín the

figure represent the largest variation which could be found for a

gíven angul.ar positíon change of the díffuser, Lor the particular

plate considered. The scatter in the data is attributed to both

inaccuracy ín pressure-acceleration phase measuremenËs and to errors

in deÈermÍning the precise angular positíon of the dÍffuser due to

slíght variations in speed.

It ís realLzed thaÈ if the diffuser dístorted Èhe 1r1 resonanË

mode shape of the plates, by loading some parts of a given plate differ-

ently to other parts then meaningful results would not have been obtained.

The uniforrníty of Éhe variation in radíation loadillg on the plates as

the diffuser rotated was checked by monitoring the outputs of several

accelerometers placed at random on a given plate, using a multi-channel
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oscíllope and checking that the accel-eration signals were all- varyíng

synchronously.

8. 6 ST]MMARY

A new method has been devel-oped for the measurement of the

oomplex radiation efficíency of a urodally vibrating surface. The

meÈhod was used to investígate the effect of a rotating diffuser on

the complex radiatíon efficiency of varíous síze sources in a rever-

berant room. The sources used were símply supported edge square plates

vibraÈing in their fundamental resonant mode.

The data show conclusively that the effect of the rotaËing

diffuser ís substantíaI and also that the diffuser enables the average

value of the source radíation effíciency to approach very close to the

free fÍeld value, at least in the frequency range over whích the tests

were conducted.

It was found thaË for the range of source sízes tested the

effect of the diffuser on the source radíatíon efficíency \¡ras not de-

pendent on source size. The test sources ranged ín size from a 0.lm x

0.lm square plate to a 0.63m x 0.38m rectangular plate.
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APPENDIX 1

FAR FIELD EVALUATION OF THE RAYLEIGFI INTEGRAL

In the following analysis, the real parÈ of Èhe radiated sound

field ís calculated by evaluating the Rayleígh Integral (Rayleígh, lB7Bc)

at a sufficient dísÈance from the plate such that the acoustic pressure

and particle velocity may be consídered to be in phase.

The ¡^rell knovm solution for radiation from a circular pisÈon

(Junger and Feit, 1972) in an infinite wall is used as a model. However,

the plate surface velocity is modelled according to Èhe vibratíon mode

beÍng considered and results are presented ín a non-dirnensional form.

The appropriate surface velocity distributions are obtaíned from Sectíon 2,2

The integral expression gíven by Rayleigh ís as follows,

-ikr I
go
dn

-9-=-- aA.r'

For the víbratíng plates this expression rnay be rewritten as,

i(l)t -íkr I
e

dA0(R,0,0t,t) (e /ur¡

O = - el21r) lJ 
I
A

(A1. r)

(A1.2)$
r,ü

I
rJ f o,',,u

A

ì

i

t

t

ri

I

t'
t
I

(

r¿here positive tirne dependence has been used and rshere (R,or0t) are

spherícal coordinates and (ror0) are polar coordinates on the plate

surface. The coordinates are illustrated in Fig. A1-.1. In equation (41.2),

0(Rrc,0'rt) is the velociÈy potential at a point P(Rror0r) at time t due

to velocity amplitude distribution î(ro0) on the plate surface.

In the far field T' (the distance from point P to a poínt on

the plaÈe surface) in the denorninaËor of equatíon (41.2) may be replaced

r¡ith R However, only terms which are much less than uníty may be

neglected in the al:gument of the exponential term of equation (41.2).

Thus rr ín the exponential term wíll be replaced by (Junger and Feit,

L972): '

rt = ft - ro sin o cos(0t - 0). (41.3)
{
I'
1-

2l
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lüith these approximatíons, equation (41 .2) uray be written as,

0(Rr0,0',t) (e /2rR) Ç(ro0) exp [-ÍkR * ikrosíno cos (e '- e) J ro dro d0 .iüJt
2Tr a

oo

Using equation (2.3) Èhe quantity v(ro,0) may be written as,

Ç(r .e) = ioaD- o' mJ m mj0 (0) H (")

(A1.4)

(A1. s)

(A1. 6)

Replacing ro wíth ua and usíng equation (41.5) v/e nay rewríËe

equatÍ-on (41.4) âs r

pmj (R,4,0',t) = - { poo2a3Dr. expIi(ot - kR) ]/zrt-]

tt,n, (u) on (0) exp[ikau sincr cos(0'- 0) ] u du d0,x

where the following well known relatíonshíp between acoustic pressure and

velocity potentíal has been used,

p(Rror0t rt) (Ar.7)

Using the procedures outlined by Mcl.achlan (1941), and the

followíng Bessel FuncËion ídentiÈy,

(z) cos [m(0' - 0) ] (A1. B)
nn=I

the integral wíth respect to 0 in equation (4f.6) may be evaluated and

written as,

2n

f'
o

1T

^ a0(R,c,0r,t)
'o TE

exp[iz cos(O' - 0)] 
= 

JoG) + 2 i ,",
I

4

I

t
¡t

'l

_"1¡

ì
I
I

o

om(e) exp Iikau sinq cos (o' - e) ] d0 = 2nimo-(0')-l*(kau sina) (A1. e)
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Using equation (41.9), equation (4f.6) may be written as,

p(Rrdr0trt) (A1. r0)

where, [= (") J (kausína)udu. (A1.11)
mJ m

o

If Classical Theory Ís used to describe the plate vibrations

then equation (2.4) may be used to define tt 
, 
(u) 1n equation (41.11). If

l"lindlin-Timoshenko Plate Theory is used then Hr. (u) is replaced by Hr*3 (r)

which is defined by equation (2.42). The use of known Bessel Functíon

relatíous (Mclachlan, L94L) allows the íntegratíon of equatíon (41.ll)in

either case. The resulËs of the integratíon considering the various

possibilities are summarized in table 41.1. The terms used are also

summarized in the table.

According to equation (41.10)the modulus of the pressure amplítude

rnay be expressed as,

ln,n, (n,0,0') I = oor'"3 o* (o') o*, ¡/n. (A1. 12)

As íllustrated by l^iallace (L972) for rectangular plates, the

acoustic po\^rer radíated into the far field may be obtained by integratíng

the acoustfc íntensity over a henispherical surface locat.ed ín the far

fíeld. The acousÈic intensity may be wrítten in terms of Èhe modulus

of Ëhe pressure amplitude of equation (41.I2). Thus the real part of the

acoustic por^rer radíated by the plate vibraÈing ín mode (n,j) is given

by the following íntegral,

I^I
mJ

r/z llr., in,o,o') 12

R2sinq dad0r. (Ar.13)

= -i*por2"3 Drj On(e') exp I i(or - kR) ] A /R,

I
H

o
c

o
2po

1T

r
oI

t

Substitutíon of equatíon (41.12)ínto (41.13) and integrating gives for the
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Table 41.1: Summary of Integration of Equation (41.11)

Expressíons for A

Fl = [xJr(z) Jrn+r(*) - z J*(x) J*r(z)] / Íx2 - t2l

Fz = [.lr(x) ] [yJ*(z) rln*r(v) + zT_(v) J*+r(r) ] / Irm(y) (y2 + ,2)l

F3 = 0.stJå(x) - (2n/x).rr(x).r*r(x) +.ifurr(x)J

F4 = [J*(x)][y.],o(z)'J*r(v) - zJ^(y) J*+1(r)l/ tJm(y) (y2- 12)j

Fs = 0.stJ2(y) - (2n/Ð.rr(r) J**r(r) * rå*r(y)l tJr(x)/Jm(y)l

t¡-F2
"t-Fz

Classical Plate Theory

x=y=nß-mJ

z = ka. sincr

t¡-tz

F
3
-F

5

F
1-F

2

F
1-F5

îz-uz

t¡-t4

,t-, 
z

Ft-F4

Míndlin-Timoshenko Plate Theory

x=ô lrnj a;y=ô a; z = ka.sina.
¿mJ

ka < (k, c= /Tco)

ka > (krc"/T"o)

x

v z

x# z

zv

x=

zv+

x* z

Y*z



po$rer radíat.ed,

A2 sin cx d0 .

2L7.

(A1 .14)

(al-.15)

(A1.16)

(A1.17)

lz
w*j = (poo\a6D2 .n/coe*) Az sÍn a dcl.f'

0

Substitution of equations (41.14) and eithet (2.16b), (2.16c)

or (2.48) ínto equation (l-.1) gives the following expression for Ëhe

radlaËÍon efficiency,

rTt l2
l(ka)'lro,rt 

J

0

If Classical plate theory ís used to describe the plaÈe vibrations then

F = J2(nß .)mJmmJ

for clamped edge plates and

F = J2(ttB .)pmJmmJmJ

for simply supported edge plates.

If If-T Plate Theory is used then

F_, = I . [Equation (2.49) or (2.50)] (41.18)
MJ -MJ

The íntegral in equation (41.15) was evaluated numerícal1-y and

values of o were calculat.ed for the fírst sevdn low order vibratíon
mJ

modes for ka values in the range of 0.1 to 40. The results were

calculated and plotted using the CDC 6400 computer and are shown in

Fig.2.5.
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APPENDIX 2

DESCRIPTION OF MICROPHONE TRAVERSE USED FOR THE EXPERIMENTS DES CRIBED IN

CHAPTER 7

The purpose of Ëhis section is to describe the mechanics invol-

ved in starLing the impedance tube microphone Èraverse in [he correct

position and at the same time as the data systeü begins to acquire data.

For the following discussj-on reference should be made to the block diagrams

shown in Figs. 8.3a to d.

Referring to Figs. B.3a to d, the data system ignores al1 start

pulses from the diffuser Ínterruption of the laser beam unÈil the acquire

andfot the write button is depressed. If it is required Èo write Èhe data

on to magnetic tape immediately rvhen Èhe data system memory has been filled,

both ttre acquire and write l¡uttons must be depressed at the same time.

The daÈa system Èhen begíns to sample v¡hen the laser beam is next interr-

upted by the diffuser.

The autornatic traverse starÈ vras desígned so that ít is immune

to start pulses until the write button on the data acquísiÈion system is

depressed. Lrhen the write button is depressed, the traverse will starÈ

on the next. start pulse from the laser beam interruption, at the same tíme

as the data systern begíns to sample. The traverse control circuit is

immune to further start. pul.ses until Ëhe writ,e button on Lhe data system

is again depressed. Depressing the write buÈton this second time compl-etes

the acquisition of data and stops Èhe microphone traverse. Tlìe Eraverse

is then manually returned to a poínt in fronE of tlÌe start point. A

switch on the Èraverse motor control then allows the traverse to be driven

exacÈly on to the start point without requiring the data system Èo be

activated. This elírninates au.y problems with backlash in the traverse

drírie gears. The system is then ready to repeat the cycle just described.

.For measurelnents using the small tube the microphone is placed
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at lts starÈ position in the Èube (at the plane of the tube mouth) by

correctly posítioning the mic¡ophone carriage which is external to the

tube. In the case of the.large tube all the traverse gear ís located ín

the tube and the correct posíÈioning of the microphone at the start of

the traverse ls achieved using a rui-crosrn¡ítch attached to a light emitting

díode as illustrated ín Fig. 8.3a. These two methods enable the posítíon-

al accuracy of the microphone traverse start position to be betÈer than

h mm.

tr{hen a condenser microphone is used to sample the acoustic

pressure in the impedance tube, allowance has to be made for the fact

that Èhe actual samplíng cross-secÈional plane is some dístance in front.

of the microphone diaphragm. This distance vras found by experimenting

with the mícrophone in a tube terminated wíth a rigíd end and observing

the positions of the firsÈ Ëwo minimum sound pressure levels. The

required correction v/as taken as equal to the difference between Ëhe

measured posítion of the minímum closest to the rigid termínatíon ancl an

estimate of one quarter wavelengÈh at the frequency tested. The quarter

wavelength was estimated based on the measured temperature and checked

by comparison with the measured half wavelength between the two measured

minima. For all of Èhe test frequencies (between 100llz and 200OHz) the

dístance between the sampling plane and the diaphragm of'Èhe half inch

nr-icrophone lras found to be 4.5 rnn t 0.5 nm. Similar tests on a quart.er

inch condenser nricrophone showed thís dístance to be 3 nm I 1 mm at all

frequencíes tested (between 200H2 and 1200H2).

tr{hen the microphone probe was used instead of the condenser

microphone, this problem was eliminated by closing off the end of the

probe and using two small holes ín the síde of the probe to sample the

acoustj-c Pressure, thus ensuring that the sampling plane was the same as

the plane containing the two holes.
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I\PPENDIX 3

CALCULATION OF THE ERROR IN ESTIMATING THE INSTANTANEOUS Tms VALUE

OF A TIME VARYING SINUSOIDAL SIGNAL FROM A MEASUREMENT OF ITS PEAK

VALUE

The rms value of a sínusoídal signal of constant anplitude is

related to the peak value as follows

D='rms Pp

0

Expanding and integrating gíves,

(A3.1)

(A3.2)

(A3.3)

If the sinusoidal sígnal varies Ín amplÍtude wÍth time the right hand

síde of equatÍ-on (43.1) wíll not be a true estimaÈe of the rms value.

The error will be dependent on the rate and amount of amplitude varíation

of the sinusoidal signal.

The error involved in usíng equaËion (43.1) Èo estimate the

rms value of one cycle of a tíme varying sinusoidal signal may be

estimated as follor¿s. As a first approximation let us postulate t-hat the

amplítude of the sinusoidal signal is íncreasíng such that the ampliÈude

after one cycle is (1+a) times what it vras at the beginníng of that

cycle. The mean square value of such a signal having uniÈ amplitude to

begin r^rith ís given by,

2¡r
2

D='rms
1

2tr { (I+ax/2nt) sin x dx
2

P
r¿+a/z+az/a2

rms

If Ëhe amplitude rüere constant the mean square value would be

2
=14

rms

The error ínvolved ín using a síngle peak measurement is the

di-fference in Ehe two esti-mates of Ëhe mean square value;

p
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that l-s,

E = a/2 + a2/6 (A3.4)

where E is the mean square error.

Thus for a tÍme varying pressure signal, the error in sound pressure

1evel would be

E, = 10 log {a I a"/3+ I } dB.D l0 .
(A3. s)

For the experíments described in chapter 7 the largest error

corresponded to a díffuser speed of 50 RPM. Values of a were measured for

successive samples in each set of data recorded as described ín chapter 7.

The maximum value of a for each data set was then chosen for the error

calculat.íons. Thi-s maximum value of a varied from 0.003 to 0.02 and was

a funct.íon of the posiËíon of the microphone in the ímpedance tube at the

time a partícu1ar data set was chosen. The largest measured value of a

was 0.02 and this value is used in the following error calculations.

Substituting for a=0.O2 in equation (A'3.5) gíves

E, = 10 tot,.o t0.02 + 0.00007 + 1l = 0.09 dB.

IË should be remembered that this is an upper bound estímate and ín

most cases the error was consj,derably less Èhan this.

It is ínteresting to estímaËe the variation in signal- amplÍtude

corresponding to a = 0.02, in terms of dB per signal wave-length of

translal-ion of the diffuser rÍm. For a dÍffuser rotatíona1- speed of f,2

revolutions per second the number of signal cycles in a translation of

the ouËer rin of the difiuser of one wavelength of sound at the signal

frequency is given by

N = c /nDe (æ. A¡co/

where D is the diffuser diameter ( = 3.5m)

c = speed of sound in air (n/sec)
o

At díffuser speed of 50 RPM, Nc = 37 cycles.

For a value of a = 0.02, the sígna1 variation is 0.17d8/cyc1e. Thus for a
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diffuser speed of 50 RPM the sígna1 variation ís 6.4dB/wavelength of

translation of the diffuser rim.
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